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ABSTRACT

THE EFFECT OF BRANCH DISTRIBUTION ON MORPHOLOGY
CHAIN
DYNAMICS AND RHEOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR OF METALLOCENE AND
ZIEGLER-NATTA LINEAR LOW DENSITY POLYETHYLENES
SEPTEMBER

MIKHAIL

Y.

GELFER,

B.S.

2000

MOSCOW STATE UNIVERSITY

M.S.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Ph.D.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by: Professors K. Schmidt-Rohr; H.H. Winter

The

effects

of

the

branching

distribution

ethylene-a-olefin

in

copolymers (LLDPEs) on morphology and molecular mobility
and rheological properties

Two

melt and during crystallization were studied.

types of ethylene-a-olefin-copolymers were examined:

LLDPE
(II)

in the

in the solid state,

(I)

Ziegler-Natta

containing significant amounts of highly and low-branched chains, and

metallocene

distributed

among

Solid-state

LLDPE

where

branched

distribution

NMR
was

units

are

statistically

the molecules.

NMR

WAXS, DSC, TEM

techniques,

spectroscopy were utilized to characterize

solid-state

a-olefin

LLDPEs

Raman

and

in the solid state.

A

novel

technique for the determination of the lamellar thickness

developed

crystallization kinetics

and

tested

during

was measured by DSC.

V

this

investigation.

Rheological properties

The
in the

melt and dunng crystallization were characterized
using oscillatory and steady
shear techniques.

In Ziegler-Natta

formed by almost
into

the

crystalline

linear chains while highly

amorphous

amorphous domains

region.

are

numerous covalent hnks
result, the

copolymers the

In

the

domains

branched molecules are excluded

metallocene

system,

formed by segments belonging
exist

between

are predominantly

crystalline

and

crystalline

to the

same

chains.

So

and amorphous regions. As a

metallocene system has thinner crystalline and amorphous domains.

shows lower molecular mobility

in the

amorphous phase than

its

It

more branched

Ziegler-Natta analog.

The
yet

existence of a crystalline-amorphous interface formed

partially

mobile

chains

was

proven

for

by

all-trans

LLDPEs by NMR. The

morphological partitioning of branched units and local chain conformation near
the crystalline defects

in

LLDPEs was

characterized by solid-state

NMR

techniques.

It

was shown

critical crystallinity

exceed

5%

[w/w].

that for both metallocene

(])„,

A

and Ziegler-Natta

at the gel point, i.e. the

LLDPEs

the

melt-solid transition, does not

higher crystallization rate and a narrower solidification

interval is observed for a Ziegler-Natta

copolymer and can be related

to the

and

paitial

significant content of almost linear molecules. Step-crystallization

melting temperature programs for the preparation of stable near-critical physical

gels,

whose

crystallinity

remains

were developed. The overall

in the vicinity

crystallinity

VI

and

of

on the timescale of hours,

local chain

conformation

in stable

near-critical gels prepared

from metallocene

spectroscopy.

vii

LLDPE

were studied using Raman

5
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vs.

'h spin

~ CP MAS;

in

LLDPEs,
'

68

1

diffusion with '^C detection

H spin diffusion with '^C detection

/m= 100ms
(a)
(e)

5.7

PE-M

PE-ZN

PE-M b.q.; (c) PE-M
(f) PE-ZN film

(b)

b.i.;

b.q.;

film; (d)

PE-ZN b

•

i

159

Ti relaxation in ethylene co-polymers

^

MAS CP

Ti filtered spectra with

//= 500s

(/= Is;
(a)

'h decoupling

HDPE-M b.i.

;

(b)

PE-ZN

b.i.

;

c)

PE-M

b.q.

Ti relaxation curves for the crystalline phase in ethylene

II

copolymers;
5.8

170

The dependence of the lineshape

in stafic

'h spectra of LLDPEs on

composition and thermal history
5.9

171

MAS spectra of isothermally crystallized LLDPEs after

'

gated decoupling

5.10

CP

MAS

spectra with

'

172

H decoupling

isothermally crystallized;
(a)

5.11

PE-M

(b)

quenched

PE PE-ZN

173

Proposed morphological structure for metallocene and Ziegler-Natta

LLDPEs
6.

1

'

174

H spin-diffusion with '^C detection pulse sequences for the
LLDPEs. 90°
White: CP-cross-polarization, DD: dipolar

investigation of the phase composition in
filled black.

H spin-diffusion with C detection;

decoupling, (a)

tf-

pulses are

H

T2

filter

H spin-diffusion combined with H T2 relaxadon with C
detection. The H 72 relaxation behavior in the domains selected
(b)

'

by
(c)

tm is

determined from the dependence of signal intensity on

H spin-diffusion combined with C Ti
'

'

detecfion.

(//:

C

Ti filter

xix

selection with

//

C
195

6.2

Pulse sequence for

CODEX NMR:

90° pulses are

filled black.

White-

CP-cross-polarization, DD.: dipolar decoupling, t,-:
rotor period.
Pure-exchange spectra are obtained by measuring
a reference

spectrum with
spectrum from
6.3

Pulse sequence for

and

A

interchanged and subtracting the

CODEX

it

2D exchange NMR:

90° pulses are filled black
White: CP-cross-polarization, DD: dipolar decoupling, 180°

pulses,

tf.

chemical

1/(4 Aco).

shift filter,

Here Aco

with

the difference between the resonance
frequencies for the crystalline methylene and crystalline
propene
is

a-site; tf,-'^C Tj filter

6.4

'-^C

197

MAS NMR spectra of ^^C labeled ethene-propene co-polymer
Pe-PrL:
(a) Cross-polarization; the overall

content of propene units

is

-1% mol.;(b)

CP/Ti fihered spectrum with ?/= 2s; the content of
the propene units in the crystalline phase is 0.46
mol.;

%

(c) Direct polarization

spectrum, with short recycle delay

the content of the propene units in the

phase
6.5

(a)

is

2

to

=

2s;

amorphous

% mol

198

WAXS pattern for PE-ZN b.q.

Scattering

maxima

are labeled with

corresponding Bragg's indices, (b) Unit cell structure for the
orthorhombic crystalline lattice (c) Lattice base area ab vs.
reciprocal crystallite thickness for the

HDPE and ethylene co-

polymers; symbols: experimental data; straight line: least-squares
fit of the ab(l/L) dependence calculated for HDPE and ethylene-

hexene co-polymers (Pe-PrL excluded). The degree of lattice
expansion is distinctly higher for the ethylene-propene co-

polymer than

for other

polymers with similar

lamellar thickness

6.6

199

Investigation of the crystalline mobihty in

PE-PrL by

CODEX

spectrum (//= 2s) vs. pure exchange- CODEX
spectmm The relative intensity of the methylene backbone signal

(a)

CP/Ti

filtered

weaker in CODEX spectrum (b) Normalized CODEX
exchange intensities I (f„,)= (Iref. -Icodex (^m))/Iief ) as a function

is far

of tm for the propene a-site (solid symbols) and crystalline
backbone methylene (open symbols). At 292 K many defects
200
undergo chain flips on a 30-ms time scale

XX

6.7

Model

for the

polymer chain conformation

in the crystallite near

a branch crystalline defect in
ethylene-propene co-polymer;
torsion angle;

vr.

The stems on each

side of the defect are parallel. The
axis
denotes the orientation of the principal-axes
system

(PAS) of the

chemical

shift tensor for the labeled

orientation in the molecular frame

Schmidt-Rohr
6.8.

Normalized

et

PE-PrL

site.

The PAS

was drawn according

to

al.'^^

201

CODEX amplitude build-up

a-site in

a-methylene

for the crystalline

as a function of 5Nt,.

propene

CODEX exchange intensity.

Here /„ is normalized
The functional form of the ordinate

axis (1-

50%

/J/4 corresponds

to

.

of crystalline defects

undergoing two-site jump
6.9

'^C

MAS

202

260 K to avoid motional broadening.
signal CP/T, filtered ,tf= 2s;
amoiphous

spectra for PE-PrL, at
crystalline

—

signal; direct polarization with short recycle delay
/o=2s.

(a)a-site methylene, (b)

backbone methylene.

The crystalline a-site signal is shifted upfield compared to
amorphous a-site resonance. This indicates higher gauche

the

content in the vicinity of crystalline defects than in the disordered
phase.'**

6.10

2D Exchange
(a)

6. 11

'll

t,„

203

spectra of the crystalline a-site methylene in PE-PrL;

= 300 ms

(b)

=

1

ms

(reference

PE-ZN b.q. The
Fig.6.1a. tf = \95

spin-diffusion with '^C detection in

pulse sequence described in
(a)

Dependence of the '^C lineshape on

= 2 ms and

204

)

corresponding

CP

=28|is.

the mixing time

t,,,.

ms

correspond to spin diffusion into the
crystalline-amorphous interface.
ti„

5

Dependence of the normalized integral intensity of all-trans
and gauche-containing components on the mixing time /,„
205
(b)

6.12

77

PE-M b.q. The corresponding
Fig.6.1a. tf = 250
CP = 28|j,s.

spin-diffusion with ^^C detection in

pulse sequence described
(a)
t,,}

at

Dependence of the ^^C hneshape on

= 2 ms and

5

ms

|lis;

the mixing time

correspond to spin diffusion into the

crystaUine-amorphous interface.

Dependence of the normahzed integral intensity of all-trans
206
and gauche-containig components on the mixing time
(b)

XXI

6.13

Interfacial

(heavy

line) vs. crystalline (thin line)

methylene region

The

Hneshape

in the

was acquired using 'h
spin-diffusion with '^C detection technique (Fig.6.
.a), t,„ = 2 ms,
CP=28 \xs. The crystalline spectrum was obtained by cross.

interfacial signal

1

polarization.

CP=28

|lis.

PE-ZN

(a)

The broad lineshape of the

b.q.; (b)

PE-M

all-trans interfacial signal indicates

that at the interface all-trans chains are
surrounded
in a disordered conformation

6.14

'h

T, relaxation behavior in

b.q.

by molecules
207

PE-ZN

b.q. Spectra acquired using

combined 'H spin-diffusion

-H T2 relaxation technique

(Fig.6.1.b.)

\ti

(a) Interfacial

increments of 5|is were used in

component. tf=\95

(b) Crystalline core (reference)

t

|is;

/=1

f„,=

all

measurements.

5ms; CP=28|lis.
5ms; CP=28|as (no

|as;

H T2 selection).
(c) H Tj relaxation curves for the interfacial component
and core
crystallites

6.15

208

Investigation of the interfacial

'H spin-diffusion-^^C

domain

in

PE-M

b.q.

using the combined

Ti selection technique with '^C detection

For each

two spectra were acquired: '^C T/
filtered crystalline spectrum (tf/ = 3s) and the reference spectrum
(tfj = 10 ms). The difference (non-crystalline) spectrum was
obtained by subtraction of the crystalline from the reference
spectrum, without a scaling factor. The region 28.5-31.8 ppm in
(Fig.6.

1

.c).

the non-crystalline spectrum corresponds to the disordered nontrans interface, the region 3
interfacial
(a)

(b)

6.16

1

.8-34.5

ppm - to

the all-trans

domain.

Dependence of the lineshape of the difference spectra on
Dependence of the normalized integral intensity on t,„

Proposed morphological structure of semi-crystalline ethylene
co-polymers (branched units not shown)

xxii
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CHAPTER

1

REVIEW OF MORPHOLOGICAL AND RHEOLOGICAL
STUDIES OF
ETHYLENE-a-OLEFIN COPOLYMERS FOCUSING ON
BRANCHING DISTRIBUTION-PROPERTIES RELATIONSHIP
1

.

1

Background and motivation
Polyolefins play an important role in our industrial
society. Woridwide

more than 40

million tons of polyethylene, polypropylene, and
copolymers are

produced per year - most by the Ziegler-Natta process. This accounts
than 40

for

more

% of the whole production of plastics. The recently commercialized

metal locene process for the synthesis of polyolefins has higher throughput
than
the traditional Ziegler-Natta polymerization and allows for better control
of

product composition.

The metallocene process allows

for the synthesis

of ethylene-a-olefin

copolymers linear low density polyethylenes, (LLDPEs) inaccessible by the
traditional Ziegler-Natta synthesis.

On

the other hand, significant structural

differences exist between novel metallocene and conventional Ziegler-Natta

LLDPEs. While

intramolecular distributions of branched a-olefin units in both,

metallocene and conventional ethylene-a-olefin copolymers, obey Bemoullian

statistics,''^

intermolecular composition distributions in these systems are

drastically different.^

''

Conventional

LLDPEs

are highly heterogeneous

copolymers with significant contents of both highly and low-branched
molecules. In contrast, in metallocene systems a-olefin units are

distributed

among

the

polymer

chains.^'*"

1

statistically

Obviously, for the optimization of the

processability and perfonnance of novel
the

branchmg

in

may have

LLDPEs,^"'
'

it is

known,

on the

in the

first

part

that the distribution

of branched

investigation

is

LLDPEs
to

crystallization kinetics,

are not fully understood.

determine the effect of branching

on the viscoelastic properties of

melt and during crystallization, and on the morphology and

molecular mobility

The

know how

the molecular factors governing the relationship
between

The goal of this

LLDPEs

necessary to

a significant effect on crystallization behavior
and morphology

branching distribution and properties in

distribution

it is

distribution affects the properties of LLDPEs
in the Hquid and in
i

the sohd state. However, while
units

LLDPEs

is

in the solid state.

This investigation consists of two parts.

a melt and melt-crystallization study, where the structure and

viscoelastic properties of LLDPE in the molten state and during crystallization

are investigated.

The second

part

is

a solid-state study, dealing with the

morphology and molecular mobility

in solid

LLDPEs.

In both parts, the effects

of branching distribution were elucidated tlirough the systematic analysis of
metallocene and Ziegler-Natta

known

LLDPEs

samples, whose molecular structure

in detail.

The major purpose of the melt

investigation

structural factors, controlling viscoelastic behavior

is

the understanding of

of LLDPEs undergoing melt-

solid transition during the isothermal and non-isothermal crystallization. In this

work, the rhcological properties of crystallizing

dynamic and steady shear techniques,
parallel

DSC

experiments.

It is

known

LLDPEs

are monitored

by

crystallization kinetics is determined in

that the melt-solid transition in

2

crystallizing

polymers can be treated as physical gelation,
so the analysis of the

rheological data

is

performed within the framework of the
rheological theory of

gelation, developed

It is

is

shown

by Winter

et al.'^"

that the critical crystallinity

((!>,.,)

for the melt-solid transition

similar in the metallocene and Ziegler-Natta
copolymers

However, Ziegler-Natta

LLDPE has

(1

<5% w/w).

.5<

a higher crystallization rate and a narrower

solidification interval than metallocene

LLDPE.

This observation

is

related to

the significant content of almost linear chains in the
heterogeneous Ziegler-Natta

copolymer.

remains

It is

shown

in the vicinity

LLDPEs

that stable near-critical physical gels,

of

whose

crystallinity

on the timescale of hours can be prepared from

using step-crystallization and partial melting temperature programs

developed

in this study.

Viscoelastic properties of stable critical and near-

critical gels are characterized

techniques.

The

crystallinity

by dynamic and steady-shear rheological
and chain conformation

prepared from the metallocene

LLDPEs

The molecular model describing
and non-isothermal

in stable physical gels,

are determined

by Raman spectroscopy.

the relationship between branching distribution

crystallization behavior in

LLDPEs was

proposed based on

the results obtained in this investigation.

LLDPE
with

WAXS

morphology was investigated by

(wide angle X-ray scattering),

calorimetry), and

DSC

solid-state

(differential

TEM (transmission electron microscopy).

techniques,'^' used in this

work allow

NMR,

combined

scanning

The

NMR

the discrimination of morphological

domains, based on the molecular mobility and

NMR relaxation rates, thus

enabling the researcher to target different
morphological areas directly, rather
than to rely on line-fitting procedures.

The major emphasis

in the solid-state investigation is
the analysis

of the

relationship between branching distribution,
crystallite thickness distribution
and

molecular mobility in the crystalline and amorphous
domains of LLDPEs. The
crystallite thickness distribution controls the

domains and influences such important macroscopic
properties of

crystalline

solid

LLDPEs

as creep, crack resistance and toughness.

determine and control the

LLDPEs.

A simple, direct non-destructive

The

validity

of this novel

was developed and applied during

techniques.^'

crystalline

The

partially

region.

and amorphous domains

in

LLDPEs was
It

was proven

mobile chains, protruding from the crystalline
solid state

by 'h spin-

that the crystalline-

formed by

into the

all-trans yet

amorphous

NMR technique, CODEX^^ was applied for studying

the local chain conformation near branch in

with 2-D exchange

is

TEM and

between the

studied

interface in ethylene-a-olefm copolymers

A novel

measured by

structure of the interfacial region

diffusion, relaxation and '^C spectroscopy.

amorphous

this

NMR technique was proven by comparing the

results obtained with crystallite thickness distributions,

Raman

ability to

NMR technique for the determination of the lamellar thickness

distribution in ethylene copolymers

study.

Thus the

crystallite thickness distribution is critical for the

optimization of performance in solid
solid state

molecular mobility in the

MAS NMR and

LLDPE

crystallites, in

combination

'^C T/ and T2 selection methods. The effect

of branch length and branching distribution on morphological partitioning and

local mobility

of branched units was characterized
using

"c T,

and

selection

techniques.

With the

aid of metallocene catalysts, the
structure of the plastics

synthesized can be controlled for the

new

class of

LLDPEs. However,

'

first

time within wide

limits, creating

a

significant differences in molecular
structure

between conventional and novel copolymers can

result in

unexpected property

changes, and not necessarily in the desired direction.
This investigation sheds
light

their

on the

structural characteristics

of novel and LLDPEs, and how they

affect

performance and processability. The outcome of this research
will allow

future researchers to optimize ethylene-a-olefin copolymers
for the desired
applications.

1

.2

Metallocene and Ziegler-Natta catalysis for synthesis of LLDPEs

A

Ziegler-Natta catalyst

is

formed by a

series

of heterogeneous reactions

of alkylates of aluminum with complexes of transition metals (such as

TiCl4 + AIR3 -> TiClsR + AIR2CI

TiCU + AIR2CI

->

TiCbR + AIRCI2

TiClsR + AIR3 -> TiCl2R2 + AIR CI2

TiCbR

-> TiCl3

TiClj + AIR3 ->

+ R*

TiCbR + AIR2CI

Zr).

The novel metallocene

catalyst

is

synthesized by homogeneous reaction

of complexes of transition metals with
methylaluminoxane'

(Fig. 1.1)

Conventional Ziegler-Natta catalysts are generally
polymorphous solids on

whose
that,

surfece relatively non-uniform catalytic
action takes place, hi contrast to

metallocene systems, either

in solution or supported,

can be considered as

single-site catalysts.

Because of the heterogeneous nature of the

catalyst, conventional

ethylene-a-olefin copolymers prepared through Ziegler-Natta
process

(ZLLDPE), have highly non-uniform intermolecular composition
and broad distribution of molecular weights

LLDPEs,

(MJM^ =

the low-molecular weight sub-fraction

is

3-5)

.^'^^

distribution

In conventional

enriched by branched units,

while the high-molecular weight fraction contains relatively few branched

On

the other hand, in metallocene

distribution

distributed

is

LLDPEs

units.

the intermolecular composition

rather narrow; branched (a-olefin) units are statistically

among polymer

chains.^'

(i.e.

Molecular weight distribution

Mw/Mn =

narrower for metallocene systems^
composition distribution

'"'^"^

2-3.

and metallocene copolymers.

"

^
'

6

also

The intramolecular

distribution of branched units along the

chain) to a good approximation can be considered

is

random

polymer

for both Ziegler-Natta

1.3

Branching and crystallization
Virtually

all

crystallization.

rates in

LLDPEs

types of industrial processing of

Thus understanding

the crystallization rate

is

LLDPEs

involve melting and

the effect of the branching distribution
on

of primary importance for predicting

LLDPE behavior

during processing. Theoretical and experimental
aspects of polymer
crystallization

However,

have been the subject of numerous books and review

crystallization behavior of branched molecules

is still

articles.^^'"^^

not completely

understood.

Analysis of the crystallization kinetics of commercial

LLDPEs

greatly

is

hindered due to their blend-like character. Indeed, both metallocene and ZieglerNatta

LLDPEs

can be described as blends of statistical copolymers with varying

branching. Highly branched molecules can't accommodate crystalline stems,

fonned by long linear segments. As a
to separate

result,

upon

crystallization molecules tend

based on the branching content. The fractionation process tends to

reinforce the separation of spherulitic crystallization into two processes: primary

crystallization

of dominant lamellae, forming the skeletal framework of

spherulitcs and secondary crystallization within spherulites.^^"^^

The primary

lamellae arc mostly formed by molecules with low branching content, while

secondary crystallization primarily arises from more branched molecules.

The bulk

crystallization kinetics of

LLDPEs

^''''^^

includes a variety of processes:

primary nuclcation, growth of primary lamellae and

in-filling. In principle,

each

of these processes can be
influenced by the branching
content, so the
branching on the bulk
c^stalhzat.on rate

on the

rate

of crystallization

at

its

influence on the crystal growth

According

to the

=

=

1,

Tn, -Texp

T,,

II

or

III

which

is

= Go exp

qualifies the crystal

>uo

the

m LLDPEs is

given by eq.l.l^''-"

is

TA

(1.1)

Tf

growth regime and the undercoling

AT

the difference between the
equilibrium melting temperature
Texp.

very weak temperature dependence and
first

(T,,

exp

and the crystallization temperature

The

by La.bert and

rate.

G for a polymer crystal

R{T~T<.)

/

influence

widely accepted Laurizen-Hoffman
(LH) theory, the

of the isothermal growth

Gi

of

fractions indicate

low supercooling

of branching on the overall
crystallization kinetics

determined by

Here

results obtained

by studying nan-ow-distnbuted
ethylene-octene

that for the early stages

rate

.ore co.phcated than hs

of crystalHte growth.
However, the

PhilHps--^-^

effect

is

effect

The pre-exponential

may be

factor

Go has a

considered as constant.

exponential term accounts for the temperature
dependence of

the segmental transport across the
liquid/solid interface, whereas the second

exponential term describes the driving force
for the crystal growth as expressed

under the assumption of a coherent secondary
nucleation process. U*
activation energy for the segmental transport
and Too

which molecular motion, necessary
liquid-solid interface,

When

becomes

for the transport

is

the temperature

is

the

below

of segments across the

infinitely slow. Too is usually taken as

isothermal crystallization

is

-30 K.

studied far above the glass transition (as

8

is

the

g

.

case for crystallization of LLDPEs

at

low supercooling) the exact
values of Too

and U* and even the functional
form of the
significant

way

first

term do not affect

the crystal growth

is

controlled

by a process of

coherent secondary nucleation where
the nucleadon constant K,,j

„

III,

bo

is

/

has a value of

the thickness of a

growth plane, a

is

factor used to

The
rates

g,

its

is

for

regime

monomolecular

II

and a value of 2 for regimes

changes

different regimes

may be

in

and

is

the fold

AH is the enthalpy of fusion of a

equilibrium melting temperature, and /for

I

layer in the direcdon normal to the

Boltzmami's constant,

compensate

given by

is

a correction

AH with temperature.

envisioned as resulting fi-om the relative

of two competing processes: secondary nucleation and
surface spreading.

If the rate

is

1

is

2ihoG (TcTm

...

the lateral crystal/melt interfacial energy,
Qe

surface free energy, k

perfect crystal at

any

the crystal growth rate^^

At low supercoolmg,

Here

in

of deposition of secondary nuclei

is

/

and the

rate

of surface spreading

then if expressed in units of area covered per unit fime,
the regimes

correspond to the following conditions:

I:

regime

II:

regime

The

/<< g

regime

III:

/«g
i>

introduction of branched units influences both the rates of nucleation

(presence of non-crystallizable units hinders nucleadon) and surface spreading

(branched units slow
to the

down

On

the reptation).

molecular mobility than

z.

the other hand,

g is more

Thus g greatly decreases when the
molecular

weight exceeds the reptation threshold.
Exclusion of branched units

changes the packing of crystalline
chains
surface energy

results

cy,.

The

from the balance of the described

and bulk crystallization

'

in the lamellae, thus affecting
the

factors.

et.al.^^-^^

show

that

both crystal growth

rate decrease drastically with the
increase in

branching content. For low molecular weight
fractions of branched
18-25 kg/mol) crystallization occurs in regimes

(Mw =

1

04- 1 75 kg/mol) regimes

Alizadeh
crystallization

Based on

et

to the folds

overall crystallization regime
for branched polymers

The data obtained by Lambert
rate

sensitive

al.^*^'

II

and

III

I

and

II,

PE (Mw =

while for higher

were observed.

investigated isothermal and non-isothermal

of ethylene-octene copolymers over a broad temperature
range.

the analysis of crystallization kinetics determined

by

DSC

and

considering the final morphology of crystallized copolymers they
proposed that

below a

characteristic crystallization temperature

crystallization undergoes a drastic change.

T*

the

According

to

mechanism of LLDPE
Alizadeh

et al.,

crystallization

above T*

crystallization

below T* causes the formation of very small fringed-micellar-

results in the formation

of lamellar structures, while

type crystallites. The value of T* depends on copolymer composition. So far this

hypothesis has not been tested by the structural investigation

10

in situ.

1.4 Structural

development during crystallization of
HDPE and

Akpalu

LLDPE

(0.21

simultaneous

et

al-^^

LLDPE

studied isothermal crystallization
of slightly branched

% mol C-8) using time-resolved light scattering and time-resolved
WAXS

and

SAXS

techniques'^ According to this work
the

pattern appears before crystallinity

becomes detectable by

indicates that at the early stages of
crystallization the

WAXS.

SAXS

This

framework of spherulites

is

being fornied by rather disordered structures.
These structures are enriched in
longer methylene sequences.

As

crystallization proceeds, the degree

of order in

the initially formed structures increases;
eventually they transform to mature

primary lamellae. The secondary crystallization occurs
when more branched
chains crystallize in "liquid pockets " between stacks of
primary lamellae.

Bark

et.al'^

simultaneous

shown

studied crystallization of HDPE

WAXS

and SAXS. Similar

that crystallization

During the primary
spherulites.

by time-resolved

to the results

of Akpalu,"

crystallization, thicker lamellae

form the framework of

stage, after spherulites

fill

the volume, further

crystallization occurs in liquid pockets inside existing spherulites.

WAXS and SAXS

structures have a

low degree of order.

et al."^^ also indicate that

Time

patterns indicates that initially formed

As

the crystallization proceeds, the

degree of order increases. The results of time-resolved
Sasaki

was

of HDPE can be described as a two-stage process.

During the secondary

evolution of

it

SAXS

investigation

by

disordered structures formed during the early

11

stages of isothermal crystallization
of HDPEs and

LLDPEs

evolve into mature

lamellae as crystallization proceeds.

Song

et al.'"-^'

applied time-resolved

crystallization behavior in 50/50 blends of

HOPE

and

LDPEs form

SAXS

for the investigation

HOPE with LDPE.

separate lamellar bundles.

at early stages

that

in the

of

forming the framework of the spherulitic structure.

of liquid-liquid phase separation

1.5 Possibility

The

was shown

HOPE component

The

blend investigated dominates the crystallization
process
crystallization,

It

of

blcnd-likc character of

LLDPEs

liquid phase separation in these copolymers.

phase separation

in

LLDPE

in

LLDPE melts

implies the possibility of liquid-

The occurrence of liquid-liquid

melts would have a great impact on the melt

rheology, crystallization behavior and solid-state morphology of these widely

used polymers. Because of that, the melt phase composition of LLDPEs and

HDPE-LLDPE
'

recent years.

Hill et

observed

in

blends was the subject of extensive investigation during the

al.^^""^^

between

it is

linear

in the

who

heterogeneous solid-state morphology
blends

is

indicative of liquid-liquid

melt above the melting temperature of HOPE.

not the only possible explanation available.

and branched chains

More convincing
ai.,"^*^'^**

that the

LLDPEs and LLDPE:HDPE

phase separation
Obviously,

proposed

may

separation

occur during crystallization.

data were obtained by

investigated heterogeneous

The

Alamo

LLDPEs

12

and

et

al."^^'""*^

and Wignall

HDPE-LLDPE

blends.

et

both

in the

melt

at

160 °C and

in the solid state using

SANS

(small-angle

neutron scattering) technique.
It

was shown

that a highly

branched units exceeding

However, even

5

% mol. forms a dispersed phase^^ in the melt.

for highly heterogeneous

dispersed phase was rather low

polymers used

branched fraction having a content of

in these

SANS

(2%

LLDPEs

the estimated content of the

vol).^^ Also, the

molecular masses of

experiments were rather high

(i.e.

M.w HDPE-D

140 kg/mol), so hydrogen-deuterium isotope effects
cannot be excluded as the
driving force behind the observed liquid-liquid
phase separation phenomena.'*^

Thus, one canexpect that in non-deuterated

phase will be even below

LLDPEs

2% vol.

As mentioned above, during time-resolved
of crystallizing

HDPEs

the content of dispersed

and

emergence of Bragg peaks

LLDPEs

at

the

SAXS

SAXS/WAXS

investigations

pattern appears before the

wide angles^^"^^ Ryan

et al.^" interpreted

these

observations by proposing the occurrence of liquid-liquid phase
separation

during the early stages of crystallization. According to Ryan, the liquid-liquid

phase separation below Tm results

in the

appearance of a metastable "ordered

melt" predominantly formed by polymer chains in

all-trans conformation, but

lacking the long-range order present in crystallites. During the later stages of
crystallization this "ordered melt"

would transform

into crystallites.

existence of such a "ordered melt" has not been proven by any
is

sensitive to the local chain conformation, such as

spectroscopy.
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1

So

far the

technique that

NMR or Raman

rheological properties of LLDPE
and

'^P'
HHPP m the melt
'^'f^^''
nui't

Gabriel

LLDPEs by

et al'' investigated

melts of homogeneous and
heterogeneous

shear creep recovery measurements.

metallocene systems for Ziegler-Natta

LLDPEs

It

was shown

that

m contrast to

the temperature dependence of

recoverable shear compliance does not obey
the time-temperature superposition
principle. This deviation

was

interpreted as the evidence of hquid-liquid
phase

separation occurring in melts of heterogeneous

LLDPEs. Based on

the

magnitude of deviation the content of dispersed phase
was estimated

which

consistent with the value proposed

is

According

to

higher for metallocene

Vega

by Wignal

et al.,^^ viscosity

HDPEs

as

2%

vol.,

et al.

and flow activation energy are

than for their Ziegler-Natta analogs having

similar average molecular weight. Also the dependence of the
viscosity on the

molecular weight
related to

is

steeper for metallocene

HDPEs. These

narrow molecular weight distributions and the

observations were

total

absence of long

branches in metallocene system."^^

1

.7

Avrami parameters

The

for the crystallization of

HDPE

early stages of isothermal crystallization of

Avrami equation

HDPE conform to the

^^'^^

{WiJWo) = exp{-zt)
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(1.3)

where W,

Wo -

is

the weight fraction of the hquid
polymer remaining after time

t.

the weight fraction of the crystaUine
polymer at infinite time, n and z are

constants

at

constant temperature.

Both 2 and n

are indicative of the crystallization

mechanism. For non-

seeded melt-crystallization of HOPE the values
of « are usually
range

in the

2-4.-'^^'^^

Interesting results

were obtained

in partial

melting experiments, where a

variety of HDPEs were crystallized after being
partially molten

below the main

melting point and subsequently re-crystallized in the
presence of the unmolten
material- \ Values of the

samples were

far

Avrami exponent

lower (].35<

np,„

<

J.

of the same materials (2.97< n <3.87)
decrease in the apparent values of n

is

.

observed for partially molten

58) than for the isothermal crystallization

According

to

Banks

et al.^^ the

observed

consistent with the residual crystallites

acting as seeds for consequent crystallization.

This result can be of interest for the analysis of crystallization kinetics of

commercial

LLDPEs

containing a range of fractions with different equilibrium

melting temperatures and crystallization

1.8 Rlieological

by

models

rates.^'^^'^'*''^^

for the description

of liquid-to solid transition induced

crystallization

The transformation from
crystallization can

a liquid to a solid state induced

by

be considered as physical gelation, where connectivity

is

provided by crystalline regions acting as the thermoreversible bonds. The liquid-

15

solid transition (gel point)
occurs wlten the
infinite size

i.e.

to the size

gel point

recognized by a zero-shear viscosity

It

diverges

characterized by

at the gel point.

its

at the gel point. It

gel point has

its

molecular cluster has grown to

of sample. '^"' '^'^^

The approach of the

until

first

by

rio

the gelling system has typically
been

which increases during cross-linking

Beyond

the gel point the material can
be

growing equilibrium modulus,
Ge, which

was shown

own

that

is

zero before and

both in chemical and in physical gelation
the

distinctive rheological properties,

which can be

characterized by slow power-law dynamics.
This expresses itself in a selfsimilar relaxation modulus; '^"'^

G = —Sct
The

gel

stiffness,

S,

[Pa s"], and the

rheological material parameters;

Ao<t<oo

for

critical

The

are

correspond to higher cross-linking

self-similar relaxation occurs in the terminal zone at long
times,

JiO<t<co. The lower
to the

relaxation exponent n

can adopt values 0 < «,<1. Higher values of

Sc correspond to stiffer gels, smaller «^
density.

(1.4)

limiting relaxation time

entanglement relaxation or glass

transition.

characterizes the crossover

The

self-similar relaxation

behavior can also be expressed by a power law relaxation time spectrum.

^W =

'

,

1

;

for

<X

<oo

{Y{y)

is

(«)
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the

gamma

function)

(1.5)

The

self-similar relaxation results
in

G'io))

=

- n^)

r(l

cosin^TT/ 2)

and a constant loss angle S = mi

J2

It

can be seen that

G

and
'

Boutahar

at the gel

et al.'^

microscopy and

measured by

modulus

03

<iao

6)

6 in the low frequency region

(plateau region),

which can be used

as the basis

and «,can be directly calculated
from

interesting to note that for the
isothermal

of highly branched ethylene-butene
co-polymer the degree of

bulk crystallinity

light

It is

.

for

low frequencies.

The parameters

G " at the gel point

crystallization

at

co"'

at the gel point tan

becomes frequency independent
for gel point detection.

power-law dynamic moduli

point does not exceed 3

% w/w.'^

studied isothermal crystallization of
HDPE using

DSC,

oscillation shear techniques. Crystallization
kinetics

DSC was

correlated with the time dependence of the
storage

GMt was proposed that at early stages of crystallization, the

polyethylene melt can be treated as a suspension of colloidal
particles in a liquid
viscoelastic matrix,

According

where

crystallites act as filling agents.^^

to ref.^^ the

low-frequency storage modulus of a crystallizing

melt can be related to the bulk crystallinity

m
where

G '(0)

is

the storage

modulus measured

after

(p(t)

by a simple equation

=

(1.7)

modulus of a

fluid matrix

and

G'oo the final storage

complete crystallization (^ = 0.84).
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This relationship imphes that the
functional form of G'r^;
dependence
the

same

for all ^,

crystallites are

which

is

is

not necessarily correct. Indeed,
the primary

being formed during the growth
of spheruhtes, while the

secondary crystallization occurs inside
supramolecular structures. Thus the
formation of the same amount of primary
and secondary crystallites would
have
different effects

Teh

on rheological

et al.''

properties.

described the crystallinity dependence of
the elastic shear

modulus using the Kemer-Halpin equation developed

for the description

of

dispersions in the form

G/G, =

where G/
ratio

is

the shear

(1 +AB</))/(l-B0<p )

modulus of the melt,

of the spheruhtes, and

(18)

A and B

are functions of the Poisson

O is maximum packing fraction of the solid melt.

For the crystallizing melt the physical meaning of the
A,

B

and

cD is not clearly defined.

crystallization kinetics

proposed

that the rate

Based on the

similarity

fitting

parameters

between

and the time dependence of the storage modulus,

of the storage modulus increase corresponds

it

was

to the rate

of

secondary nucleation. '^^ The validity of that approach requires further proof

Jackson

et

al.^'^'^°

equilibrium shear modulus

Polymethylene

LLDPE,

is

investigated

the

temperature

of polymethylene and

structurally identical to

HDPE,

its

its

dependence of the

branched copolymers.

copolymers are analogs of

but in contrast to polyethylene these polymers were synthesized by

decomposition of diazoalkyl compounds. Considering crystalline domains as

18

rigid

cross-links,

vicinity of the

the temperature dependence
of the shear

mehing

point

was estimated using

modulus

in

the

the theory of rubber elasticity:

G - kT(vyN^J/V„
(J

where

v^' is

the

number of crystallme chain sequences,

thermodynamic theory of co- polymer melting^^
Vu

is

the molar

9^

calculated based on the

the

Avogadro number, and

volume of methylene segment

Values of the shear modulus, calculated from
Eq.(1.9) are

at least

two

orders of magnitude lower than experimentally
determined. The difference

between predicted and experimentally determined
values of G can be
the propagation of the crystalline order into the

between

crystallites,

and

effects

.9

The

effect

interaction

of the crystalline-amorphous interface and the

crystallite's ability to act both as cross-links

1

amorphous domain,

related to

of branch content on

LLDPE

The influence of branching on

the

and

fillers.

morphology

LLDPE morphology was the

subject

of extensive theoretical and experimental investigations.^'" '^^"''^ Here the most
important aspects of the branching-morphology relationship directly related to
the subject of the current investigation will be briefly reviewed.
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1 .9.

1

Melting temperatures

The majority of researchers agree
are excluded from the crystallme
phase

that

branched units longer than methyl

Thus

for

branched ethylene

copolymers other than ethylene-propene the
melting behavior has
independent of the type of branched
stipulation that only crystalline and

unit.

to

be

For random copolymers under the

amorphous phases

are present and the

crystalline phase remains pure, the
equilibrium melting temperature can be

expressed as

11
Here X

is

,

the content of branched units,

temperature of

HDPE crystal,
that for

/?

LLDPE,

is

the equilibrium melting

the equilibrium melting temperature of the infinite

and AH,, the enthalpy of melting for

low branching

x,

Eq.

1

.

1

.3

HDPE.^'^"'^'

It

can be seen

implies a linear decrease of the equilibrium

melting temperature with branching.

Because of kinetic

restrains, real

polymers can not achieve the

conditions stipulated by the equilibrium requirements.

As

structural

a result

experimentally observed melting temperatures of random copolymers

T,,, ,,^^.

are

systematically lower, than those predicted by Eq.(1.13). However, the analysis

of the melting behavior of melt-quenched

LLDPEs

having narrow composition

distributions proved that for branching contents x ranging from 0 to 8

melting temperature

T,n.exp

% mol. the

appears to linearly decrease with branching. The data

from co-monomers varying from butene

to octene fall onto the

20

same curve,

which
llii; '/;»

is

consislcnl wiih Ihc cxch,sion
ofbrnnchcd units.

,,„

W dependence

is

sleeper

Hum

prcdiclcd by

liq.

lowcvcr Ihc slope

I

in

3.«.''J<..(.2
1

.

f^^f^:

1

icmpcralurcs observed for ethylene
propene copolymers are consistently
higher
than in other copolymers, indicating
accommodation of methyl group within the
crystalline lattice/'

In

'"^
^

commercial LLDPEs, the type of composition
distribution greatly

affects the melting behavior. Melting
temperatures of Zieglcr-Natta

were shown

to

branching".

In contrast to data presented

be higher than

in

LLDPEs

metallocene analogs having similar overall

by Alamo and

Kim

Aiizadeh,*'''-''''

et

al." demonstrated that in commercial copolymers
hexyl branches cause stronger

depression of the melting point than ethyl or butyl
sidcchains. This phenomenon

was

related to a stronger perturbation of crystalline order

by

larger branches.

the other hand, the observed difference in the melting
behavior

by the difference

in the

caused

intermolccular branching distributions between the

octcnc copolymers studied and the

L9.2

may be

On

rest

of the samples, investigated by Kim.

Lattice structure

HOPE

and cthylene~a-olefin copolymers containing

of branched units form the orthorhombic
crystalli/ed at ambient pressurc.^'^'^'^'^

groups prove

expands

in

that in

comparison

to

both a and h directions.

crystalline lattice

less than 8

when

% mol

mclt-

WAXS data reported by many research

HDPEs
^'^'"^''^

the crystalline lattice in

The

lattice

the variety of sidcchains, ranging from propyl to

21

LLDPEs

expansion was observed for

n-deeanyl.^'^''^''^ hiitially,

these

plicnomcna were thought
crystalinic lattice.-"^

appears

to

However

to the inclusion

crystal li zed,

and

in

samples of

in ,,-alkancs

Moreover,
is

thickness/''-^''^Thus, the lattice

expansion

units.

According

to

due

to

decrease

expansion was observed not

both solution and melt-

it

was shown

in

LLDPEs

Bunn/' because of reduced

is

symmetry.

orthorhombic and monoclinic
copolymer, containing

12%

many

cases

related to the reduction

to the inclusion

of branched

crystallite thickness lateral cell

local stress exerted at the base planes.

increase in the branching content above 10

in the lattice

that in

reciprocally proportional to the lamellar

branching rather than

dimensions can be altered by the

The

into the

NMR data'" and results of the

HDPE,

the degree of lattice expansion

in crystallite thickness

of branched units

the inclusion of branches longer
than methyl

analysis.^' In addition, the lattice

LLL:)PEs but also

in

be related

be inconsistent with solid-state

thermodynamic
only

to

% mol. may lead to the

WAXS patterns indicate the presence of both

crystallites in a melt-crystallized

ethylene-butene

mol. branched units.'^

1.9.3 Crystallinity

The degree of crystallinity
and molecular weight."

It is

of the comonomcrs. Indeed,
fall to

the

same

curve.

*^'''^'''''

(<p)

in

is

the branchings

not significantly inllucnced by the chemical nature

for all

monomers

other than propene the ^ (x) data

Levels of crystallinity for ethylene propene

copolymers are consistently higher than

which

LLDPEs depends on

for their equally

branched analogs,

consistent with inclusion of methyl units into the crystalline phase.
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The

M.

effect

of branching on cryslalhnily

is

quite strong. For instance, for

90 kg/.nol the degree of crystallin.ty drops from 50

branch content increases from 0.5%
mol.

to

(>

to 7

% niol.^'"-'" ]\n

%

w/w

as the

(ixed branch

content, an increase in the moh.r mass
causes substantial decrease in
crystalhnity: in LLDPli, containing
2.3

% mol of branched

units the increase in

M,, from lOlolOOkg/molcauscsacrystallinityrahiction
from 50 to 40

%

vol.'"

Lamellar structure

1.9.4

LLDPEs contaimng

up

to

4

% of branched

units form lamellar crystals

during melt-crystalli/.ation. for low co-unit
contents (below

1

% mol.) straight,

well-dclincd lamellae are formed, while for higher
branching lamellae arc

smaller and curved. The crystalline lamellar thickness

by

TEM, SAXS

branching."'

"^•^^'

with the increase

in

Raman

and

in

to

(determined

spectroscopy) rapidly decreases with increased

molar mass, the observed variation

a series

varying from 2

LLDPRs

For fixed branch content, the crystallite thickness decreases

good agreement with

mass. Using

in

in crystallite thickness is

the decrease of the melting temperature with molar

of quenched narrow distributed

0 carbons

it

was shown

LKDPRs

with branch length

that the lamellar thickness

is

not

affected by the chemical nature of the sidechains.**'"^'^''

As branching

increases from 3 to 6

% mol., bundle-like crystals appear

along the lamellar structures. Highly-branched copolymers containing more than
8

% mol

branched units form only bundled

23

'"'^^

crystals. ^

1.9.5

Interfacial structure

Flory

et al/*'

pointed out that a demarcation between
the ordered

crystalUne region and the disordered
Hquid-like region could not be sharply

defined

in a semicrystalline

Consequently an

interfacial region

sequence of chain

The

polymer. The dissipation of order must be
gradual.
develops that involves partially ordered

units.

interfacial content in polyethylene

evaluated by

Raman

spectroscopy and

that the interfacial content

is

SAXS

and ethylene copolymers was

techniques.''^'''^'^'^'^^ It

greatly influenced

by the thermal

was shown

history,

branching and molar mass. For instance, for the series of
quenched ethylene-

hexene copolymers with

Mw = 90 kg/mol the overall

fraction

region increases from 0.1 to 0.18 as branching increases from

This increase in the interfacial content
crystallite thickness

may be related

by increased branching. The

of interfacial

1

to

4

% mol.^'^^'

to the reduction

of the

interfacial content also

increases with molar mass. For quenched ethylene-hexene copolymers the

increase in

from

0.

Mw

12 to

0.16.^'^^'

does not allow

and the

from

to

1

00

to

400 kg/mol

However,

results in the interfacial content increase

significant scattering of the experimental data

determine the relationship between the nature of sidechains

interfacial structure.

It

should be noted that

SAXS

and

Raman

the direct observation of the interfacial region. In

techniques do not allow for

SAXS

determined from an analysis of the density correlation

24

the interfacial content

function.**'

The

is

interpretation

of SAXS data heavily

relies

Because of low contrast and the broad

LLDPEs, SAXS

SAXS

pattern

measurements

interfacial content is

mass

in

may

on assumed morphological models.^'

crystallite thickness distribution
in

not even contain a distinct peak.
Thus, precision of

LLDPEs

is

rather low. In

Raman

determined as the difference between unity
and combined

fractions of crystalline and

amorphous

phase.''^'

*'''**^

involves the subtraction of values of similar
magnitude,

prone

to errors. Besides, for

crystalline and

More
state

.9.6

LLDPEs

This procedure

i.e. it is

intrinsically

the assignment of Raman peaks to

amorphous domains remains

the subject of controvcrsy.^^"^^

reliable information about the interface structure
can

be obtained by solid-

NMR techniques. Application of NMR techniques for the investigations of

phase composition

1

spectroscopy, the

in

LLDPEs

will be

reviewed

later in this chapter.

Supramolecular structure

A

variety of supramolecular structures have been observed in solid

polyethylene and ethylene-a-olefm copolymers. For instance,

in addition to

mature spherulites, immature asymmetric spherulite structures and rod-like
aggregates were detected in samples of linear polyethylene, crystallized
different thermal regimes

'^•^-'O-^^'^'^

random morphology without

in

some

cases,

LLDPE

samples have a

detectable supramolecular structures.

supramolecular structures formed

in

LLDPE

regime, branching, and molecular weight.

The type of

can be influenced by crystallization

Low

molecular weight and low

branching favor the formation of well-defined spherulites. As branching
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in

increases, the

maximal molecular mass within which

spherulites can be

fomied

decreases markedly.

Spherulites are
crystallization. In

more

likely to

be formed during isothermal

quenched systems, the variety of
morphological forms

including distorted spherulites,

thm rods and

rod-like aggregates are routinely

observed.*^''^^

Bensason

et al. studied the

metallocene LLDPEs.' According

branching dependence of the morphology
in
to the classification

Bensason' the morphology of homogeneous

Type IV corresponds

to

0.93 g/cm') systems.

LLDPE IV

have

very low branched (0-1

Copolymers type

spherulites.

LLDPEs

less perfect lamellae

system proposed by
fall into

four categories.

% mol), high-density (0.96-

forms lamellar crystals and well-defined

III

(branching 1-3% mol, density 0.93-0.9 g/cm^)

and can also form spherulites.

LLDPE

II

has a lower

density (0.9-0.89 g/cm^) and higher branching (4-8% mol). This
type of

copolymers has a mixed morphology, consisting of lamellae and bundle-like
crystals

and

below 0.89

is

unlikely to form spherulites.

also,

branching above

crystals. Spherulite structures

8% mol.

Type

I

copolymers have densities

and predominantly form bundled

have not been observed

copolymers.
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in highly

branched

1.10 Investigation of

LLDPE morphology by

High resolution

solid-state

"c NMR spectra of solid

NMR

ethylene copolymers can be

acquired using the traditional techniques
of solid-state

NMR such as fast

spinning of sample around an axis
that forms the magic angle
(54.74") with the
direction of the external magnetic field,
and heteronuclear dipolar decoupling

by

continuous irradiation on the proton resonance
frequency. This magic-angle
spinning

(MAS)

in

combination with the dipolar decoupling allows

to eliminate

anisotropic broadening effectively and to
obtain structural information contained
in isotropic

chemical

Advanced

shifts.'^'

solid-state

NMR techniques allow for the discrimination of

morphological domains based on the segmental mobility.
These methods give
the researcher a unique opportunity to selectively
excite magnetization in the

morphological regions of interest without the interference of other
domains.

Moreover, the selection can be fine-tuned. For instance, the

solid-state

NMR

technique can be used for the selective observation of sub-domains of
different
mobility within the amorphous region. In this study solid-state

NMR is utilized

as the major experimental tool, so the previous applications of the solid state-

NMR

for the investigation

of LLDPE are reviewed separately and

than other structural techniques.
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in

more

detail

1.10.1

Phase composition

Based on the

result

SAXS'-^'^-^^ investigations,

of theoretical analysis^«
it

was proposed

that

exists in polyethylene and ethylene
copolymers.

SAXS

«^

as well as

Raman and

developed interfacial regions

However

neither

Raman

nor

techniques allow for the direct observation
of signals related to the

interfacial

domain. In contrast

to that, the solid-state

NMR may provide the

direct information about the interfacial
region.

In the crystalline phase, the

zag conformations, while

in the

polymer chains

exist in all-trans planar zig-

disordered amorphous domain both transand

gauche chain conformations are present. Because of
the gamma-gauche

effect,

the difference in average chain conformation results
in a difference in the ''C
isotropic chemical shift for the

amorphous domains. As a

backbone methylene

result, crystalline

Signals in the methylene region (28-34

under magic angle spinning

The use of selection

(MAS)

units in crystalline

and amorphous

ppm) can be resolved

(Fig.l

and

in a '-^C

spectrum

.2).'^'

("filtering") techniques allows for the observation

of

signals from methylene units, located in sub-domains of different mobility

within amorphous and crystalline morphological regions. Thus, details of the

morphological structure can be determined from the analysis of the methylene
region in high-resolution

other techniques.

The

"CNMR spectra

with a precision inaccessible by

currently applied approach for the analysis of phase

composition by solid-state

NMR includes three major steps: (1) A

fully relaxed

DP(direct polarization)/MAS spectrum representing combined signals from
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all

morphological domains

is

acquired. (2) Separate spectra
representing

morphological regions of different
mobility are acquired using
techniques.

The molecular mobility

characterized using selection and
shifts

in different

filtering

morphological domains

is

NMR relaxation techniques. The chemical

corresponding to signals from crystalline,
amorphous and interfacial

domains

are determined based

overall phase composition

is

on the resuhs of selection experiments.

determined by

fitting the

shift values

interfacial

composition

in

containing 2.2

at

corresponding to signals from crystalline, amorphous
and

domains, as assigned in

Kitamaru

The

experimental spectra,

acquired in (1) and (2) by Gaussian or Lorentzian
lineshapes, centered

chemical

(3)

(2).

et al.^^ investigated the

molar mass dependence of the phase

hydrogenated polybutadienes of different molecular weights,

% mol. of ethyl branches. Hydrogenated polybutadiene can be

considered as an analog of LLDPE, having narrow molecular weight
and

composition distribudons.
"Crystalline" spectra, containing only the signal from the crystalline

domain, were acquired using the CPTi

filtering technique, that suppresses

magnetization from mobile domain, having short '^C

Tj.

spectra were acquired using '^C T/ selection (modified

"Non-crystalline"

DP/MAS

saturafion-

recovery technique). This method allows for the suppression of magnetization
fi-om rigid

domains based on '^C

Tj selection.

Sub-domains of different mobility

within the non-crystalline domain were detected using combined saturafion-

recovery and

''^C

T2 filtering technique. Applicafion of this technique allows
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distinguish contributions from
regions having similar ''C Tj,
yet different ''c

T2 relaxation times.

Kitamaru

et al.««

showed

that the non-crystalline signal
contains

contributions from two components,
having different chemical shift
(30 and 30.5

ppm). Both components have similar ''c Tj
(0.16
rates

(400

^is

and 25

^is

respectively).

the signal from liquid-like

s),

The resonance

but different

at

30

ppm was

relaxation

assigned to

amorphous phase with random chain conformation

and rubber-like mobility. The component

30.5

at

ppm was

assigned to the more

rigid crystalline-amorphous interface.

The
by

fitting

relative contents

of each non-crystalline sub-phase were determined

of fully relaxed and non-crystalline spectra by
superposition of

Lorentzian lineshapes. The results of the lineshape analysis
for the noncrystalline signal are

interfacial signals

shown

at (Fig. 1.3). It

can be seen that amorphous and

were not completely resolved.

Results received indicate that the molar mass increase from 16 to 420

kg/mol causes the mass fraction of the amorphous (rubbery) domain
from 0.43

to 0.68, the interface content

results obtained

to increase

remains constant (0.18). While the

by Kitamaru^^ agree with

the

Raman

spectroscopy data^^

available for similar samples, the fitting of unresolved lines

by a

distribution

of

lineshapes can't be considered a highly reliable procedure. Indeed, the signals

from the

interfacial

and amorphous domains

broadened, so the corresponding lineshapes

Lorenzian and Gaussian.
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may be inhomogeneously

may be

different

from both

Using similar

NMR techniques Kitamaru et

molecular weight dependence of phase
structure

low molecular weights

interfacial

characterized the

HOPE.

It

was found

m Mw the rubbery component appears. An

from lOto 3000 kg/mol causes the weight
fraction of the

component

to increase

from 0.06

rubbery phase increases from 0.06 to

Kuwabara

et al.'^°

to 0.16

while the fraction of the

0.2.

investigated the influence of branching distribution
and

thermal history on phase structure of LLDPEs using
solid-state

TEM.

that for

(M^OO kg/mol) the content of mbbery phase is veiy

low. However, with the increase
increase in

in

al.^''

Metallocene and Ziegler-Natta

identical overall branch content (-1.9

LLDPEs

NMR, DSC

and

used by Kuwabara''" had almost

% mol) and similar molar mass (M^ ~

100

kg/mol), which allows to elucidate the morphological effect of the
branching
distribution.

The

effect

of thermal history was evaluated by comparing the

isothen-nally crystallized and

by Kuwabara*^" and

the approach to the analysis of

those applied by by Kitamaru

determined by

by

quenched samples. The

fitting the

et.al

samples have a lower

The phase compositions were

which were assigned

interfacial

crystallinity

domains.

It

to the crystalline,

was found

that metallocene

and higher contents of both

rubbery components than Ziegler-Natta

A

NMR data were similar to

lineshape of a fully relaxed single-pulse '^C spectrum

three Lorentzian lineshapes,

amorphous (rubbery) and

.^^'^'^

NMR pulse programs used

LLDPEs

interfacial

and

with similar thermal histories.

decrease in the crystalline content due to quenching was detected in

all

copolymers. The mass fraction of the interfacial domain ranged from 0.38
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tested

(isothemially crystallized Ziegler-Natta

LLDPE), depending on

LLDPE)

to 0.44

(quenched metallocene

the thermal history of samples.
Contents of the rubbery

phase varied from 0.09 (quenched
Ziegler-Natta

LLDPE)

to 0.13

metallocene LLDPE). The lamellar thickness,
determined by
temperatures determined by

DSC

were lower

(quenched

TEM and melting

for metallocene than for Ziegler-

Natta copolymers, with similar thermal histories.

The

difference between phase compositions

Natta samples, detected by Kuwabara*^*^
reported seem to

make

is

m metallocene and Ziegler-

rather subtle.

While the

sense in the general context of the information available

about composition-morphology relationships in LLDPEs,**'^'
accuracy of the of the

results

fitting

procedure

is

it

is

not clear if the

sufficient for the precise determination

of the effects of thermal history and branching distribution on phase
composition. Also

Kitamaru

et

al.*^*^

it

should be noted that the "interfacial" contents reported by

and Kuwabara

treatment procedure used in the
parts of what

is

et al.''" are

so large that

it

suggests that data

ref ^^^"'^^include into the interfacial domain

usually considered amorphous.

The process of the

equilibration of spatially

inhomogeneous longitudial

magnetization under the influence of homonuclear dipolar couplings
spin-diffusion.'^'''^'

of mutual

'h spin

spatial location

is

called

diffusion can be applied for the direct determination

of morphological domains. For instance, 'h Tip

selection allows to destroy magnetization in mobile domains, with short

'H

Tip,

so only the crystalline domain remains magnetized. During the equilibration of
the resulting non-equilibrium magnetization by '//spin diffusion magnetization
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'

initially

i.e.

spreads to the areas, located in
close proximity to the crystalline
region,

to the interfacial

the core of the

domain.

amorphous

diffusion the (mixing time

It

takes

region.'^'^'

resolved using

Kimura

amorphous
'"^C

for the investigation

HDPE

Thus, by varying the time for spin

initially

magnetized morphological domain.

signals in '//spin-diffusion
experiments can be

detection under

et al.'^

for the magnetization to
reach

possible to restore magnetization
selectively

t„,) it is

within a certain distance from the
Crystalline and

more time

MAS conditions.

applied a spin-diffusion teclinique with

of the

the morphological

interfacial structure in

HDPE.

domain located between

It

this

T,p selection

was shown

crystalline

that in

and amorphous

regions indeed contributes to the intensity of methylene
signal

However

'h

at

30.5-31 ppm.

conclusion was based on a lineshape analysis of the
crystalline

signal, rather than

on the

direct observation

of the signal from the

interfacial

region.

Obviously, the lineshape analysis of unresolved lines

of the controversy

in the interpretation

confomiation and the degree of order
determined without resolving the

improved

'Tiltering" pulse

amorphous and

of the

the major source

NMR data. For instance, the chain

in the interfacial

interfacial signal.

programs resulting

domain

can't be

Thus, the development of

in the efficient resolution

interfacial signals is highly desirable.
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is

of the

'"'''^ of morphological
umis

Due

ifLL^E^

to differences in isotropic

chemical

partitioning of branched

shifts the signals

of the chain

ends, methyl and methylene
segments belonging to branched
units can be

resolved from the backbone methylene
signals in

"c MAS

analysis of morphological partitioning
of branched umts

is

spectra.'^^"'^^

The

based on the

application of filtering techniques that
enable the researcher to selectively

observe signals from the branched units
embedded

in different

morphological

domains.'^^'^^-'^''

VanderHart and

Perez'"''' studied partitioning

of branched units

in

ethylene butene and ethylene-propene copolymers
using a variety of CP((crosspolarization) techniques under

MAS conditions.

'h to '^C nuclei by

transferred from

In

CP

NMR magnetization

the heteronuclear dipolar coupling in the

presence of suitably matched radio-frequency irradiation
frequencies.

CP

at

both resonance

produces more intense signals than direct '^C polarization

technique, which

in

is

LLDPEs, where

a significant advantage for the investigation of branch sites
the overall branching

is

low. However, the strength of the

dipolar coupling and therefore the efficiency of the magnetization transfer
affected by the local molecular mobility, so the peak intensities in the

spectrum

may

'll Tj filtered

ms) contains

is

CP

not reflect the true sample composition.'^'

Three types of spectra were acquired:

and

i
is

CP MAS. The CP MAS

CP MAS, 'h

T,p filtered

CP MAS

spectrum (cross-polarizafion fime

signals from both mobile (amorphous) and rigid (crystalline)
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1

domains, 'h T,,

filtering allows to

observe selectively crystalline
signals by

suppressing signals from the
amorphous domain, which have a short
'hi,,.

The 'H

T, filtering

method

creates the opportunity for the
selective observation

of signal from the mobile domains,
where 'h T2

is

relatively long, hi order to

quantify branching partitioning

CP

evaluated by comparing the

and '^C direct polarization spectra,
recorded

with short recycle delay

CP

ignored).

No

crystalline

branched units was

all

(5s).

The data obtained were
morphological model

efficiency for

(i.e.

interpreted in the fi-amework of two-phase

the existence of separate interfacial

domain was

evidences of inclusion of branches other than
methyl into the

domains was

found.'^^"''^

It

was esfimated

butene and ethylene-propene copolymers as

much

that for

as 50-75

both ethylene-

% of methyl chain

% of vinyl chain ends were included into the crystalline domain.

ends and 42-63

For the ethylene-propene co-polymer 21-27% of methyl branches

is

included

into the crystalline domain.

Perez

et

branched units

CP

efficiency

{tcp= 0.2

ms)

According

al.*^"^

in ethylene-butene

is

sufficiently reduces the intensity

to Perez^'' as

the

CP

to

co-polymer using

CP-MAS

technique.

higher for the crystalline domain, so the use of a short

crystalline domain.

was found

studied the effect of thermal history on the partitioning of

much

as

It

CP

time

signal.

9% of ethyl branches may be included into the

The influence of thermal

be insignificant.

of the amorphous

The

history

on branching

partitioning

should be noted that for the interfacial region,

efficiency can be rather high, so the signal from the branch unit
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embedded

,nto the interfacial reg.on

with tcp=0.2ms

contribute to the speetrum
acquired

,

McFaddin
in

may

et al.'««

studied morphological
partitioning of branched units

copolymers of deuterated ethylene with
protonated 1-alkenes ranging from

propene

to

1

-octadecene. In such systems

only signals corresponding

to

units,

it

was concluded

branched units are located

Kuwabara

et al.'^"

possible to observe selectively

branched units without the interference
of

deuterated backbone methylenes. Based
on

branched

is

it

in the

'

T; relaxation behavior

that for all investigated

of

copolymers the

same mobile (amorphous) phase.

determined the partitioning of butyl branches
in

metallocene and Ziegler-Natta ethylene-hexene
copolymers using 'h T,p
selection and '^C Tj relaxation measurements.
Received results were interpreted
in the

framework of a

tliree-phase model.

According

to

Kuwabara^^ butyl

branches are completely excluded from the crystalline
domain, the mass
fractions of branched units for the interfacial and

and 0.37, respectively.

of branches

in

No marked

amorphous regions

are 0.63

difference in the morphological partitioning

metallocene and Ziegler-Natta polymers was detected.

The approach
articles reviewed''^""^°

for the determination

of branch partitioning used

seems reasonable; however, the

in the

factors reducing the

accuracy of proposed techniques are worth mentioning. The application of CP
techniques for quantitative measurements requires exact knowledge of CP
efficiencies for various branch sites,

which

is

not always possible. For instance,

the relaxation behavior and mobility of methyl end-groups can be different from
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the rest of branch carbons.
Filtering techniques decrease
the signal intensity, so
the signal-to noise ratio in the
"ftltered" spectra can be rather
poor, especially
for the systems having a
into the crystallite

low branch content. Signals from
branches incorporated

and interface region as defects can
be inhomogeneously

broadened, which also reduces the
accuracy of quantitative morphological
analysis.

1.11 Motivation for the thesis

work

Understanding of the structural and rheological
effects of branching
distribution

is

made paramount by

the recent developments in catalyst

technology. Yet in spite of significant amount of
infomiation about

LLDPEs

available in the literature, not enough of the
systematic studies connecting

branching distribution with properties of LLDPEs have
been performed.

On

the other hand,

many

aspects of LLDPE structure can

in a great detail. Powerful techniques

now be

studied

and approaches for the characterization of

molecular structure, morphology and rheological properties of LLDPEs
are
currently available. This creates an exciting opportunity to perform
research,

which

will

answer a number of questions important from both the

the technological point of view.
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at 32.8 ppm corresponds to all-trans chains
The broad signal at 3 ppm corresponds to

Mclhylcnc region of the
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the crystalline doniain

chains
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.
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amorphous phase, having mixed

conformations
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Lineshape analysis of the non-crystalline spectrum of
hydrogenated polybutadicne. (Mw = 420 kg/mol); Dotted curves
at 30.5 ppm represent Lorentzians for the "rubbery phase"
and
"interfacial domain". Lorentzians centered at 39, 34, 28 and 26

ppm

are sidechain signals
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CHAPTER 2
BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
MATERIALS, USED IN THIS
INVESTIGATION

2.
1

Properties of HDPEs and

LLDPEs

The maj or purpose of this

under investigation

investigation

to

is

determine the relationship

between branching distnbution, crystalhzation
behavior and

solid-state

properties of LLDPEs. Therefore the
exact knowledge of composition
distribution in tested

LLDPEs

is

paramount

for the success

of this investigation.

The bulk of experimental work was performed
using metallocene (PE-M) and
Ziegler-Natta

LLDPEs

characterized by

TREE

these copolymers were

(PE-ZN), manufactured by Exxon. These
samples were
at

Exxon, so correspondmg branching distributions

known

m a great detail (Fig.2.1).

intermolecular branching distribution of PE-M

metallocene systems, while

PE-ZN

is

is

It

for

can be seen that the

typical for

homogeneous

representative of Ziegler-Natta co-

polymers.''^

Morphological properties of ethylene co-polymers^'"^ are greatly
influenced by the thermal history, so
types of the thermal treatment.

LLDPE

One sample, PE-M

160°C, isothermal melt-crystallization

rapid quenching to -2°C.

at

b.i.

was produced by melting of the PE-M

crystallized),

melt

samples were subjected to various

160°C

to

at

1

b.q.).

material for 10

min

at

19°C for 30 hours, and subsequent

The same polymer was

-2°C (PE-M

(bulk isothermally

also rapidly

quenched from the

A sample of PE-ZN, PE-ZN b.i., was

obtained by isothermal melt-crystallization

51

at

127°C

for

30 hours and rapid

quenching

16()"C to

blown

to -2"C.

PE-ZN

b.q.

was obtained by quenching from

-rc. The same polymers

films

in the

form of approximately

the melt at

75-,.tm thick

were also used as received from
Exxon (PE-M film and PE-ZN

film).

Four high-density polyethylenes
(HDPEs) were included
for the

into this study

comparison purposes. Metallocene high-density
polyethylene, HDPE-Mi,

an experimental sample custom-synthesized
by Exxon, was prepared by
isothermal crystallization

Natta

HDPE-ZNi

"C

for

30 hours and quenching

for 9 hours before

fractions kindly provided

15

130 "C

quenching

quenching

crystallized at 125

in ice water.

at

1

"C

The second

washed with methanol and dried
ciystallizcd

sample

PrL, with

0% of propene

1

The

for 3 hours.

HDPE

10"C and rapidly crystallized

is

-2°C.

-2"C. Ziegler-

Two HOPE

in

fraction

It

crystallization

vacuum

at

160 "C for

was

halted

was obtained from

was dissolved

in

24 °C. The solution

at

denoted as HDPE-S.

HDPE-NBS1484

The sample was melted

Societe dcs Petroles D'Aquitane (S.N.P.A.).^'

wt/v%)

to

by Alamo were investigated: Sample

a narrow fraction obtained from NIST.'

min and

to

(commercially produced by Exxon) was
isothermally

crystallized at 127

is

at

by

the

p-xylene (4

crystals

were

to constant weight. This solution-

An

ethene-propene co-polymer PE-

units '-^C labeled at the a-site,

was custom-

synthesized by Exxon using a metallocene catalyst, in this co-polymer are
labeled

'

^C.

This PE-PrL sample was rapidly quenched from the melt from 160

to -2 "C.
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Table 2

Characteristics of the investigated
cthylcne-a-olcfin

copolymers
Polymer

&

Method of Synthesis

Content of

Molecular

Branched

Weight

riiermal

History

units

PK-ZN

PE-ZNb.i

Ziegler-

bulk isotherm,

3.8%mol

Natta

crystallized

C-6

Mw

process

-115278

g/mol

isotherm, melt-

Mw/Mn=3.96

crystallized
at

PE-ZN

127 ^C(30hrs.)

b.q.

melt-quenched from

bulk quenched.

160 ''C,50''c/mm

PE-ZN

film

blown film

Pli-M

PE-M

Metalloccne

bulk isotherm,

2.6%mol

process

crystallized

C-6

PE-M

b.i.

Mvv -106749

Isothermally melt

g/mol

crystallized

Mw/Mn=2.39

b.q.

at

119

0

C(30hrs.)

melt-quenched from

bulk quenched

160^C,

PE-M

50^C/mni
blown film

film

IIDPE-

bulk isothermally

NBS1484

crystallized

0

fraction

inPI'-S
Vaction

solution

0

crystallized

M,,- 119,600

isotherm, melt-

g/mol

crystallized,

Mw/Mn=1.19

at

M^-

cryst.

166,000

g/mol

127 "C(3hrs)

from

a

4%

solution, in xylene

Mw/Mn=l.ll
IIDPE-ZNi

bulk isotherm,

Ziegler-

crystallized

0

M^^80,000

isotherm, melt-

g/mol

crystallized

Natta

at

process

IIDPE-Mi
Metalloccne

bulk isotherm,

0

M^,^ 10,000

isotherm, melt-

g/mol

crystallized,

1

crystallized

process

127 "C (9 hrs)

at

130 ^C (30 hrs)

PE-PrE
Metalloccne

-1%

process,

C-3;

'"^C

mol

melt-quenched from
160^C, 50^C/min

labeled

10%

a-site

C-3
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LLDPE

-

(CH2 - CH2

C-6

CH2

)^

-CHCH2

CH2
CH2
CH3

content of branched units x

Figure

2.

1

[% moL]

Intermolecular branching distributions in ethylene-hexene

co-polymers

PE-M

and PE-ZN as determined by

(Temperature Raising Elution Fractionation)
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at

TREF

Exxon.

CHAPTER

3

RFFECT OF BRANCHING DISTRIBUTION
ON rVOIllTION ni.
VISCOELASTIC PROPERTIES OF LEDPES DUI<IN(i
IS
MAI AN

NON-ISOniRRMALCRYSTAIXIZATION AND PARI
3.1

m

lAI

i

MEEHNG

Abstract

The

effect

of branching distribution on crystal
hzation kinetics and

evolution ol Iniear viscoelastic properties
during isothermal and non-isothcrmal
cryslalli/alion

of ethylene-hexenc co-polymers manufactured
by mctallocenc

(Pr;-M) and Ziegler-Nalla (PE-ZN) processes
was studied.

ELDPE

blends were included

m

the study for

The evolution of rheological
early slages of crystallization

measured by DSC.

gelation

in

It

LLDPEs

was

was shown

occurs

at

initial

IIDI'E-

comparison purposes.

properties of crystallizing mell during the

correlated with ciystallization kinetics,

that the mcll-solid transition

during physical

very low crystallinity (^0.04). Three periods of

structure development during the early stages of

described: the

HOPE and

structure formation

EEDPE

(0<^< 0.005),

crystallization

the

were

development of the

physical network (0.002- (/x^gd), the tightening of the physical network

((/i

"'^ strong

•(l)gcl)

elTcct

of thermal history on crystallization behavior and the

broad temperature range of liquid-solid transition observed

LLDPE

were related

to the

homogeneous branching

in

metallocene

distribution in that co-

polymer, 'fempcrature protocols for the preparation of stable

critical gels

ethylene co-polymers using step-crystallization and partial melting arc

described.
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3.2 Introduction

This chapter

is

branching distribution

and

devoted to the analysis of the relationship
between the
in

LLDPEs

crystallization. Special

and

emphasis

its

is

viscoelastic behavior during melting

made on

the

polymer properties

in the

vicinity of the melt-solid transition.
Melting and melt-crystallization are the
critical stages

of LLDPE processing. While

temperatures and equilibrium crystallinity
influenced by branching distribution,'

between branching

^'

it

in

is

known

that melting

LLDPEs may be

many

strongly

aspects of the relationship

distribution, crystallization

and melting behavior are not

fully understood.

It is

known

that liquid-solid transformation in crystallizing

be considered physical gelation, where connectivity
crystalline regions acting as physical cross-links.

point) in a solidifying system

connectivity.

The

is

is

The

polymers can

provided by the

liquid-solid transition (gel

defined by the appearance of sample spanning

material at the gel point (critical gel) expresses itself with a

characteristic self-similar relaxation pattern,

which can be

reliably detected

using dynamic rheometry. This creates an opportunity for the analysis of the
viscoelastic behavior of crystallizing

LLDPEs

in the

framework of the

Theological theory of gelation.^"'^

In

order to obtain comprehensive information about the relationship

between composition and

solidification behavior in

57

LLDPEs

crystallization

and

melting experiments were performed
using a variety of temperature
protocols.

LLDPE

All tested

samples were characterized by
Temperature Raising Elution

Fractionation (TREF), so the
corresponding branching distributions
are
in a great detail.

and

Metallocene

HDPE-LLDPE

known

(HDPE-M) and Ziegler-Natta(HDPE-ZN)
HDPEs

blends were included into this study
for comparison

purposes.

The

research consists of five parts:
(1) Investigation of the rheological

properties of

LLDPE

melts above T„ using dynamic and
steady-shear

rhcomctry. (2) Analysis of phase composition
of LLDPE melts. In
possibility of liquid-liquid phase separation
in

static

Ih'

behavior.

LLDPE

melts was explored using

NMR technique. (3) Investigation of the isothermal crystallization

The isothermal

crystallization kinetics, determined

by

DSC

correlated with the evolution of dynamic viscoelastic
properties of

The

effect

this part the

were

LLDPEs.

of branching distribution on the crystallization kinetics and on
the

crystallinity

dependence of the viscoelastic properties was detennined.

(4)

Investigation of the solidification behavior during non-isothermal

crystallization (cooling ramp). This section describes the effect of branching
distribution

on the evolution of viscoelastic properties during non-isothermal

crystallization

gels.

It

of LLDPEs

was shown

(5) Preparation

that the stable critical

viscoelastic properties remain constant

prepared from

LLDPEs

and characterization of stable

and

near-critical gels,

critical

whose

on the timescale of hours, can be

using step-crystallization and partial melting procedures.
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Rhcologicl properties of stable

critieal gels

were de.ern.ined using dynamie
and

steady-shear leehniques. Loeal
moleeular eonformation and
crystallinily
stable critical gels, prepared

Raman

from metallocene

LLDPEs were

in

eharaeterized by

spectroscopy.

Based on the

results,

of molecular structure on the

LLDPEs

obtained in this work, a model explaining
the effect
crystallization kinetics

and viscoelastic behavior of

during the isothermal and non-isothermal
crystallization was proposed.

The outcome of this

investigation can be used for the optimization
of LLDPE

proccssability through the modification of
intermolecular branching distribution

by blending or by

3.3

the modification of catalyst.

Background information

3.3.1 Factors, controlling the lineshape in static

Gamma-Gauche
chemical

effect."

shift for the

The

Effect

^-^CNMR

The conformational change of the

methylene groups

in aliphatic structures is called

is at

the end of the

(i-y

bond which can be

bond. For a gauche conformation, the signal

ppm compared

to the trans-

positions, so that shifts

chain,

i.e.

isotropic

y-gauche

y (third-neighbour) position from the '-^C7/2 group under

consideration

chemical

spectra of LLDPEs

shift for the

is

trans- or

gauche

shifted upfield

to the

by about 5

conformation. In a linear chain, there are two
y

by about 10 ppm or more can occur. So the

methylene group

is

isotropic

indicative of trans-gauche ratio in the

of the average chain conformation of the polyethylene backbone.
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Anisotropic Broadening In the

^^C static

spectra in the absence of

heteronuclear decouphng the hnewidth
of the methylene signal

predominantly determmed by the ansiotropic
broadenmg due

is

to the

heteronuclear dipolar coupling and
chemical shift amsotropy .'^ The
extent of the

broadening

is

greatly affected

by the

local molecular mobility.

The Hnewidth

for

the signals corresponding to the rigid
(crystalline) domains with strong
dipolar

coupling

may

reach hundreds of ppm. In contrast, in
the mobile (non-crystalline)

domains the anisotropic
crystalline signal

As

effects are

may be hundreds

weakened by

the motional averaging, so non-

times more narrow than the crystalline one.

the result the lineshape of the methylene signal
(29-34

spectrum

is

ppm)

in the static

^^C

determined by the contributions fi-om the mobile
domains. The

location of the peak

maximum

depends on the average chain conformation

in the

mobile phase. Thus simultaneous presence of several mobile
phases, having
different average chain conformations will manifest
itself by the splitting of the

methylene

signal.

3.3.2 Physical gelation

It

was proven

by crystaUization

that the rheological theory

of gelation adequately describes

liquid-solid transitions in flexible-chain polymers induced

by

crystallization or

melting."

Short overview of the rheological theory of gelation
introduction (Chapter

1.8).
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is

presented in the

While the evolution of the rheological
properties of crystallizing
polymers

is

consistent with the physical
gelation process, the
morphological

structure of physical gels in the
vicimty of the gel point

great detail.

One of the most

of thenno-reversible

is

not understood in a

important aspects of physical gelation

structures, acting as physical
cross-links.

is

the nature

For the isothermal

crystallization of flexible chain polymers,
such as isotactic polypropyl ene or

highly branched ethylene-butene
co-polymer the degree of bulk crystallinity
gel point does not exceed 3

% w/w.'^

'^

Low

The

by the

alternative explanation includes

direct contact

same polymer chain can go through

regions.

Thus

several

of

network formation by random

connection of tie molecules by the crystalline
domains. Indeed,
the

a

crystallinity at the gel point

indicates that connectivity can not be
provided
crystallites.

at

amorphous and

it is

known'^

that

crystalline

crystalline regions can be presented as cross-links,
linking

together several neighboring chains. This mechanism
of physical cross-linking

corresponds to the network formation

in

chemical gelation.

3.4 Experimental

3.4.1 Materials

Branching content, branching distributions and molar mass parameters of
the samples under investigation are described in Chapter 2.

The composition

distribution for

PE-M

is

Table

typical for metallocene

while the composition distribution of PE-ZN
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(

is

2.1.,

Fig 2.1).

LLDPEs,

representative of Ziegler-Natta

systems.' Branching distribution,
for

presented

at Fig.2.

1
.

Ziegler-Natta

PE-M

and

PE-ZN

determined by

TREE

ar

HDPE (HDPE-ZN), commercially

manufactured by Exxon and metallocene

HDPE (HDPE-M) custom-

manufactured by Exxon were tested for
comparison purposes

in order to

elucidate the effect of branching
and molecular weight distribution
on rheology

and crystallization behavior of ethylene
co-polymers.

were prepared by melt-blending PE-M and

LLDPEiHDPE blends

HDPE-ZN at

180 "C using a

Brabender extruder.

3.4.2

NMR
Static

spectrometer.

^^C NMR

A

spectra were obtained with a Bruker

^-^C resonance frequency of 75.5

MSL-300

MHz frequency was

employed.

3.4.3

DSC
Isothermal crystallization kinetics in

LLDPEs was measured

using a

Perkin-Elmer DSC-7 calorimeter.

3.4.4

Rheomery
Oscillatory shear measurements were performed on a strain controlled

rheometer

ARES LS

3

manufactured by Rheometric

experiments were performed

at stress-controlled
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Scientific. Steady-shear

rheometer "StressTech"

'-"".I- U„c.l hy Viscolech. All rhcologicl
cxpcnn.cUs wo,c done w,.h 25 „„„
parallel plates.

The frequency range 0.1-100

rad/s.

was used

in Ihe dyn;iiniic

cxperinienls. Wlule this frequency
range covers sufficiently low
frequencies

allownig

gels, the

lor the

observation of the characteristic rheological
patterns of critical

measuring time

for a single data point

was

short enough, so that the

rheological properties of crystall./ing
sample did not undergo significant change

during the individual measurements.

was chosen

A

small

.strain

amplitude of

0.01-0.03

order to ensure minimal infiuence of impo.sed
strain on the

in

crystalli/ation process.

Steady shear experiments include shear

measurements using logarithmic

stress

rate

sweep, yield stress

sweep mode and creep

test at

constant

stress T(;-~\2 kPa.

Thermal programs,
presented

in

utilized in rheological

and

DSC

experiments are

Fig.3.1a-d. Non-isothermal crystalli/ation experiments (Fig..l.lh.)

were performed

at

low cooling

rate (4"C/hr) to allow for data acquisition at

low

frequencies. Step-crystalli/ation and partial melting temperature programs
(Fig.3.1c.-d.)

were designed

for the preparation

of stable

|)hysical gels

LLDIM'ls. During step crystallization procedure the sample

for 10 mill, to erase the effect

140 "C. After

that,

isothermal step

'/'/,

it

of prior thermal

was held

at

from

100 "C

history, then rapidly cooled to

was slowly (4"C7min) cooled

to Ihe

temperature of the

first

held for 300 min, then cooled to the lower temperature 72-
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Isothermal aimealing for 300

Durmg

the partial

mehmg

to the temperature

of the

(Fig.3.1d.), the

first

min. The amiealing process
ensure reproducibility,

all

mm was repeated at lower temperatures T3,

is

J,.

...

sample was slowly heated from
25 °C

isothermal step T;, then held
isothermally for 300

repeated

at

higher temperatures T2,
T3...Ti.

samples used in

partial

To

melting experiments were

prepared under identical conditions: by slow
(l°C/min) cooling from 160 to 25
''C.

Temperature increments of

1

[T] (T

were used

in partial melting

and

step crystallization experiments.

3.4.5.

FT Raman measurements
The Raman

Raman
a

laser (1.064 ^im).

spectral resolution

and

Raman

was performed by A. Heintz. Fourier transform

spectra were recorded on a Bruker

Nd:Yag

mW,

investigation

1

The

FRA

106 spectrometer equipped with

excitation/collection

was maintained

at

4

cm

'.

geometry was 180° and

Laser power

at the

sample was 200

024 scans were signal averaged. The temperature program used

in the

experiments duplicates those described above for partial melting and was

carried out inside the spectrometer under Nj.

capillary and heated

by a

cell attached to

an

The sample was packed

Omega proportional

into a glass

controller.

The

temperature was calibrated to the melting point of benzoic acid and was stable to

±0.5 °C. Heating due to the laser was negligible

Curve

fitting

at

temperatures above 50 °C.

procedures were employed to calculate the degree of

crystal linity using the

Bruker Opus software package.
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A baseline was drawn

from

1

600-960 and then the spectra were
normahzed

intensity of the

CH^

twisting region.

according to the Hterature

Band widths and shapes were

fixed

The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
was used

the mtensities and positions.

Raman and

to the total nitegrated

To ensure

to

fit

compafibility of temperature scale
in

rheological experiments temperature
controllers were calibrated

using benzoic acid standard.

3.5.

3.5.1

Experimental results and discussions

Absence of liquid-liquid phase separafion during
isothermal meltcrystallization

of LLDPEs

Because of the intermolecular composifion heterogeneity
LLDPEs can be
considered as the blends of statisfic co-polymers with
varying co-monomer
content.

Both

theoretical predictions

and experimental observations prove the

possibility of phase separation in the blends of statistic
copolymers.'^"

The occurrence of liquid-liquid phase
affect both the rheology

Thus

the

separation in

and the crystallization kinetics

knowledge of phase composifion

in the

melt

LLDPE

melts would

in these co-polymers.

is

necessary for the correct

analysis of factors, controlling various aspects of crystallizafion behavior in

these systems.

Based on the
that liquid-liquid

of SANS Alamo

phase separation can occur

above the melting
(containing

results

et al.^"and

in highly

point. In that case a fraction

more than

5%

Wignal

et.al.-'

heterogeneous

proposed

LLDPEs

of the highly branched chains

mol. of branched units) can phase separate from the
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lightly

branched majority. Because of
significantly

average chain confomiation
rest

may be

l,igher average brancir.ng
the

different in the d.spersed
phase than

m the

of the melt.

Another proposed mechanism

for

the formation of "ordered melt"
below T,„

- According

to that scenario at the

stage of polyethylene crystallization
liquid-liquid phase separation
occurs

initial

when

hquid-Hquid phase separation inckides

the "ordered melt" phase separates
from regular disordered melt.

ordered melt

is

crystallites, yet

rather mobile,

it is

it

The

lucks the long-range order, present in

predominantly formed by linear chain segments

conformation, similar to the crystalline phase

in

HOPE.

trans:gauche ratio in the regular (disordered)
melt

is

in all-trans

In contrast, the

determined by the thermal

equilibrium.

Obviously, both mechanisms of phase separation result

in the

formation

of two mobile phases, having different average chain
conformations. Due

gauche

effect

confonnation difference will result

chemical

shift for the

phases.'-

Thus

to y-

in the different isotropic

methylene signals, corresponding

to different

^^C

mobile

liquid-liquid phase separation will manifest itself by splitting
of

methylene signal

in static ^

spectrum.

'-^C spectra, recorded during the isothermal crystallization of PE-M and

PE-ZN

are presented at Fig. 3.2

While the methylene signal becomes more

broad as crystallization proceeds, the

line splitting did not occur.

The observed

increase in linewidths with the progress of crystallization can be related to the
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decrease ,„ the overall mobility
resulting from the development
of the crystalline
phase. Thus, the extent of
liquid-liquid phase separation
during isothermal

of LLDPEs

crystallization

the sensitivity limit of the

is

insignificant, the content

of hetero-phase

is

below

NMR technique (5% vol).

3.5.2 Melt rheology

Dynamic and

steady-shear rheological properties of
LLDPEs and

above the melting temperature are presented
similar for

PE-M

and

PE-ZN

at

G

Fig 3.3.

'

G"

and

HDPEs

values are

having similar weight-average molecular weight.

In all tested samples the slope in G'(co)
and tan J(a)) dependencies deviates

from values predicted by the Rouse theory

"'^^

which indicates

that

experimentally tested frequency range only partially overlaps
with "terminal
zone". Because of lower average molecular weight values
of

shear viscosity

are lower for

rj

HDPE-ZN than

for the rest

G

'

and steady

of the polymers under

investigation.

The flow
polymers than

in

activation energy E„

is

slightly

metallocene systems (Table

lower in tested Ziegler-Natta

3.1). In

steady shear rate-sweep

experiments the onset of power-law behavior occurred

at

lower shear

rates, the

values of power exponent n were lower in Ziegler-Natta systems than in

metallocene analogs.

systems exceed

1,

The values of power exponent

which

is

n,

observed in metallocene

unusually high. This can be related to the onset of
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slip at

h.gh shear rates

polymers can be found

The observed

>20

y

s

'.

Detailed d.seussion of power-law
behavior

in

monograph by Larson."

in the

difference in the melt rheology
can be related to broader

molecular weight distribution

-"

in Ziegler-Natta

results suggest that the rheological
properties

polymers. The experimental

of tested

LLDPE

melts are

controlled by the molecular weight
distributions rather than by distribution
of

branched

units.

3.5.3 Isothermal crystallization

Crystallization kinetics in

technique. Kinetic curves

PE-M

LLDPEs was

^(t) for the

determined using

DSC

isothermal crystallization of PE-ZN and

are presented at Fig. 3. 4 In spite of higher overall
branching,

crystallizes faster

and

Avrami exponent

«,

than the values for

higher temperatures than PE-M. Effective values of the

determined for

HDPEs

observed phenomena

LLDPEs.

at

LLDPEs

described

may be

are significantly lower (1<«<2)

in literature (2<«<3).^*'

as blends effractions with varying branching content.

is

branched molecules

may

LLDPEs
The

rate

can be described

of the isothermal

significantly higher for low-branched chains,^' "'"thus higher

bulk crystallization rate in

molecules

We propose that the

related to the composition heterogeneity of

Indeed, both metallocene and conventional

crystallization

PE-ZN

in that

PE-ZN may

result

from a significant content of low-

co-polymer. Crystallites formed by almost linear

act as nucleating agents for
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more branched

chains. According to

Banks

et al

values of the Avrami exponent
. (l<n<L5), determined
during

.

"

crystallization

of HOPE melt

n. the

presenee of HOPE

erystallites, aeting as

nucleating agents are sufficiently
lower than values of « measured
during the
isothermal melt-crystallization of
identical

The

gel point (Ig^i) in tested
samples

appearance of the

crystallmity,

maximum

</,g,i=^ (t^^D^

with kinetic curves

parameters of the

point

3.5).

(/)g,,i

HOPE samples {2<n<3).

(/>(t),

in tan

the

first

dependence. The corresponding

was determined by comparing rheological

critical gel

patterns

Sc and

and the degree of crystallmity

at

the gel

and conventional co-polymers

PE-ZN

than for

PE-M,

indicating a nan'ower

solidification interval in the isothermal crystallizafion
of PE-ZN (Fig.3.5

order to determine the relationships between crystallinity

DSC
5(t)

).

In

and the viscoclasfic

properties of crystallizing polymers the isothermal
crystallization kinetics

G'(0 and tan

(Fig.

the dependencies of gel time
tg^l Sc and nc on crystallization

temperature are steeper for

measured by

critical

measured by DSC. The values of viscoelastic

arc quite similar in mctallocene

However

was detected by

was compared with time evolutions of viscoelastic

<P(0,

properties

independently determined under identical conditions by the

oscillatory shear technique.

G'((l))

and tan

derived by plotting values of G' and tan

5((l))

^y

dependencies (Fig.3.6) were

versus the degree of crystallinity,

corresponding to the same experimental time. Wliile experimentally determined
crystallinity values

(/)(t)

were used, corresponding values of viscoelastic
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functions were obta„.cd by the
interpolation of discrete
experimental data sets

G

'(t)

and tan

5(t)

by fourth order polynomials.

Observed changes of slope

in G'(cl>)

and tan 5(^) dependencies

(Fig. 3.6)

indicate that the structure
development at early stages of
crystallization can be

separated

at three periods: the

primary structure formation
{0<^<0.002\ the

formation of the physical network
{0M2<cl>«f>^^D, the tightening of the
physical network r^>^^,/). (Fig.3.6).
Even if DSC-crystallinity remains very

low during the primary
significant

structure formation, the viscoelastic
properties undergo

change during

that period. This observation parallels
the results

real-time scattering experiments,

when

of

the formation of low-ordered structures

during the early stages of crystallization of HDPEs
and LLDPEs, was detected

by

SAXS

before the development of

shapes of

G

'(
(j))

PE-ZN, which

and tan

5((f))

WAXS detectable crystallinity.'' The

dependencies are distinctly different

known

in a great detail,

and

gels in the vicinity of gel point

is

nor the relationship between the morphology and

mechanical properties of physical gels

proposed

PE-M

indicates the structural difference in corresponding
physical gels.

At the present time the morphology of physical
not

in

is

well understood.

that the difference in the character

However

it

can be

of G^^; and tan 5(^) dependencies

can be related to the different types of supermolecular structures formed during
the early stages of crystallization of

PE-ZN and PE-M.

Indeed,

it

is

known

that

the presence of branched units hinders formation of well-defined spherulites."'^'*
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Almost

l.ncar chains, present in

PE-M

contrast, .n

formed

in

PE-M

all

will

PE-ZN

can form relatively large
spherul.tes. In

chains contain branched units,
so supen.olecular structures

be small and poorly defined."-^^

3.5.4 Non-isothermal crystallization
(cooling ramp)

The

industrial processing

of thermoplastic polymers predommantly

occurs under non-isothermal conditions,
so the understanding of the
relationships between molecular structure and
non-isothermal solidification

behavior of LLDPEs
properties of PE-M,

crystallization

was

is

of great practical importance. Evolution of
viscoelastic

PE-ZN and HDPE-ZN

investigated

by the

during slow (4°C/hr) non-isothermal

oscillatory shear technique (Fig. 3.7.)

Melt-solid transition in non-isothermal crystallization was
detected by the steep
increase in

G

dependence

'

in

and simultaneous drop

in tan

S.

The value of the slope

the vicinity of melt-solid transition

was used

as the

in

G '(T)

measure of

transition widths, the larger slope corresponding to the narrower
transition

interval.

As compared

to

PE-ZN, PE-M has

a lower content of branched units and

a narrower intermolecular branching distribution. However, liquid-solid
transition during non-isothermal crystallization of PE-M occurs at lower

temperature and over a broader temperature range than in Ziegler-Natta system.
(Fig. 3. 7 a-b).

linear

The

polymer

steepest transition at highest temperature

HDPE-ZN

(Fig.3.7c).
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was observed

in

The

relative width

of the solidification interval

at

higher cooling rates

(120-300 "C/hr) was evaluated based
on the width of DSC thermograms,
recorded during coolmg ramp. In
parallel to the rheological data
(Fig.3.8) indicate broader

PE-M

copolymer. Both

meltmg mterval and lower

DSC

and rheological

DSC

results

transition temperature for

results strongly suggest that
the

presence of sufficient fracfion of molecules
with low content of branched
units
(x<0.75

% mol) rather than the overall widths of branching distnbufion

determines the solidification behavior during
non-isothermal crystallization of
ethylene co-polymers. In order to
crystallization

Fig.3.9.

While the increase

in

HDPE-ZN content

is

as

HDPE-ZN. The
blend (3.8

we

narrow as for

interval.

studied non-isothermal

% mol vs.
is

1.95

is

also causes the

interval

almost twice as high in

PE-ZN

as in the

% mol), however the content of low-branched chains

These observafions indicate

is

it

blend containing 25%[w/w] of

quite similar in these systems

liquid-solid transition

at

blend from 10 to 50

For instance, the solidification

HDPE-ZN:PE-M

overall branching

(0<x<0.75% mol)

in the

overall composition heterogeneity,

narrowing of the solidification

PE-ZN

hypothesis

of HDPE-ZN:PE-M blends. Results obtained are
presented

[% w/w] enhances

for

test this

(24%mol. vs.25

% mol).

that the rheological behavior in the vicinity

of

indeed determined by the content of linear and almost

linear molecules, rather than

by the

overall branching.
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3.5.5 Step-crystallization
procedure

Physical gels formed during
the isothermal crystallization
of LLDPEs are
transient formations. Their
structure and properties constantly
change as
crystallization proceeds.

It

hinders the application of structural
methods and

steady-shear rheological techniques
traditionally applied for the
characterization

of physical gels^^ However,

in this study

the preparation of stable gels,

whose

we developed

crystalhnity

the thermal programs for

remains in the vicinity of

for period of time, sufficient for
the structural characterization.

The proposed

step-crystallization protocol (Fig 3.1c) allows
to

crystallinity in controlled increments.
Indeed, the presence

limits the

maximal lamellar thickness

during the isothermal step

at the

in

LLDPE

segments, able to form relatively thick lamellae, will
cooling step

at

of ethyl branches

crystallites." "'^^

highest temperature

change

As

the result

only the longest linear

crystallize.

lower temperature the amount of chains, involved

During the next
in the

crystallization process increases, resulting in the increase
in crystallinity.

extent of the crystallinity change

Acj)

=

(f)i+

The

between two isothermal step

depends on the temperature difference (Ti+ j-Tj). Obviously

Acj)

can be made

rather small.

The evolution of dynamic

HDPE-ZN

viscoelastic properties of PE-M,

during step-crystallization

is

presented

at

Fig.3.10

It

PE-ZN and

can be seen that

the branching distribution greatly affects the solidification behavior of ethylene

co-polymers during step-crystallization.

PE-M
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rapidly equilibrates during the

isothermal step,

its

forms the stable

critical gel

properties remain stable for hours.

during the isothermal step

viscoelastic properties of PE-ZN
and

The metallocene system
at

HDPE-ZN did not

1

19.5

In contrast,

equilibrate during the

isothemial annealing steps, but
continued to evolve similar to the
isothermal
crystallization behavior.

The comparison of results of isothermal
and

step-

crystallization experiments (Fig.3.10-3.1
1) reveals that in all tested systems
the

physical gels, formed in the process of the
isothermal crystallization are

stiffer

than those obtained by step-crystallization
process. The most pronounced effect

of the themial history on the
the other hand, in

HDPE-ZN

solidification behavior

was observed

in

PE-M. On

viscoelastic properties of physical gels,
prepared

using isothermal and step-crystallization temperature
programs are quite
similar.(Fig.3.10-3.11.).

The time dependence of crystallinity

PE-M was measured

(t)(t)

during step-crystallization of

using DSC.(Fig.3.12) Obtained resuUs prove that step-

cooling procedure allows to slow

down

the progress of crystallization in

PE-M,

so that the crystallinity remains in the vicinity of critical point on
the timescale

of hours.

Drastic decrease in the crystallization rate, observed in the step-cooling

procedure

may be

quenching

to the

caused by the change in the nucleation mechanism. The rapid

experimental temperature, applied in isothermal crystallization

process favors homogeneous nucleation. In contrast, during step-crystallization
the undercooling

is

very low throughout the whole process, which favors the
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heterogeneous nueleation mechanism.However, while the ehange
nueleation meehanism explains
the decrease in the crystallization

both

in

PB-M and PE-ZN

correlation between

(Fig.3.11-12)

branchmg

in the

rate,

observed

can not account for the strong

it

distribution and the effect of thermal
history on

the crystalli/alion behavior.

We propose that drastic difference between non-isothemial
LLDPE-M

behavior of

and

LLDPE-ZN

related to the difference in

is

intermolecular branching distributions. Indeed,
Ziegler-Natt
significant

amounts of both almost

(x>5% mol)

chains.

linear

Assuming random

(1%

''

The

results

methylene sequences
linear

segments

Zicgler-Nalta

belongs

in

in

mol<;x) and highly branched

of statistic analysis indicate
almost linear chains

is

is

that the content

of short

very low, the content of long
also rather small.

Thus

in

long and short methylene sequences predominantly

to different molecules. In contrast,

PE-M

can be presented as the blend

of branched chains with average branching gradually changing
^avg(2.6

contains

distribution can be easily calculated

highly branched molecules

LLDPE

LLDPE

distribution of branched units along the

polymer backbone the sequence probability
Fig.3.13."

solidification

in the vicinity

of

% mol). In that case the same molecule contains comparable amount of

shorter and longer methylene sequences.

It

methylene sequences are covalently bound

means
in

that both short

and long

homogeneous LLDPE. During

the

step-crystal lization longer linear segments are able to crystallize at higher

temperatures while shorter linear sequences remain
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in the

amorf-)hous domain. In

mctallocene co-polymers where the
branching distribution

is

homogeneous, long

and short methylene segments can
be found within the same chains
(Fig. 3.13,3.1 4). Therefore,
in

crystallization

PE-M

the crystallites

formed by the

of long linear segments are covalently
bound

molecules, remaining

to the parts

of

m the amorphous domain. The presence of the crystalline

"anchors" reduces the molecular mobility
of shorter linear segments, obstructing
their access to the nucleation centers.

segments

is

Thus even

thermodynamically allowed,

steric reasons. In contrast,

it

if the crystallization

would be

kinetically hindered for

during the isothermal crystallization

formed simultaneously, so both long and short
to the nucleation centers. In highly

linear

heterogeneous

of these

all crystallites

are

segments have equal access

PE-ZN

almost linear

molecules are enriched by long linear segments, while
shorter linear segments
are predominantly confined to highly branched
molecules.

crystallites,

formed by long methylene squences, located

As

the result the

in chains with

low

average branching do not affect the behavior of more branched
molecules
enriched by the shorter methylene segments. In

HOPE, where

crystallization

is

not hindered by the presence of branched units the effect of thermal history
on
the crystallization behavior

The

results

is

minimal.

of the melt investigation indicate

that experimentally

accessible frequency range only partially overlaps the terminal zone. In principle

it

may

result in delay in the detection

region appears

at

of gel point

in the

case

when

plateau

very low frequencies, which can not be experimentally
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observed. In order to prove that
the appearance of a "plateau"
pattern n. tan
(CO)

dependence

critical

and

is

S

indicative of the formation of
physical network the stable

near-critical gels, prepared

from

PE-M by

step-crystallization

procedure were investigated using creep
technique and yield

stress

measurements. The analysis of the dynamic
rheological patterns recorded during
step-crystallization

of PE-M proved

Gels prepared below
at

low

stress.

occurring

m

1

that the critical gel

19.5 "C exhibit solid-like

formed

is

dynamic

at

1

T.

19.5

viscoelastic properties

Yield stress measurements demonstrate
the onset of the yield stress

the vicinity of gel point, which

of connectivity. (Fig.3.15a) Zero-shear
having non-zero yield

is

consistent with the development

rate viscosity diverges for materials,

However, the viscosity of the structured

stress

can be measured using creep technique.

If

fluid

creep stress tcr exceeds ry the

structures break allowing the fluid to flow, in
that case creep viscosity

//^

can be

detemiincd from the creep data. The temperature dependence
of the creep
viscosity at r^^

=

12 [kPa]

is

presented

at

Fig.3.15 b

It

shear rate during the creep experiments did not exceed

should be noted that the

1/s.

Significant increase in the flow activation energy, observed in the
vicinity of gel point

The value of flow

is

also consistent with the onset of the structure formation.

activation energy at high temperatures

from creep viscosities

is

slightly

(T>TgQi) determined

below than the value, measured

in

dynamic

experiments. This difference can be caused by the breaking of molecular clusters

under the influence of shear

field.
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Observed good agreement between
the

results

of dynamic and steady-

shear measurements prove
that the dynamic rheological
technique indeed can be

used for the detection of physical
gelation

in crystallizing

LLDPEs.

3.5.6 Partial melting procedure

Another approach

for the preparation

of stable

critical gel utilizes the

step-like heating protocol for the
partial melting (Fig.3.1d). In that
case, the

thimiest lamellae,

whose

isothermal annealing

is

at Ty.

below

Thicker

Tj, melt during the heating

crystallites,

having higher melting

temperature persist after the equilibration

at Tj.

repeated during the next isothermal steps

at Ti all crystallites

temperature below

procedure allows

T,-

to

ramp and

Then, after the process

is

with melting

will be destroyed. Thus, the step-like
partial melting

decrease the crystallinity in fixed increments.

As

in the step-

crystallization experiment, the system's viscoelastic
properties can be monitored
in situ

by the

oscillatory shear technique.

only heating steps, so

it

The

partial

melting program includes

can be reliably implemented in the measurement

cell

of

spectroscopic devices.

The evolution of the
partial

melting

is

presented

viscoelastic properties of PE-M and

at Fig.3.16. It

procedure allows to prepare stable
Ziegler-Natta

experiments in parallel

it

is

both from metallocene and from

the rheological and

Raman

spectroscopic

possible to find the relationship between
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during

can be seen that partial melting

critical gels

LLDPEs. By performing

PE-ZN

crystallinity, local chain

conformation and viscoelastic properties
of physical

gels in the vicinity of the gel
point

hifonnation regarding the chain packing
and chain conformation can be
derived from the
the band at 1416

1060

cm

'

and

1

have been used

Raman

cm

130
to

'

spectral region

arises

cm

from orthorombic

et al.^^-^" calculated the

cm band by
'

comparing with the value obtained
instead, used the ratio

HDPE.
is

600

to

1

50

cm

'

.

In particular,

crystal field splitting,

are characteristic of long trans
sequences.

'

the intensity of the 1416

two methods

1

and those

at

Both regions

determine the degree of crystallinity in polyethylene

samples. '^^^^-^^ Strobl

al.,

from

are in

of the 1060

LLDPE,

the total

CH,

twisting intensity and

for a completely crystalline sample.

good agreement

In contrast, for

degree of crystalhnity by dividing

cm

'

skeletal stretch to the

for calculating the degree

crystallinity

CHj

Naylor

twist.''

et

The

of crystallinity of

based on the intensity

at

1416 cm"'

usually below the one derived from the 1060 cm"' band.'^

Raman

spectra, recorded during partial melting of

LLDPE-M

are

presented inFig.3.17 The temperature dependence of crystallinity, calculated

from Raman data

is

presented

at the gel point is rather low.

at at Fig. 3.18.

Above 120

It

can be seen that the crystallinity

°C, the band at 1416

cm

'

virtually

disappeared, indicating the absence of orthorombic crystal field splitting. Yet
the crystallinity determined from the overall intensity at 1060

to 5

±

3

% [w/w], which

is

cm

'

corresponds

consistent with the critical crystallinity detected in

isothermal and step-crystallization experiments.
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Results of the
the eritieal

These

pomt

Raman

investigation suggest that in the
physical gel;s near

distorted orthorombie crystallites
act as physical cross-hnks.

crystallites are

formed by trans-segments. However
due

expansion the interchain distance in the
unit
crystalline field splitting.

While

cell is large

to the thermal

enough

this explanation is consistent

to eliminate the

with the

rheological results further investigations
will be required in order to
define the
factors contributing to the relationship

between morphology and mechanical

properties of LLDPEs.

3.6 Conclusions

The

LLDPEs

effect

in the

of branching distribution on the rheological properties
of

melt and during isothermal and non-isothermal
crystallizafion

was studied by using

steady- and oscillatory shear rheometry. Crystallinity
and

local chain conformation in

LLDPE

near liquid-solid transition was determined

by Raman spectroscopy technique.
It

was shown

that rheological properties in the melt are

predominantly

determined by the molecular weight distribution, rather than by branching. In
contrast, the type

of branching distribufion has a profound

crystallization behavior

of LLDPEs. While the overall branching

lower and the branching distribution
temperature

is

effect

is

more narrow

in

PE-M,

its

lower and the solidification intervals determined

cooling regimes are broader for this co-polymer than for
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its

on the

is

significantly

melting

in a variety

of

conventional analog

PE-ZN. The narrow
co-polymer PE-ZN
In contrast, the

solidification interval observed in
the highly heterogeneous
results

from the sigmficant content of almost

homogeneous co-polymer PE-M contains

linear chains.

a variety of

crystallizable sub-fractions with
gradually varying branching, contributing
to the

overall solidification process; this
results in the broad solidification
range. In the

metallocene system longer and shorter linear
segments belong to the same
chains. During non-isothermal crystallizafion
of metallocene
crystallites

formed

at

LLDPEs

the

higher temperatures are covalently bound with
non-

crystallized chain segments, decreasing their
mobility and affecting their
crystallization rate.

On

the other hand in heterogeneous

ZN co-polymers the

chains, having low branch content are enriched by long
linear segments, while
shorter linear segments are predominantly confined to highly
branched

molecules.

As

a result, crystallites formed at higher temperatures by long
linear

segments do not have a significant

effect

on the

crystallizafion behavior

shorter linear sequences. Thus, the effect of the thermal history

crystallization behavior is

more pronounced

in

PE-M

than in

on

its

of

the

conventional

analog.

The
their

ability to predict the solidificafion behavior

of LLDPEs based on

composition can be extremely useful for the optimizafion of industrial

processes. Indeed, co-polymers and blends of co-polymers with desired

Theological properties both in the melt and during crystallization

may be

produced by blending or by varying the

will

catalyst.
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These materials

deform

and solidify

in a desired

way under the

influence of stress, strain and

temperature fields occurring during
processing.
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Table

3.1

Rheological characteristics of the
investigated ethylene a-olelin

copolymers

Polymer

Flow Activation

Power exponent n

Slope

Energy E„

In the viscosity

ainG'

[kJ/mol]

dependence on

dlnco

shear rate

(

1

(10-'<a)<10")

60 "C)

PE-ZN

25

1.16

1.12

PE-M

27

1.72

1.3

HDPE-ZN

23

0.96

1.16

HDPE-M

24

0.95

1.15
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Figure 3.1 Isothermal and non-isothermal temperature programs utilized in
rheological and DSC experiments: (a) isothermal crystallization;
(b)non-isothermal crystallization; (c) step-crystallization;
(d) partial melting; the

samples for

partial

melting were slowly

cooled from 160 °C to 130 °C with a cooling rate of
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1

"C/min.

—
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Figure 3.2 Static

C

direct polarization spectra, acquired during isothermal

crystallization of

LLDPEs

(plots

of time evolution).
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Figure 3.3 (a) frequency dependence of the storage modulus for ethylene
co-polymers. 7^.^^=140 °C;

aj^

:

logarithmic shift factor (b) the shear

rate

dependence of the steady shear viscosity

T=

160 °C.
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for ethylene co-polymers
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Figure 3.4 Isothermal crystallization kinetics for
experimental data;
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Avrami
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fit.

LLDPEs
(a)PE-M;

(by DSC); symbols
(b)

PE-ZN.
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Figure 3.5 Dependence of the viscoelastic properties of critical gel on the
crystallization

PE-ZN:

temperature

;

solid symbol:

PE-M; open symbol

(a) gel time; (b) crystallinity at gel point;

(c) gel stiffness

S and relaxation exponent n
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Figure 3.6 Crystallinity dependence of dynamic viscoelastic properties of

LLDPEs
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PE-ZN
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(
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Figure 3.7 Temperature dependence of dynamic viscoelastic properties of

LLDPEs
4 °C/hr);

during non-isothermal crystallization (cooling ramp
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Figure 3.8

DSC

exotherms acquired during nonisothermal crystallization

LLDPEs. (a)PE-M;

(b)

PE-ZN.
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CHAPTER 4

DETERMINATION OF THE CRYSTALLITE-THICKNESS
IN

POLYETHYLENES FROM

'H

DISTRIBUTION

NMR ROTATING FRAME RELAXATION

4.1 Abstract

The

crystallite thickness distribution in
linear low-density polyethylenes

(LLDPBs) and

high-density polyethylenes

(HDPEs) can be determined

sensitively and conveniently from
nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR) 'u

relaxation times, due to the strong thickness-dependence
of the rate of the
flip

motion

in

the crystallites. This T,^ relaxation time

- thickness

due

to a distribution

NMR T/^decay

LLDPE,

in

LLDPE

shown experimentally

Compared

reliably

diffusion

be
for

good agreement with the electron micrographs. The

with those estimated from melting temperatures

more

to

and the narrowest for quenched

average crystallite thickness from the TEM-calibrated

calorimetry.

^

HOPE.

of crystallite thicknesses, with the widest distribution

isothcrmally crystallized Ziegler-Natta

metallocene

is

80"

for the

scattering for a melt and solution-crystallized

The non-exponentiality of the

1

relation has

been calibrated by comparison with transmission
electron micrographs

LLDPEs, and with Raman

T,^,

to other techniques, the

volume-averaged thickness

NMR data correlate well

in differential

NMR experiments provide a

distribution.

By

— r/^,-nieasurement technique, spin diffusion

negligible on the relevant

30-ms time

scale.
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scanning

a r/^,-sclection

effects arc

shown

— spin
to

be

4.2 Inlroduclion

known

It is

that in

branched ethylene co-polymers overall
branchnig has

a profound influence on the crystallite
thickness.' Hence,
the lamellar thickness in

The

distribution.

LLDPEs

will

crystallite thickness

be also sensitive

it

can be proposed that

to the

branch

m ethylene co-polymers and

distribution are the fundamental parameters
of the

polymers affecting macroscopic properties such

its

morphology of these

as creep rates or moduli.

Thus

the effect of the branch distribution on the
macroscopic properties of solid

LLDPEs

will

be strongly correlated with

its

influence on the lamellar thickness.

Obviously, a reliable determination of crystallite thickness
distribution
essential part

of this investigation, aimed

between composition

at the analysis

is

an

of the relationship

distribution and properties of LLDPEs.

Current techniques for the determination of lamellar thickness
distribution include electron microscopy, small-angle X-ray
scattering

and

Raman

(SAXS)

spectroscopy. Microscopy provides direct visualization of polymer

morphology, but the sample has
contrast between

amorphous and

to

be stained or etched

crystalline domains.

find a proper etching reagent, the staining procedure

in order to achieve

It is

is

not always possible to

labor-intense and can

result in artifacts, absolute calibrations in scanning electron

microscopy (SEM)

and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are demanding, and accurate

volume averaging can be

(SAXS)

challenging. High-quality small-angle X-ray scattering

data give the density autocorrelation function that reflects the
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morphology, including the

crystallite thickness.

thickness distributions the scattering
pattern

However,

may

peak before Lorentz correction. Additionally,

in

in

systems with wide

not even contain a distinct

LLDPEs

the contrast

is

rather

low, so the data processing requires
smoothing, approximation techniques
and
the use of assumed morphological
models.^

(LAM)

observed

in

Raman

scattering at

The

longitudinal acoustic

mode

low frequencies measures the length
of

the straight chain stems. This technique
tends to underestimate the width of
the
distribution,

and cannot be applied reliably

the application of the

Young's

known

clastic

Raman (LAM)

modulus

in the

"

Besides,

technique requires knowledge of the

chain direction. Although this value

for linear polyethylene crystals, the

crystallites, as those

for broad distributions.^

is

Young's modulus of micelle-type

formed from random ethylene copolymers with a

high concentration of comonomer

is

relatively

subject to uncertainties.^

In principle, the crystallite thickness distribution

from the distribution of melting temperatures of a
following the Gibbs-Thomson

well

equation.'"''

DSC

However,

can also be obtained

melting endotherm

the

method

is

valid only if

reorganization or superheating does not occur during the melting scan and

value of crystalline basal free energy

is

known.'" Moreover,

not applicable to random copolymers in which the
crystallizable, such as

comonomer

LLDPE.'" Copolymer melting

concentration of non-crystallizable

comonomer

this

is

in the

affected

DSC

unit

if

the

method

is

is

not

by the

melt as well as by the

lamellar thickness. However, the melt composition in copolymer with non-

equilibrium crystallinity

is

unknown which makes determination of the
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correct

DSC

distribution from

DSC

impossible. In view of these limitations,

we

applied the

technique only for the evaluation
of average lamellar thicknesses.
In this work,

we

describe a simple solid-state

NMR technique for

determining the lamellar thickness
distribution, applicable for
polyethylene and
ethylene copolymers. The method

crystallite thickness

and the 'h

is

based on the correlation between the

T.. relaxation time in the
crystalline

polyethylene and ethylene copolymers, which

dependence of the
polyethylene."

rate

It is

relaxation curves

is

of the 180" chain

shown

is

domains of

caused by the thickness

flips that drive the

'h

T,, relaxation in

that the clearly non-exponential character

of the

related to the variation of the lamellar thickness
throughout

the sample, rather than to the contribution of the
crystalline-amorphous interface

or crystalline defects. Spin-diffusion effects''

30-ms time

The

are insignificant

on the relevant

scale.

relaxation-rate-lamellar thickness distribution relationship

calibrated using

Raman

'^

LAM

is

TEM thickness-distribution data of LLDPE materials and

of solution- and melt-crystallized

HDPE

fractions.

As

a result, a

straightforward algorithm for the determination of the lamellar thickness

distribution in

PEs from 'h T,p

relaxation data
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is

obtained.

4.3 Experimental

4.3.1 Materials

and sample preparations

Preparation of samples, used

Chapter

2.

Information about molecular
structure and thermal
histories of

materials, used

4.3.2

m this mvestigation is described m the

m this investigation was summarized in

Table 2.1

DSC
The average

lamellar thickness

peaks using the Gibbs-Thomson

was evaluated based on

DSC

melting

relation:

_

'T

T'O

2a ec

'
1

^

Melting thermograms were recorded with a
DSC-8 (TA Instruments). The
following parameters were used: heat of
fusion

crystal thickness melting point

T^,

AH^ = 2.8*10'^ergW,

= 418.7 K, and

surface energy a,,

infinite-

= 92.0

erg/cm^

The

applicability

of the Gibbs-Thomson relation between melting

temperature and lamellar thickness for polyethylene and
ethylene co-polymers
controversial.'"'

'" '^

lamellar thickness in

According

HDPEs

temperature measured by

to extensive studies

by Bassett

et al.,'* the

can be reliably correlated with the melting

DSC.

In contrast,

branched co-polymers the position of the

Alamo

et al.'

maximum

in

'°

argue that while

in

endothermic peak

represents a meaningful melting temperature, strong re-crystallization effects
in
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is

HDPE may result in
DSC

a significant change in
the lamellar thickness
during the

experiment. Thus, the measured
value of T,, would not
correspond to the

original crystallite thickness.
Wliile the exact shape of the
lamellar thickness

distribution cannot be precisely
determined from the shape of melting
peaks, in
this

work,

we assume

that the melting temperature
determined

applied for the evaluation of the average
lamellar thickness in

by

DSC may be

LLDPEs

and

HDPEs.
Since the melting peaks

maximum

Tm'

in the

m LLDPEs are rather broad, we defined the

melting peaks recorded

at

10 K/min as the melting temperature

In case of bimodal melfing curves, the
higher-temperature

maximum was

used. Error bars are used to take into account
the width of the melting peaks. In

order to compensate for overheating effects observed
in

HDPEs, melting

temperatures for these systems were determined by
extrapolation of heating rate

dependencies of

4.3.3

to zero heating rate.

TEM
TEM investigation was performed by Dr.

R. Bayer and Prof S.

Gido.(UMASS, PSE).
All samples were prepared for transmission electron microscopy

following the methods described by

UCT microtome,
samples were

equipped with a Leica

first

smooth surface

Brown and

microtomed

for staining.

at

(TEM)

Butler." Using a Leica Ultracut

EM PCS cryogenic sample chamber, the

-150T

with a fresh glass knife

The samples were then
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stained in

to

produce a

RUO4 vapor

for 2

hours and then allowed to degas
overnight in a fume hood. Thin
sections

approximately 500
knife at

room

operated

at

1

A thick were then microtomed using a Diatome

temperature.

00

kV

TEM was performed using a JEOL

To determine

cm

apart

0.

1

at significant

twice.

given

and density.

enlargements.

A gnd of lines approximately 2

print so that each cell

micronl Using

each lamella withm each square

was marked

size

the lamellar thickness distribution,
several prints of each

was drawn on each

approximately

of the grid covered

calipers, lamellar thickness

in the grid.

was measured

Measurements were made

was counted

for all lamellae in each square of
the grid

lines/mm were made
purposes.

were used

to calibrate the magnification

From

at the

same enlargement

of the lamellar

as those used for

2160

measurement

these prints, the magnificafion of the photographic enlargement

calculated. Second, microspheres of polystyrene with a

nm

of a

print.

size measurements. First, prints of a replica calibradon
grid having

91

for

The area of the lamella measured

so that no lamella within a single square of
the grid

Two methods

was

CX TEM

accelerating vohage. Micrographs
were collected for a range

of magnifications depending on
lamellar

sample were made

100

diamond

mean diameter of

and known size distribufion were placed on the samples via dilute

aqueous solution. Measurements of these spheres,

visible in the prints

of the

lamellar morphology, were then used to provide a second, independent

measurement of the magnification.

The two methods gave magnifications
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wh,ch were w„hin

was chosen

LAM

Raman

Low

of one another. The
cahbra.ion by .he
..crospheres

as representative of
the true magnification.

Raman

4.3.4

,0»/.

data were provided by
Prof.

frequency

Raman

R.Alamo

(Florida State University)

spectra were obtained at
amb.ent temperature in a

SPEX

1403 double monoclrromator spectrometer.
The excitation source was
provided

by an argon .on
sample of ~

1

laser (X

00

mW.

=5 14.5 nm) operating
with an

The procedures

effective

for converting the

power

raw data

into an

ordered chain length distnbution
have been previously described.'

Young's modulus

in the

at the

'

The value of

chain direction used in the
analysis was 2.9 * 10'^

dyn/cm-.

Thickness distributions derived from

HDPE-NBS1484^ showed
lamellar nomial

this

Raman and SAXS

the best agreement if the chain

was assumed

to

be small

assumption in the comparison of the

(

<

tilt

with respect to the

20°). In this work,

Raman and

analysis of

we

also used

NMR results on HDPE-

NBS1484 and HDPE-S.
4.3.5

NMR
'H Tip relaxation was measured on

''C frequency of 75.5

sequence of the
Fig. 4.

a.
1

'// spin-lock

The spin-lock

4.2, signals

of the

resolved

the

in

MHz and a

a Bruker

MSL 300 spectrometer, at

'//frequency of 300.1

MHz. The

simple puis

MAS experiment with '^C detection is shown m

field strength

all-trans crystalline

'"^CMAS spectrum,

was 71 ±

5 kHz.

As demonstrated

in Fig.

and partly gauche amorphous chains are

so that relaxation rates in these domains can
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be detem.ned independently.
The height rather than the
area of the

peak

measured, since broad

is

the peak area, but not

much

interfacial

'H T„ selection wUh
presented

at Fig.

by

spin diffusion

to

Therefore, the relaxation rate
of the

the peak height than

by the

area.

and T„ measurement. The pulse
sequence

4.1b allows us to assess the extent
to which spin diffusion

between amorphous and
can also be used

components contnbute sigmficantly

to its height.

crystallite core is reflected
better

all-trans

crystalline regions affects the
T,^ relaxation times.

to evaluate the distance

between thick and thin

It

crystallites.

Magnetization in fast-relaxing domains with
short 'h T,^ (amoiphous domains

and thin

crystallites) relaxes during the fiher
spin lock time

crystallites,

where 'h T,^ relaxation

resulting spatially

is

relatively slow,

inhomogeneous magnetization

spin-diffusion during the mixing time

By

is

t„,

= 100 ms corresponds

partially equilibrated

varying t^

to the equilibration

it is

is

by 'h

possible to restore

crystallites.

For

of magnetization on the

length scale of 10 nm. After this filtering and equilibration,
a

curve

so only thick

remain magnetized. The

magnetization within a certain distance from the thicker
instance,

tf,

measured by varying the second spin-lock time

t.

'h T,p relaxation

If the Tj^ relaxation

behavior were affected by spin diffusion, the /-dependence should
change with
the distribution of magnetization around the crystallites produced
by spin
diffusion during

t,„.

If the spin diffusion explanation holds, after equilibration

over the relevant morphological regions

(e.g. the interface

and one amorphous

layer) the relaxation curve without selection should be recovered.
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If the distance

than

ms

1

0

will

between

fast

and slow-relaxing crystalline
domains

nm, the nonnalized relaxation
curve (!/!„

v.. t)

be .dentical to the relaxation
curve recorded

recorded after

in the

/,„

is less

= 00
1

absence of r„

selection.

4.4 Results and Discussion
In this section

structure.

chain

flip

will be

It

will

it

will

be shown

be explained

that T,^

that T,^ relaxation is
sensitive to

depends on the

crystallite thickness via

motions. The crystallite thickness
distributions

measured by TEM. T/^-distributions

will

PE

m selected sampl,es

be extracted from the

relaxation curves, and from these data the
crystalline-thickness dependence of

T/^will be determined empirically. Comparison
with

be used

4.4.1
.

to frirther

affected

LAM and DSC will

confirm the validity of the approach.

Sensitivity of T,p relaxation to

'H

Raman

PE

structure

Tip relaxation in the crystalline domains of polyethylenes

by sample composition and thermal

history. Figure 4.2(a)

is

strongly

shows

striking differences both in terms of the average relaxation
time and the

nonexponentiality, even for the same material with different thermal
histories,

and between samples of similar

crystallinity but different

Fast and almost mono-exponential relaxation in

and

less exponential relaxation in

PE-ZN

PE-M

branch distribution.

film contrasts with slower

film of similar crystallinity, and even
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slower and more non-exponential
relaxation

PE-ZN (PE-ZN

in

bulk isothermally crystallized

b.i.).

Sniiilar differences in
relaxation behavior are
observed

see Fig. 4.2(b). While isothermally
crystallized

'

HDPE-Mi shows

relaxation with a time constant of
at least 200 ms,

on a 60-ms time

exponential, with a fast

4.4.2.

initial

HDPE-S

the relaxation

very slow

exhibits relaxation

is

strongly non-

decay and a major slow component.

Mechanism of crystallite-thickness dependence
of T,^
The

due

HDPE-NBS1484,

scale. In

among HDPEs,

differences in T;^ relaxation rates and curve
shapes are ultimately

to differences in crystallite thicknesses

the following

mechanism: As demonstrated

relaxation in polyethylene

been shown by

is

and

their distributions, according to

in reference," the crystallite

at

dielectric relaxation'" that the rate k

70°C

shifts

This dependence of the

T,p

It

has

driven by 180° chain flips in the crystallites.

=

1/2t, of these flips

depends strongly on the lamellar thickness. For instance, the

maximum

'h

from 3*10^

flip rate

/s at

on the

a thickness of 10

dielectric loss

nm

to

loVsatSnm

crystallite thickness results in the strong

thickness dependence of the flip-motion-driven relaxation rate kp

=

l/T,p Thus,

the Tip relaxation times and their distribution can be directly linked to
the
crystallite thickness distribution.

It

lamellar thiclcness distribution in

LLDPEs from 'h T,p relaxation

creates an opportunity to determine the
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data.

4.4.3. Crystallite thickness
distributions

To confinn and

calibrate the

from

TEM

dependence of T„ on the

crystallite

thickness I, an independent
determination of the crystallite
thicknesses
required.

PE-ZN

The

film,

crystallite thickness distribution

and

PE-M

film

of the amorphous domains

by

was characterized

in

is

PE-ZN

TEM after vapor-phase ruthenium oxide

m LLDPEs as described above.- Figure 4.3a

b.i.,

staining

shows

micrographs of two of the samples. The
number-averaged lamellar thickness
distribution P(L)

was determined from

TEM micrographs

frequency of different lamellar thicknesses
within the
resulting distributions are plotted in Fig.
4.

field

The data show

by counting

the

of observation. The
significant

polydispersity in the lamellar thicknesses (Fig.
4.3a, 4.4). The broadest
distribution of lamellar thicknesses

PE-ZN b.i. and

was observed

the narrowest for the

PE-M

for isothermally crystallized

film.

4.4.4. Fitting procedures to determine p(T,p).

To determine
from

TEM and the

the relation between the crystallite-thickness
distributions

Tjp relaxafion, the T,p distribution p(T,p) has to be
extracted

from the relaxation curve

I(t),

to

which

it

is

related

by

a simple superposition

formula

00

7(0=

\p{Tu)e"'"'d{Tu?i
Ti/jiTiin
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(4.1)

Note

that the

lower hmit of the integral

relaxation tune, which for 180°
flips in
I(t)

,s

not zero, but the

PE

is

~

minimum

ms. Extraction

1

T,,

of;,^^ from

requires a Laplace transformation
or equivalent procedure.
Since long

ms) periods of spm-lock

irradiation can

damage

the

(

>50

NMR equipment, I(t) is

often not measured to complete
relaxation, which prevents
the application of

various Laplace-transformation
procedures.

We avoided numerical

instabilities

and overinterpretation of the data by
using simple two- or three-parameter
functions for

perfect

fits

I(t)

ox p(T;,).

It is

found that not

all

of these functions provide

to I(t): this provides valuable
indications

distribution function /^rr,^.

Two

types of

fit

of the true shape of the

functions were used:

distribution ^or p(Ti^), and a stretched
exponential ^ov

The Gaussian

distribution

and a width parameter, was used

and the least-squares

fit

A Gaussian

I(t).

of relaxation times, with a position
parameter

to calculate

fit

to the experimental I(t)

curves to

I(t)

according to Eq.(l)

was determined:

2\
1

exp

Jexp

T -To
(It

(4.2)

42

The

fit

stretched exponential or Kohlrausch- Williams- Watts

(KWW)

function''

7^(0 <r- e
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(4.3)

is

widely used for the charactenzation
of nonexponential relaxation
processes.^

It is

also a two-parameter function.

The /^parameter, />/?>,,

the deviation from single-exponential
behavior.

related to the average relaxation
time

by

T,^

characterizes

The time parameter

=

r,

is

(r.jmuph where V

denotes the T-function. The corresponding
distribution of relaxation times

PKww(T,f)

is

given by the following series expansion''

(4.4)

Larger values of ^ correspond to narrower distributions
of relaxation times; for

/?

=

the relaxation curve

is

single peak at t,,^.Pkww(T,^

a single exponential and the distribution function
a

=

5(Tip- r^,)

In Figure 4.5, the quality of the Gaussian and

most non-exponential

the

It is

found

that the

I(t)

KWW

small

the

is

compared

function found experimentally, that of PE-ZN

Williams- Watts function provides a significantly better

the experimental data than does the Gaussian distribution.
distributions

fits is

/;('7'/p)

are

shown

not unphysical.

minimum of the

at the right.

It is

Note

for

b.i.

fit

to

The corresponding

that the upturn

QipKww(Ti^

at

the result of a "bunching up" of intensity due to

T,p(L) curve (see below); near that
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minimum,

a wide range

of L values produce nearly the
same
of the experimental

I(t)

Gaussian and
in

curve

is

T.. value.

Without

it,

the fast initial decay

not reproduced correctly.

KWW distributions p(T,^ for the three samples are shown

Fig 4.4b,c. The results are consistent

in

terms of distribution widths
and

positions. For instance, both fitting
procedures yield the broadest
distribution of

relaxation times for

In Fig. 4.4,

TEM. Both

PE-ZN b.i. and

\hQp(T,^ are

the narrowest for

also

PE-M

compared with

film.

the p(L) distributions from

the averages and the widths of
the/^rr,^ and p(L) curves

match

qualitatively.

4.4.5 Empirical T,p(L) curve

The

qualitative agreement

between

'// T,p

and lamellar thickness

distributions. Fig. 4.4 a-c, confirms that there is a
simple correlation

and

L.

We

between T,p

determined an empirical calibration curve T,p(L) by plotting
the

mean value of T,^ determined from
Tip decay curve, against the

mean

the Williams- Watts

lamellar thickness

fit

(L„^g),

of the experimental

determined by

In a previous study of a poly(ethylene-vinylacetate) copolymer (PE/VA),

found that a lamellar thickness of 4.9

ms;

this point

curve

is

was

also

added

nm

we

corresponds to a relaxation time of

to the calibration curve.

The

final calibration

taken to be a smooth curve guided by the experimental points,

T,f^L)

TEM.

=5.4-2.71 + 0.41^
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(4.5)

1

.5

as presented in F.g. 4.6.

a

minimum of ~

ms.

It

occurs

lock field

5„

1

the

jump

rate is equal to the

when k = yB„ where ^ is

higher and lower jump

of up 200

the

minimum

e.g. for

magnetogync

ms can be

HDPE-NBS1484,

What

is

ratio.

it

At both

might seem surprismg

derived from measurements with a

possible to measure T,p values of up to 200

exponential.

value of 0.84

Larmor frequency of the spm

spin lock time of only 30 ms. Note that
the error bars on
is

must exh.bU

rates, the relaxation is slower.

At long T,^ values,
that values

in Z, since T,,

ms. As required, Eq.
(5) produces a

when
I.e.

The curve cannot be hnear

unknown

is

ms

I(t)

maximum

are so small that

reliably \il(t)

is

it

a single-

whether even longer relaxation times and

corresponding larger domain sizes are present.

TEM and NMR

AA.6V(L) from

Using the simple

relation

between T,p and L of Eq.(5), the

distributions

p(T,p) can be converted into volume fractions V(L) of crystallites
with thickness
L.

The volume

fraction

is

the relevant quantity, since the

NMR signal

is

proportional to the mass or volume of the crystallites, ased on the "differential

conservation of the integral"

V(L)

the conversion

is

dL = p(Tip) dT,p

calculated as
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m
To compare with
volume

fractions.

The

the

-p(T,^L))~^

TEM data, these also have to be converted

into

thicker the crystallites, the
larger their contribution
in

terms of the volume fraction. Thus,

we have

V(L)-cLpj^j^(L)

where c
assumes
is

is

a normalization factor with units of
an area. This simple relation

that the lateral

independent of the

width of lamellar segments counted

V(L) for the three

the

is

in the

micrographs

crystallite thickness.

Figure 4.7 compares the resulting

values

(4 7)

LLDPE

materials.

NMR-

and TEM-derived distributions

The agreement of the average-thickness

expected since these were inputs into the empirical
T,p(L) curve, but

good match of the widths

is

an independent confirmation of the validity of

the approach.

Figure 4.8 shows the T,p relaxation curves and derived V(L)
distributions
for

the

four

HDPEs. For sample HDPE-NBS1484,

distribution gives a slightly better

fit

Fig.

a bimodal

of the data than does the stretched-

exponential relaxation function. Such a bimodal distribution

DSC, where

4.8(c),

is

also suggested

by

a major, relatively sharp high-temperature melting peak and a

smaller (~ 8%), low-r„, shoulder are observed. In addition, a previous
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SAXS

analysis of this sample^
produced a bimodal distribution
similar to the one n.
Fig. 4.8(c).

m.ghl he surprising

It

that a relatively

the solution-crystallized fraction

reassuring that a

of ^ 2 nm,^

Raman

loops hinder the Hips of

T„

Fig. 4.8(d).

While

is

obtained for

it

,s

partially

study of this material also
showed a distribution width

this still less than the

distribution of

HDPE-S,

broad distribution

NMR-derived

some of

distribution.

Potentially, tight

the chain stems and thus
lead to a wider

relaxation times that

is

not related to a crystallite-thickness

distribution.

Due

to the relatively long relaxation
times

and resulting incomplete

relaxation within 30 ms, the uncertainties in the
V(L) distributions derived from

NMR

Ti,,

LLDPEs
values

for the

HOPE

in Fig. 4.7.

may

samples are larger than

In particular, the width

be estimated incorrectly; usually,

since a non-exponential

slow-down of

it

for the distributions

of the distributions

of the

at larger

L

will tend to be underestimated

the relaxation at longer times cannot be

anticipated from the short-time data.

4.4.7

Summary of calculation
The procedure

procedure

for calibrating the

dependence of the

T,^,

relaxation

time on the crystallite thickness included five major steps:
(a)

^

state

H

Ti^,

NMR

relaxation curves

under

I(t)

of the

crystallite cores

MAS.
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were measured by

solid-

b)

The

distribution of relaxation

exponent.al

fit

im,osp(T,J was determined by a
stretched-

to the experimental
1(0 data, followed

by Laplaee transformation.

(Eq. la-lc).

c) Distributions

TEM
d)

A

for

samples also characterized by

calibration curve T,/L)

of the average
e)

of lamellar thicknesses V(L) were
independently determined by

T/^,

was

NMR.

calculated based on the resulting
dependence

on the average lamellar thickness.

The volume-averaged

lamellar thickness distribution V(L)

was calculated

from p(T,/L)).
It is

important to note that in future applications of the
technique, only

the three relatively simple steps

can be taken from

4.4.8

this

a), b),

and

e) are required, since the T;^(L)

work.

Comparison of lamellar thicknesses from DSC, Raman

NMR

Figure 4.9 shows

DSC

traces

LAM TEM

relaxation with those obtained from

Experimental section. For the

the melting range.

The agreement

and

of several of the materials studied. Figure

4.10 compares the average crystallite thicknesses determined from

in the

curve

TEM, Raman LAM,

DSC data,

for the

and

DSC
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T,p

as discussed

the error bars reflect the width of

wide variety of samples

satisfactory.

NMR

is

very

4.4.9 Relaxation

by chain

flips vs. spin diffusion

In order to understand the
advantages

and Hmitations of the T,^
-based

crystalhte-thickness distribution measurement
in polyethylenes,

determme

desirable to

the physical origin of processes
causing the morphology-relaxation

rate relationship.

motions

it is

As mentioned

above, crystallite-thickness dependent
molecular

in the crystallites" that drive

'h

T/^relaxation can fully account for
the

observed behavior. However, an alternative
explanation of morphologyrelaxation rate dependence, in terms of '//spin
diffusion,

Packer

et al.'^

polymers

is

'^According to this view, the

controlled

was proposed by

relaxation rate in semi-crystalline

T,^,

by 'h spin-diffusion, which leads

to

exchange of

magnetization between crystalline lamellae and surrounding
amorphous

domains. Since the spin diffusion

time

in the system,

uniform

equilibration

is

not faster than the shortest

7,^,

relaxation

non-exponential Tip relaxation curves would result even for a

crystallite thickness.

relaxation rate

is

According

to the

model of refs.'^

'^the intrinsic

identical for all crystalline domains, but for thicker crystallites

by spin diffusion takes a longer

time, resuhing in a longer effective

relaxation time. Contributions from the crystalline-amorphous interface and

defects in the crystalline phase could also be invoked as reasons for non-

exponential relaxation in the crystalline phase.
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"'^^

.

It is

reassuring to recognize that
according to

thinner crystallites result in
faster
details

all

T„ relaxation. Only the

of the nonexponential function

I(t)

ref " The effective spin diffusin
time

in

where we have taken

into account the scaling

the spin locking field; T,^,

regions.

For thick

is

< 30

the

crystallites, spin-diffusing

ms. For thin crystallites, the

amorphous regions

important only after

=

is t,,

of the dipolar couplings

T;,,

magnetization

t,,

<

is

crystallites,

1

0

T/^,

12 ms, the value corresponding

is built

up only

after long spin-lock times,

when

the

we measure

the

are detecting predominantly the signal from
the core of the

which

is

least affected

by spin

diffusion. Direct experimental proof

is

given in the next section.

selection experiments with spin diffusion and T/^

To prove

to traverse a

relaxation times in the crystalline
and

for the insignificance of spin diffusion effects

4.4.

by

amorphous

slow

relaxation has already proceeded significantly. In
addition, since

we

to -1/2

are quite similar, so that a gradient of
magnetization that

can drive spin diffusion

peak height,

~ 30

(t,„-T,^/2:'

the (intrinsic) relaxation time
in the

significant fraction of the crystallites
within
to

interpretation of the

will be different.

We estimate that spin diffusion effects become
ms, as shown

theories proposed,

measurement

that spin diffusion is unimportant for the T,^ data

introduced the experiment sketched in Fig. 4.1(b).
spin diffusion during

results for

PE-ZN

presented

at Fig. 4.

b.i.

t„„

It

shown,

consists of a

T,p

we

filter,

followed by a Tip measurement. The experimental

and

PE-M

film with a

1 1
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filter

time of

= 10 ms

are

First

of all,

magnetization

after a short

i.e.

immediately after depletion of the

in the non-crystalline
regions

by the

T„ niter,

spin diffusion

during the spin loek nito the depleted
nonerystalline regions would
quiekly
decrease the magnetization in the

crystallites.

This should lead to a faster

initial

decay than without selection. The
experiment, however, shows a much
slower
initial

decay

after the filtering.

Further,

it

can be seen that on the time scale of 20
ms, the effect of

proton spin-diffusion

30 ms =

1

5

is

insignificant.

The time

scale of the Tj^ experiment

is

1/2

ms. Thus, spin-diffusion cannot have a
considerable effect on the

shape of the relaxation curve. Moreover, even

after

t,,

= 100 ms,

spin-diffusion

does not change the relaxation behavior in bulk isothermally
crystallized PE-ZN,

and does not lead

More

i.e.

PE-M

film, see Fig. 4.1

specifically, the spin diffusion during

of magnetization

times,

to full equilibration in

in the interfacial

immediately

1.

changes the distribution

and amorphous regions. At short mixing

after the Tip filter, the magnetization is confined to the

cores of the crystallites, while after mixing

dmes of 20 and 100 ms

it

has

diffused into the interfacial and amorphous domains. The change in the

magnetization distribution will lead to a change in the spin diffusion behavior
during the spin lock after

The mixing-time independence of the shape of the

Tip relaxation curve of PE-ZN

effects are insignificant,

diffusion to the

i.e.

b.i. after

the Tip filter

the Tip relaxation

amorphous or

is

interfacial layers.
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shows

that spin diffusion

independent of the spin

The data presented

in Fig. 4. 11 also

show

that within

100 ms, the spin-

diffusing magnetization of the
selected slow-relaxing thick
crystallites does not

reach the fast-relaxing thin

crystallites.

This means that the distance
between

thick and thin crystalline domains
exceeds 10

PE-M

nm

in

PE-ZN

b.i.

hi contrast, in

film the faster-relaxing, thinner
crystallites are near the selected
thick

ones. Thus, this experiment can
provide interesting information on
the

proximity of crystallites of different thicknesses.
In

summary,

spin diffusion

by

significantly

crystalline

show

the experimental data for the double

that the nonexponentiality in

the crystalline-amorphous interface,

T;^ relaxation

is

not caused

by spin-diffusion between

and neighboring amorphous domains, or contributions
of crystalline

defects. This confirms that the

correlation in

LLDPEs

rate in the crystallites.

would not

'h

T„ experiment with

and

major reason

HDPEs

is

for the morphology-relaxafion rate

the thickness dependence of the chain-flip

In addition, spin diffusion at the longest spin-lock
times

distort the determination

of the thickness distribution significantly,

since the thickness dependence of the spin diffusion and T/^
relaxation effects

is

similar.

4.4. 11 Perspective

'

ratios,

JI

T measurements

and reproducibility

experimental

I(()

is

are easy to perform with

rarely an issue.

good signal-to-noise

Based on the

T/^,

decay times of the

curves and the Tip(L) calibration curve of Fig. 4.6, a crude

detcnnination of the average crystallite thickness
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is

possible without involved

calculations.

The strong dependence of T„ on L
provides

T„=M ms corresponds to L = 10 nm, and T,, = 50 ms

resolution: For instance,

to

Z=

15

excellent thickness

nm. Information on the width of the

from the curvature of log(I(t)),

i.e.

distribution

is

directly obtained

the degree of nonexponentiality
of I(t).

The

procedures for detailed calculations oiX\v^p(L)
distribution are simple and quite
straightforward. In the future,

fits

more complex algorithms such

as least-squares

with logarithmically spaced positive coefficients
and a penalty against

ruggedness can also be implemented.^^ " The 'h

T/^NMR experiment is non-

destructive; the sample can also be used in other
experiments.

Based on our

results

and

literature data,"

we

conclude that the method

is

A limiting criterion may the

suitable for a broad range of ethylene copolymers.

absence of specific interactions, such as hydrogen bonding between
different
chains, so the rate of molecular motion in the crystallites depends
predominantly

on the lamellar
only

if the

thickness.

A new

comonomers have

curve presented in Fig. 4.6

T,p(L) calibration

may have

combine the

be performed

strong interactions. Otherwise, the calibration

may be

used for various

LLDPEs and HDPEs.

For a detailed determination of crystallite thickness
best to

to

distributions,

it is

NMR method presented here with electron microscopy or

Raman LAM. The main

advantage of the

NMR technique is the reliable

volume-average of the thickness distribution even
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for broad distributions.

4.5 Conclusions

A simple yet effective solid-state NMR technique

allowing for the

determination of the lamellar thickness
distribution in polyethylenes
from 'h

TIp

relaxation data has been developed and
tested on a series of samples
of

metallocene and Ziegler-Natta
as several

with different thermal histories, as
well

HDPEs. The dependence of the

LLDPEs

thickness in

the rate of

LLDPEs

1

80° chain

LLDPEs. The

is

Tj^ relaxation time on the lamellar

caused by the strong crystallite-thickness
dependence of

flips in the crystallites that drive the

'h

by

T,p relaxation curves

show

qualitative agreement with the corresponding distributions
of crystallite

thiclcnesses in the

LLDPE

samples determined by

empirical calibration curve T,p(L)

T,p selection technique,

Tip relaxation in

LLDPEs

it

is

TEM. From

was determined. The

has been confirmed by comparison with

'H

T/^relaxation in

distributions of T,p relaxation times p(T,p} determined

stretched exponential fitting of the experimental

good

'h

validity of the technique

Raman and DSC

was proven

these data, an

data.

Using a new

that the non-exponential character

caused predominantly by variations

of

in the lamellar

thickness, while contributions from crystalline defects and spin-diffusion are
insignificant

on the time

scale of the experiment.

The method can be applied

to

commercial polyethylenes without chemical modification or isotope enrichment.
It is

complementary

to electron

microscopy and small-angle scattering by

providing a particularly reliable average over the whole sample.
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ofNMR

90° -X

± y
t

;ure 4.

-X

1

.

DD

CP

13C
b)

CP

±y +x

-X

±y

NMR pulse sequences used in this work,
(a)

Standard 'H Tjp experiment

with ^^C detection, (b) Selection of long Tjp components,
spin diffusion during tm

measurement with '^C

,

and subsequent *H T,p

detection.
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PE-ZNi

a)

0
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5

t

0
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Figure 4.2. Tip relaxation curves

of the

all-trans

(a) I(t) for

peak

I(t)

at

32.8

LLDPEs. The

history observed for the

(PE-ZN

b.i.)

obtained by plotting the peak height

ppm

as a function of the spin-lock time

strong effect of thermal

PE-ZN

material, isothermally crystallized

and as a quenched film (PE-ZN

(b) I(t) curves for four

t.

film), is striking.

HDPE: HDPE-Mi HDPE-NBS1484 HDPE-S.
;
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;

PE-M-film

colloidal calibration spheres

PE-ZN-film

PE-ZN

b.i.

Figure 4.3 Micrographs (partial views) with circles indicating sampling
ol lamellac for thickness

measurements.
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a)
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TEM
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Figure 4.4 (a) Lamellar thickness distribution p (L) determined by TEM.
(b) Distribution of relaxationtimes p (Tip) determined by Williams-

of 'H Tip relaxation curves, (c) Distribution of
relaxation times p (Tip) determined by Gaussian fitting of 'H Tip
relaxation curves. The good qualitative agreement between

Watts

p

fitting

(Tip)

and p (L) indicates a simple Tip (L)
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correlation.

Figure 4.5. (a) Tjp decay data (squares) for

PE-ZN

b.i.,

showing pronouncedly

nonexponential behavior, with single-exponential

Gaussian distribution
curve).

fit (full
fit.

(b)

The

fit

fit

(straight line),

(dashed curve), and stretched-exponential

stretched-exponential provides clearly the best

Corresponding distributions of relaxation times for the

Williams-Watts
(dashed

line),

fit

(solid line), the

Gaussian distribution

and the single-exponential
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fit

fit

(delta-function).

Figure 4.6. Empirical calibration curve for converting T,p times to crystallite
thicknesses

The

points indicate average T,p and

samples measured by both
(b)

Logarithmic Tjp

symbols:

Raman

NMR and TEM.

scale. Filled

data.
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Figure 4.7. Comparison of thickness distributions V(L) of

LLDPEs
(a) PE-M

as determined by
film; (b)

PE-ZN

NMR and by TEM:

film; (c)

(bulk, isothermally crystallized).
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Figure 4.8. Tip-relaxation curves

1484

Bimodal

20

40

30

V(L)

50

L[nm]

I(t)

and corresponding thickness distributions

V(L): (a) solution crystallized HDPE-S. (b) isothermally meltcrystallized Ziegler-Natta

HOPE ZNi

(c) Isothermally melt-crystallized

(d) isothermally melt-crystallized

distribution

shown on

gives better

fit

metallocene

HDPE-NBS 1484;

the right with

than the

HDPE-Mi;

4%

of small

the bimodal

crystallites

KWW function (stretched exponential).
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DSC melting curves for several LLDPE samples used in this study.
The DSC lamellar thicknesses were estimated from the maxima in
the melting curves, using the
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Gibbs-Thomson

relation.

<L> [nm]fromTjpNMR

Figure 4.10. Comparison of lamellar thicknesses determined by

NMR (x-axis)

Raman LAM, and TEM (vertical axis).
Open symbols: HDPEs, for which the interpretation of the
with those from DSC,

relationship between lamellar thickness and melting temperature
is

controversial.
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t[ms]

Figure 4.1

1.

T,p selection, spin-diffUsion during tm and T,p measurement for
(a)

PE-ZN

selection

b.i.,

is

(b)

b.i.

film.

For each sample, the curve without

compared with curves

mixing times of

PE-ZN

PE-M

1

after

30-ms spin lock

selection and

ms, 20 ms, and 100 ms. The invariance of the

curves to mixing time shows that spin diffusion and the

resulting magnetization distribution ution

spin lock; this

means

that

it is

do no

affect the

decay under

not significantly affected by spin diffusion.
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CHAPTER 5
EFFECTS OF THE BRANCHING DISTRIBUTION
ON
MORPHOLOGY AND MOLECULAR MOBILITY IN LOCAL
LLDPES AS
CHARACTERIZED BY SOLID-STATE NMR
5.1 Abstract

For semi-crystalline ethylene-a-olefin
co-polymers (LLDPEs) produced

by

the metallocene or Ziegler-Natta
processes, the mfluence of the
composition

distribution

and thermal history on the morphology and
molecular mobility

the crystalline and amorphous domains

While the investigated metallocene
units (2.6

was determined using

LLDPE (PE-M)

solid-state

in

NMR.

contains fewer branched

% mol C-6) and possesses narrower composition distribution than

its

Ziegler-Natta analog (PE-ZN; 3.8% mol C-6), the
metallocene co-polymer has
thinner crystalline and amorphous domains, a higher
rate of chain diffusion

between amorphous and

crystalline regions,

and lower molecular mobility

amorphous regions than a conventional (Ziegler-Natta)
thermal history.

LLDPE with

in the

similar

A morphological model relating the observed differences to the

branching distributions in these

LLDPEs was

proposed.

It

was shown

that in

heterogeneous PE-ZN, the crystalline domains are predominantly formed by
almost linear chains, forming thick lamellae, while the amorphous regions are
enriched by highly branched molecules. The small amount of covalent bonds

between the

crystalline

and amorphous domains

results in high

molecular

mobility in the amorphous regions. In contrast, in homogeneously branched PE-
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ZN crystalline and amoT,hous regions are

formed by the segments, belonging

same moleeules. The presence of
branched
thickness in

PE-M. The numerous covalem

amorphous regions reduce

the

to

units in all chains limits the
lamellar
links

between

amorphous mobility

in the

crystalline and

metallocene co-

polymer.

5.2 Introduction

It is

distribution

known

may

that in

result

LLDPEs,

differences in intramolecular branching

m drastically different morphologies, even in systems

with similar overall branching.'"^

Still,

the molecular

relationship of the branching distribution with
the

mechanism behmd

morphology

is

the

not fully

understood.

In this chapter, the effects

history on

of the composition distribution and thermal

morphology and molecular mobility

domains of LLDPEs
molecular mobility

will

be analyzed using sohd-state

in the crystalline

l^C

NMR techniques. The

CP MAS and relaxation techniques.

distributions in the investigated co-polymers will be

determined by a novel solid-state
results obtained will

and amorphous

and amorphous domains will be

characterized by a combination of static ^H,

The lamellar thickness

in the crystalline

NMR method, that we have developed.^"' The

be independently confirmed by CP, ^//spin-diffusion and

Tj relaxation measurements.
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The

solid-state

reliable determination

characteristics

NMR techniques used in this investigation

allow lor the

of morphological parameters
and molecular

ofLLDPEs from

the experimental data
without fitting of

unresolved signals and application
of assumed morphological
models. All

LLDPE

samples used

in this

study were characterized by
Temperature Raismg

Elution Fractionation (TREF), so
their intermolecular branching
distributions are

known

in great detail.

Based on the

results obtained a

morphological model

explaining the effect of molecular
structure on crystallite thickness
and

molecular mobility was proposed.

5.3

Background Information.

5.3.1 Crystallinity

Solid-state

NMR techniques

measurement

The degree of crystallinity was measured using

single-pulse '^C

with proton decoupling, by comparing the integral
intensities of peaks

ppm

(the crystalline region)

Tj

far longer in the crystalline

is

LLDPEs, on
is

and 31.0 (the amorphous region)

domains than

in the

signal-to noise at the

same

time.

to

signals

is

32.8

The ^^C

amorphous domains of

fully relaxed, but

do not

From another

perspective, in a spectrum

is

low, and the amorphous

apparent intensities of crystalline and amorphous

reflect the real

degree of crystallinity.
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it

average enough scans for

recorded with a shorter recycle delay, the noise level
signal

at

the order of hundreds of seconds vs. seconds, respectively.
Thus,

impossible to get a fully relaxed spectrum and

good

(Fig.l).

MAS

In a singlc-puisc

gated

decoupled spectrum, the signal
from crystalline domain

may be

fully

suppressed; however while the
gated decoupling procedure does
not cause
significant

change

in the

amorphous lineshape, the

intensity

of the amorphous

signal decreases.

As shown by Hu and Schmidt-Rohr overlapping
amorphous

signals

resolved, based

crystalline

and

m a fully relaxed i^C smgle-pulse MAS spectrum may be

on the procedure whereby

the

amorphous lineshape

is fitted

by

the lineshape of amorphous signal from
the corresponding gated decoupled

spectrum. The procedure

1)

is

outlined below in three major steps:

Three spectra were recorded for each sample (Fig

l^C spectrum

(recycle delay to= 5000s) with a

gated decoupled spectrum (recycle delay tQ
relaxed spectrum

(/„

=

50s) with A^^^^

=

=

J^C spectrum

spectrum for the

is

amoiphous

the

amorphous and the

signal

5s),with

NSgd =

8;

a

512; a partially

signal in the fiilly-relaxed single-

obscured by noise (Fig. 5.1a), so

it

is difficult to

use this

procedure. In the partially-relaxed single-pulse spectrum,

fitting

the

number of scans NSsf=

128.

The lineshape of the broad amorphous
pulse

a fully relaxed

1):

is

fully relaxed,

and the signal to-noise

ratio is

crystalline signals are not fully resolved.

good, but

The ^^C

single-

pulse gated decoupled spectrum recorded with a recycle delay tgofSs has
insignificant contribution

intensity

from the

of the amorphous signal

crystalline

is

domain

(Fig. lb),

however, the

reduced by the gated decoupling procedure,
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thus the scahng factor needed
for the f.tting procedure
ratio

may be

different

from the

of the number of scans.

2)

fittmg the

The correction factor/^ (NSg^/NS,,)
/ r^/^,; was determined by
amorphous hneshape

m the partially- relaxed single pulse spectrum

the gated decoupled spectrum.(Fig.5.
lb
intensities for gated

3)

Hneshape

).

by

(Here /^^and Ip, denote signal

decoupled and partially relaxed spectra
respectively).

Using the corrected scaling factor
fx (NS,p/NSgd), the amorphous
in the fully

relaxed spectrum

was

fitted

by the amorphous

signal in the

gated decoupled spectrum (Fig.S.lc) Thus
amorphous and crystallme signals in
the fully-relaxed spectrum were effectively
resolved.

It

should be noted that the described procedure did
not require any

specific assumption about the lineshape of the

5.3.2

amorphous or

crystalline signals.

Morphology and molecular mobility

The

relative molecular mobility in the

was determined from

Due

to the

by

in

LLDPEs

the linewidth of the central part of static '//spectra.

Narrowing of the 'h signal corresponds
in the given region

amorphous domains

at least the

same

to

an increase in the molecular mobility

factor as the

change

in the lineshape.^

motional averaging of dipolar coupling, the CP-efficiency

decreases with an increase in molecular mobility. This produces opportunity for
the evaluation of the molecular mobility in the
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amorphous domains by

comparing

relative intensities of crystalline

polarization and

and amorphous signals

in /-?C direct

CP spectra.

Other experiments which discriminate
morphological domains based on
the molecular mobility are

CP

CP

T, filtenng

and gated decoupling techniques.
The

T, filter sequence (Fig 2a) allows
selective observation of signal
from rigid

domains, where the

"c T,

is

sufficiently longer than the filtering

In polyethylene and ethylene co-polymers,
the

increases with the increasing lamellar thickness.^"^

polyethylene

between
flip,

is

controlled

crystalline

which

is

by chain

and amorphous

diffusion,

l^C Tj

tf.

relaxation time

The ^^C Tj

which

dme

relaxation rate in

equilibrates magnetizafion

regions.'"' In turn, the rate

of the 180" chain

the elementary step in chain diffusion process,
greatly decreases

with the increase in

crystallite thickness'

'"

resulting

between lamellar thickness and ^^C Tj relaxafion
Therefore, in ethylene co-polymers longer

to larger crystallite thicknesses

^^C Tj

m inverse correlation

rate in the crystalline

domain.

relaxation times correspond

and lower molecular mobility

in the crystalline

domains.'

The gated decoupling technique
during tfmid short recycle delays

regions having long

^^C

Tj

(to

=

(Fig.2b

)

utilizes

undecoupled evolution

5s) to suppress signals fi-om the rigid

and strong dipolar couplings. Spectra recorded

with a sufficiently long /^contain only signals from the amorphous regions. The
linewidths of the signals observed in gated decoupled spectra are indicadve of
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molecular mobiHty „. the amorphous
domain.
results

An

mcrease

m a narrowing of the linewidth due to motional

m molecular mobility

averagmg.

Relative crystallite thicknesses were
characterized by the
diffusion teclinique with

the magnetization

selection.'^

is

'^

The

equilibrated

magnetization

domains;

domains

spatially

inhomogeneous

by spin-diffusion during
is

MAS

H spin-

(Fig.2c). In this experiment,

m the ngid crystalline domains was destroyed using a

T2

longitudial magnetization that
results

t^. In the spin-diffusion
experiment,

transferred to the crystalline regions from
the

in unfiltered

is

detection under

i

amorphous

CP experiments magnetization of all morphological

observed simultaneously. Therefore a larger

crystallite thickness

corresponds to a larger difference in the intensity of
crystalline signals measured
in

CP and

the

spin-diffusion experiments if the spectra are scaled to
equal heights of

amorphous peaks. '^C detection allows enhanced

amorphous and

resolution of signals from

crystalline regions.

Tip technique for the determination of the lamellar thickness
distribution
5.3.3

In this

work we applied

the novel solid-state

NMR technique for the

quantitative determination of volume-averaged crystallite thickness distributions

in ethylene

method

is

co-polymers from

Tip data as described in Chapter

based on the correlation between

crystallite thicknesses

4.^"^

and

The

^

relaxation times in the crystalline domains of polyethylene and ethylene
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H T,^

copolymers, which

is

caused by the dependence on
thickness of the 180° chain

flip rate that drives

The

T,^ relaxation in polyethylene.'" "

1h T/^ relaxation times were determined under

detection, so that crystalline and

amorphous

signals

MAS using

^^C

were suitably resolved.

In

order to confirm the method's validity,
the lamellar thickness
distnbutions

measured by the novel

solid-state

NMR technique^'^ were compared with results

of CP, l^C Tj relaxation, and spin-diffusion
experiments.

5.4 Experimental

5.4.1. Materials

Compositions, thermal histories and branching distributions
of the

LLDPE

samples studiedare described in chapter

2.

Six

LLDPE

samples

(Table2.1) were chosen specifically to find relationships
between composition,

thermal history and texture. Indeed, the composition distribution
for
typical for metallocene

LLDPEs, while

effect

5.4.2

for

is

the composition distribution of PE-ZN

representative of Ziegler-Natta systems." Metallocene

produced by Exxon) was tested

PE-M

HDPE HDPE-M (also

comparison purposes

in order to elucidate the

of branching on the morphology of LLDPEs.

DSC

DSC measurements were performed in
scanning calorimeter.
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is

TA Instruments

DSC

2910

5.4.3

NMR
Solid state ''C and

'hnMR

300 spectrometer equipped with a

MHz and a
7-mm

frequency of 300

diameter rotors were used

spectra

were obtained with a Bruker

MSL-

MAS unit. A ^^C resonance frequency of 75.5

MHz were employed. In MAS experiments,
at

a spinning speed of 4 kHz.

5.5 Experimental Results

Based on the greater content of branched

PE-M, one may expect lower crystallinity and

units in

PE-ZN compared

to

smaller lamellar thickness in the

Ziegler-Natta copolymer. However, our observations reveal
a quite different
picture.

5.5.1 Crystallinity

The

and

crystallite thickness distributions

crystallinity in the studied

samples was determined from

direct polarization spectra, using the fitting teclinique described

The degree of crystallinity

LLDPEs. Both

is

in metallocene

was observed

above

(Fig.5.1),

quite similar in metallocene and conventional

thermal history on crystallinity

crystallinity

^^CMAS

and conventional co-polymers the

is

relatively small (Fig.5.3).

effect

of

The highest

in isothermally crystallized samples, the lowest- in
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blown

The narrowing of crystalline

films.

signals observed in isothermally-

crystallized samples (Fig 5.
4) can be related to the higher degree
of order in the
crystalline

domains and

amorphous

also to the decrease in the
content of crystallme-

interface in these systems.

Lamellar thickness distributions determined
by the
presented

at

Fig

5.5.

Average lamellar thickness

is

T,^ technique are

consistently greater in

Ziegler-Natta systems than in metallocene
systems with similar thermal history.
Crystallite thickness distributions in the bulk
are broader in isothermally

crystallized samples

when compared

to

bulk-quenched samples. Indeed, the

isothennal crystallization process results in the formation
of thick lamellae,

while thin lamellae fonn during the
lamellar thickness distributions.

final

quenching

The lowest average

step, resulting in

broad

lamellar thicknesses and

narrowest thickness distributions are observed in blown films.
This can be
attributed to

more

efficient

quenching

in thin films, as

compared

to bulk

polymers.

Comparison of CP and spin-diffusion spectra
equilibration between crystalline and

metallocene systems than

amorphous regions

in the conventional analogs,

average lamellar thickness

^^C

(Fig.5.6) indicates that

in

is

faster in the

confirming the smaller

PE-M.

Tj relaxation times are shorter (Table 5.1) and the content of thick,

"core" crystallites with long T,

is

lower

in

PE-M

than in

PE-ZN co-polymers

with analogous thermal history. (Fig. 5. 7). This indicates that the average
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lamellar thickness

is

lower in metallocene co-polymers.«'^

rates are slower in isothermally
crystallized

polymers than

ISq Tj

relaxation

in their

quenched

analogs, demonstrating a larger
average crystallite thickness in
isothermally
crystallized systems.

The

fastest ^-^C

Tj relaxation was observed

in

blown

films,

indicating even thinner lamellae than in
quenched bulk samples.

The absence of signals

fi-om the

branched units in

CP

Tj spectra even

at

the shortest ^/suggests that branched units
are excluded from crystalline phase
in
all

co-polymers studied.

is far

lower in

LLDPEs

It

should be noted that the content of "core crystalites"

than in the linear polyethylene. Indeed, in

crystalline signal intensity at
tf=

whereas
after

500

It

in isothermally crystallized

s,

and

in the

quenched

CP

s is

75%

of the signal intensity

PE-ZN, only 15% of the

PE-M

the

at tj-= Is,

signal remains

only 7%.

can be seen that the lamellar thicknesses determined from

relaxation data are in a

and

500

HDPE-Mi

good agreement with the

results

of CP

-

Tip

spin diffusion

Tj experiments.

5.5.2 Molecular mobility in the

The

amorphous domain

central part of the static

spectrum

is

significantly narrower in

PE-

ZN than in PE-M, which indicates higher mobility in the amorphous domains of
the conventional

LLDPEs

(Fig.5.8).

On

the other hand, in both metallocene and

conventional copolymers, the broadest ^//signals are observed in films, and the
spectra of isothermally crystallized sample are the narrowest. Therefore, the
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highest molecular mob.lity in
amon,hous domains ean be found in
isothermally

co'Stalhzed samples (Fig.5.8), while
the amotphous phase in
blown fdms

is

the

least mobile.

Gated decoupled spectra (Fig.5.9) do
not provide evidence of the
inclusion of branches into the crystalline
phase. Splittings of the signals
of

branched units corresponding

to branches in the crystalline

domains were not observed. The linewidths

PE-M

for p

and 2

-

and amorphous

carbon

"c signals in

are greater than in their conventional
analogs. This observation confirms

amorphous regions

that the

The amorphous

are less mobile in metallocene co-polymers.

signal in

CP spectra of PE-M

is

more

intense than in

ZN analogs with similar thermal history and crystallinity (Fig.5.3,5.10).
greater

CP efficiency is

indicative of lower molecular mobility in the

PE-

The

amorphous

domains of PE-M.
While the
studied

effect

was shown

signal in

to

of thermal history on crystallinity

samples

be insignificant, the relative intensity of the amorphous

CP spectra is

always lower in isothermally-crystallized samples than in

quenched samples. In agreement with the
decoupling experiments,

the

in the

results

of static ^//and gated

this observation indicates higher

amorphous domain of isothermally

molecular mobility in

crystallized samples.
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5.6 Discussions

The

drastic differences, observed in
the

mobility of metallocene and Ziegler-Natta

morphology and molecular

LLDPEs

directly related to the

is

difference in intramolecular branching
distributions.

According
in

to the

PE-ZN systems

is

TREF

data,'^ (Fig.2.1) the

bimodal, with relatively high fractions of
both low

branched units (branching content x

(5% mol

<x< 12% mol).

distribution in

^avg

=

2.6

PE-M

% mol

In

and low-branched

As

{

% mol

and highly branched chains

)

unimodal intermolccular branching

can be described as a skewed Gaussian centered

at

metallocene co-polymer the contents of highly (x >

x

a result, in

time, the

<a J

In contrast, the

\

mol

PE-ZN

composed of low-branched
same

branching distribution P(x)

%

)

5%

mol

chains are low.

the crystalline

domains are predominantly

chains, forming relatively thick lamellae. At the

amorphous domains

in

PE-ZN

are enriched

co-polymer molecules, which contain only short

linear

by highly branched

segments and arc

predominantly excluded from the crystalline phase. 1 hus, the number of
covalent bonds between amorphous and crystalline domains

in

smaller, resulting in high mobility in the

(Fig.5.1 la).

In

amorphous regions

PE-ZN

is

metallocene systems, sufficiently long linear segments of polymer

chains form the crystalline domains, while branched segments of the same

chains are confined to the amorphous region (Fig.5.

crystallizablc branched segments in

all

1

1

b).

The presence of non-

chains yields limits to the lamellar
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thickness n.

ciystalhne

phase.

Due

higher in

PE-M. Numerous covalent bonds
between amorphous and

domams of PE-M
to

lower average

PE-M

On the

history.

decrease the molecular mobility
in the amorphous
crystallite thickness the
crystalline mobility is

samples than in

their

PE-ZN

analogs with similar thermal

other hand, mobility in the amorphous
domains

metallocene co-polymer

PE-M

than in

its

conventional analog

is

lower in the

PE-ZN

(Fig.5.11).

Opposite trends in the thermal-history dependence
of molecular mobility

were observed

for crystalline

and amorphous domains. In both metallocene
and

Ziegler-Natta systems, the highest crystallite thickness
can be observed in the
isothermally-crystallized samples, which results in the
lowest crystalline

mobility in the isothermally crystallized materials.'

'^-'

''

'''

On the

other hand, the

highest molecular mobility in the amorphous domains was
observed in

isothemially crystallized samples. Because the overall crystallinity

quenched and isothermally

domains

crystallized bulk samples, thickening

is

similar in

of crystalline

also results in thickening of amorphous regions and reduction
in the

content of the crystalline-amorphous interface, as indicated by narrowing of
the
crystalline signal.(Fig.5.4

)

Thus the amorphous phase

is

less constrained in

isothennally crystallized samples, resulting in higher molecular mobility in these
materials.

Combination of fast quenching and deformation

results in a very

constrained amorphous phase in blown films. Indeed, in spite of the lower
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overall crystallinky,
amorphous-phase molecular mobility
in

quenched and isothermally

The reason
to

HOPE

is

is

lower

in films

than

crystallized bulk samples.

for the observed

not fully understood.

l^C Tj

LLDPEs

reduction in

The decrease

in

as

compared

may be caused by

the

intense chain-diffusion between the
crystalline and amorphous regions
in

LLDPEs. However, branching should slow down

this process,

longer than methyl can not enter the crystalline
phase.''

proposed

that a

dynamic equilibrium

amorphous regions of LLDPEs due

exists

amorphous

regions.

between the

to the fast

branches, causing linear chain segments to

'"

because branches

Also,

it

may be

crystalline

and

motion of chains between

move between

Such a process can cause the

crystalline

and

equilibration of the

magnetization between the amorphous and crystalline regions
and a significant
decrease in

Tj.

5.7 Conclusions

The

validity of a novel solid-state

NMR technique for the determinafion

of lamellar thickness distribution has been confirmed by comparison with
independent

A

NMR experiments.

morphological model describing the relationship between branching

distribution, crystallite thickness

proposed based on the

results

and molecular mobility

of solid-state
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in

LLDPEs

NMR invesfigation.

has been

According

to that

model,

in

highly heterogeneous
Ziegler-Natta co-

polymers the crystalline domains are
enriched

amorphous domains

are

in

almost linear chains, while the

formed by highly branched molecules.
In

homogeneous metallocene systems both
formed by segments, belonging

to the

crystalline

same

contrast, in

and amorphous domains

are

chains. Consequently, in

metallocene co-polymers the average thickness
of crystalline and amorphous

domains

is

lower, the rate of chain diffusion in the
crystalline region

and the molecular mobility

in the

amorphous domain

more branched Ziegler-Natta analog

The influence of thermal
crystalline

domain

thickness. In

is

(Fig.5.1

history

is

is

higher,

lower than in an even

1).

on the molecular mobility

predominantly determined by

its

effect

in the

on the lamellar

quenched samples the smaller lamellar thickness

results in higher

crystalline-phase mobility than in isothermally crystallized
materials.

On

the

other hand, the efficient quenching constrains the amorphous phase,
so the

amorphous-phase mobility

quenched samples

is

lower than

crystallized ones even if the crystalline mobility

is

higher.

The morphological
properties.

in

in isothermally

structure of LLDPEs determines their mechanical

Further developments of the catalyst technology will allow to

reach an even higher degree of control over

LLDPE

compositions. Thus, the

understanding of the composition-morphology relationship will become even

more important

for the manufacturing

and formulation of polyethylene-based

materials with desired properties.
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.

^^C Tj

relaxation times for

LLDPEs

and HDPE. i^C Tj values
calculated from the slope of the
final ( f > 50 s) part of
the
curve

Polymer

JJCTi

1

PE-ZN b.i.

714s±35

PE-ZNb.q.

333 s± 17

PE-ZN

277 s+ 14

«;

PE-M b.i.

476 s± 24

s

PE-M b.q.

261 s± 18

s

PE-M

200 s± 10

s

film

film

HDPE-Mi.

s

s

2500 s± 50
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s

)

a)

36

34

32

30

ppm

28

b)

36

34

32

30

ppm

28

C)

36

34

32

30

ppm
Figure 5.1

28

NMR technique for crystallinity measurement. LLDPE-PE-ZNq.
is

used as an example,

fully relaxed

spectrum

a)

The lineshape of the amorphous

is

obscured by noise

signal in the

The lineshape of the amorphous signal in the partially relaxed
spectrum (the recycle delay
= 50s) is fitted by the gated decoupled
spectrum (/„ = 5s,
20 ms).
NS
\
// /
The correction factor /is determined^
~^)/((
b)

—

((

Here

/gj

and

1^^

are the intensities of gated decoupled and partially

relaxed spectra; NS^j and NS^^ are corresponding numbers of scans
c)
(t^

Noisy amorphous signal

= 5000

s) is fitted

in fully relaxed

spectrum

by the lineshape of the gated decoupled

spectrum, using the correction factor / determined

of gated decoupled spectrum

is

scaled
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in a).

/ (NS^^NS^J

The

times.

intensity

Figure 5.2 Pulse programs used

in this study.

90^ pulses are filled black; clear:

180^ pulses, dipolar decoupling (DD), cross-polarization CP;
(a)

MAS CP

decoupling;

T, filtering; t^
t^

i^C T, filter

dipolar dephasing (T2

(b)

MAS gated

filter);

(c)

'H spin-diffusion with '^C detection;

t^:

mixing time.
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;

t^

dipolar dephasing;

PE-ZNb.l J

55

PE-M

film

£50
U
CO
Q
-?

PE-ZN b.i

45

I 40

U

C MAS

NMR

DSC
35
45
Crystallinity

50

by

NMR [%w/w]

Figure 5.3 Effect of branching distribution and thermal history on
Error margin in

55

NMR crystallinity 3% [w/w]
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crystallinity.
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ppm
Figure 5.4 Effect of thermal history on the line shape of crystalline and amorphous
signals. Heavy line:

quenched sample; Thin

line:

isothermally

crystallized sample. Crystalline peak (31.-36 ppm): from '^C direct

= 5000 s Amorphous peak (28-3
gated decoupled experiment tf = 20 ms; t„ = 5s
polarization experiment

t„
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1

.5):

from

0.4

PE-ZN
PE-ZN
PE-ZN

PE-M
PE-M
PE-M

2^ 0.3

>

film
b. q.

b.

i.

film
b. q.
b.

i.

0.2

0.1

0.0

0

10

15

20

25

30

L

Figure 5.5 Volume-averaged lamellar thickness distributions

determined from 'H T,p relaxation data.
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in

[

nm

]

LLDPEs,

35

34

33

32

31

30

29

35

PPm

ure 5.6

34

32

33

31

30

29

ppm

CP MAS vs. 'h spin diffusion with '"'C detection
CP MAS;
'H spin diffusion with '^C detection,
= 100m (a) PE-M b.i. (b) PE-M b.q. (c) PE-M film; (d) PE-ZN
(e) PE-ZN b.q.
f) PE-ZN film
;

;

;
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b.

PE-M b.
PE-M b. q.
PE-ZN b.i.
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Figure 5.7.
I)

T, relaxation in ethylene co-polymers

MAS CP T,
tf=

(a)
II)

HDPE-Mi.

filtered spectra

tp=500s

Is;
;

(b)

with 'H decoupling

PE-ZN

b.i.

;

c)

PE-M

b.q.

'^C T, relaxation curves for the crystalline phase

ethylene co-polymers;
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PE-ZN
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r
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Figure 5.8 The dependence of the lineshape

in static

of LLDPEs on composition and thermal
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'H spectra
history.
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CP MAS

spectra with 'u decoupling
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quenched

linear

a)

segments

—

branched segments -

PE-ZN

amorphous domain

interlace
crystalline

domain

formed predominantly by
almost linear chains
interface

amorphous domain
formed predominantly by
highly branched chains

b)

PE-M
amorphous^ domain
ijUerface
crystalline

domain

i^terface_

amorphous domain
interface^

crystalline

the

Figure 5.1

1

same chains

in the crystalline

domain

and amorphous domains

Proposed morphological structure for metallocene

and Ziegler-Natta LLDPEs.
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CHAPTER 6

BRANCH DEFECTS

LLDPE CRYSTALLITES AND THE STRUCTURE
OF THE INTERFACIAL DOMAIN IN LLDPEs

6.

1

IN

Abstract

The morphological

partitioning of branched units, the local
chain

conformation in the vicinity of the crystalline defects
and the structure of the
crystalline-amorphous interface in

LLDPEs were

studied

The existence of a developed crystalline-amorphous
trans yet partially mobile chains

techniques.

The thickness of the

crystallite thickness.

20%

was proven by
interfacial

usmg

interface

solid-state

formed by

NMR.

all-

spin-diffusion and relaxation

domain was estimated

For the ethene-propene copolymer,

it

as

10% of the

was shown

that

up

to

of branched units are included into the crystalline phase. The chain

conformation

in the vicinity

of the crystalline defects, resulting from the

inclusion of the methyl branches into the crystalline lattice have been studied

using

2D exchange-NMR, J^C

Tj selection techniques, and a novel solid-state

NMR technique, centerband-only detection of exchange (CODEX). Several
structural

models describing the

crystalline branch defects

were discussed.

No

evidence of the inclusion of branched units other than propene into the
crystalline lattice

was found. For

a series of the ethylene-a-olefin co-polymers,

the crystallite thickness and morphological partitioning of branched units

determined by

NMR were correlated with the lattice dimensions measured by

WAXS.
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6.2 Introduction

In (his chapter, the application

of sohd-state

NMR techniques

for the

investigation of the structure of the
crystalhne-amorphous interface and local

chain conformation

described.

in the vicinity

of the crystalline defects

The information about morphological

obtained by

NMR will

in

LLDPEs

will

partitioning of branched units

WAXS results.

be correlated with

Previously, the phase composition in the solid
ethylene co-polymers
investigated using

Raman

spectroscopy,

be

SAXS, and

solid-state

was

NMR

techniques. Corresponding references were briefly reviewed
in the Introduction

(Chapter

1

.9.5).

The

results

of numerous theoretical and experimental

investigations suggest the existence of the developed interfacial domain
in the

ethylene co-polymers. However, until

now

the information about the interfacial

content and structure was derived from the analysis of unresolved

lines, rather

than from the direct observation of signal related to the interfacial domain.'
In this

LLDPEs

will

work, the structure of the crystalline-amorphous interface

in

be characterized by spin-diffusion and relaxation techniques. The

spin-diffusion technique with ^-^C detection used in this study allows to

select the interfacial

amorphous

domain based on

location between the crystalline and

its

regions, and to observe interfacial signal without the significant

interference from other morphological domains. Molecular mobility in the

interfacial region will

be characterized by

relaxation techniques.

The

fine structure

hi

spin diffusion and

of the
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interfacial

hiT2

domain

will be studied

using ///

sp.,i-di(Ti,sion

method allows
components

combined wilh

a

I

to distinguish contributions

h'

Tj selection

to the interfacial signal.

extensively studied before."

in the

A

in

LLDPIis was

bricfreview oflhe related

Introduction (Chapter

1

.10.2). in this

units

NMR

literature is

work, the distribution of

branches between the crystalline and amorphous regions
using

This

from partially ordered and disordered

Morphological partitioning of branched units

presented

leclinici„c.

will be investigated

selection techniques allowing for the direct observation
of branched

embedded

into the crystalline

propenc co-polymer

and amorphous domains, for the ethene-

(IMi-Prl.) the local chain

conformation near the crystalline

defect caused by the inclusion of the methyl branches into the crystalline
phase

be investigated by solid-state

will

and novel

CODEX

branch defects

6.3

^

NMK techniques used

brief description oftbe spin-diffusion

'detection

h' Tj

apphed

in this

in this

1

.10.1).

The hi

work allows

tcchnic|iics

phenomenon has been presented
spin-diffusion technitiue with

to select

morphological domains

based on their spatial location. The corresponding pulse sequence

rMg6.1;i.

selection,

study

and combined spin-diffusion-relaxation

the Introduction (Chapter

h

^

ethylene- co-polymers will be discussed.

/// spin-diOusion

A

using 2D-exchange,

techniques. Structural models describing the crystalline

Background information.

6.3.1

in

in

NMR

During 0/

Z'?

is

described

Ultering/^; the magnetization in the crystalline
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at

domains

IS

destroyed by dipolar dephasing, so
only the amorphous domains
remain

magnetized. The resultmg spatially
mhomogeneous proton magnetization
equilibrates

between the amorphous and

By

diffusion during

varying

it is

crystalline

ms

scale of 2-4

nm,

amorphous

occurs.

Mixing times tm of the

correspond to the equilibration of magnetization
on a length
i.e.

comparable

interface.

to the

^^C detection

signal

is

expected thickness of the crystalline-

conveniently allows to resolve the signals

from morphological domains having

amorphous

different average chain conformations.

suppressed by the short

CP

time (28

corresponding to the crystalline-amorphous interface

The combined
to study

% spm

possible to control the distance over

which the equilibration of the magnetization
order of 2-5

domains by

spin-diffusion

may be

so the resonance

directly observed.

T2 relaxation technique

-

T2 relaxation behavior

their spatial location

|as)

in the

The

(Fig.6.1.b) allows

morphological domains selected by

by spin-diffusion technique.

Further discrimination of the morphological sub-domains within the
interfacial region

can be achieved by using

^

Tj selection combined with the

^//spin-diffusion technique. (Fig.6.1c) In this type of experiment two spectra
are recorded for each mixing time

tf^:

A ^^C Tj

filtered

spectrum (//=3s)

containing only the crystalline signal, and the reference spectrum (tf=\0 ms)
representing

(40

|j.s)

all

morphological domains. Both spectra are recorded with short

to suppress the

amorphous

CP

signal and to facilitate the observation of the

interfacial region. Purely interfacial signal is obtained
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by subtraction of the

crystalline

known

from the reference spectrum, without
any scaling

relationship between the chain
conformation and

chemical

shift, the interfacial signal
in

factor.

Based on the

methylene

the range 29.0-31.8

ppm

is

related to the

disordered non-trans interfacial component,
while the resonance in the range
31.8-34.5

ppm corresponds

The

to all-trans interfacial region.

spin-diffusion techniques described above
allow for the direct

observation of the signal from the interfacial domain
without the application of
line-fitting procedures.

techniques

6.3.2

This

Raman

or

is

a clear advantage over previously used

spectroscopy

'"^

CODEX
The

:

CODEX technique'^ makes

it

possible to study segmental

reorientations with the high sensitivity and resolution of fast

sequence for the

CODEX experiment is shown in Fig.

6.2.

MAS. The

recoupled by two

1

80°-pulses per rotation period

independent fashion. Then, the magnetization

it

is

pulse

For N/2 rotation

periods, the spins evolve under the anisotropic chemical-shift, which

that

NMR

is

in a spinning-speed

stored along the z-direction, so

does not precess or dephase during the long mixing time

integer multiple of ty. If no motions occurred during

ty^,

which

is

the chemical shift

evolution, after a read-out pulse and another N/2 rotation periods under the

recoupled chemical-shift anisotropy,

is

refocused

segmental reorientation did occur during
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at the start

of detection.

the orientation-dependent

If

an

frequency has changed and the
chemical-shift anisotropy
refocused.

The dephasmg

is

is

not completely

observed with high sensitivity as a
decrease

detected Ime intensity. High spimiing
rates

sideband-free spectra, since the dephasing

can be used

is

in the

to obtain virtually

only a function of the

time

total

Ntr.

The

often dominant signal of immobile sites
can be removed by

subtracting the

CODEX spectrum

from a reference spectrum, without an

adjustable scaling factor. This reference spectrum

interchanging

and

difference spectrum

A

,

is

the magnetization

relaxation.

Thus

CODEX spectrum.

oriented along the z-direction and

it

is

During

and

subject to

of the longitudinal relaxation {t^ +A)

^^C Tj

is

amorphous magnetization may be suppressed and

the

CODEX spectra will be representative of the crystalline region.

Therefore by varying

based on

is

obtained simply by

sequence of Fig. 6.2 The resulting

called pure exchange

if the duration

sufficiently long, the

resulting

A in the pulse

is

^^C Tj

{t,^

+A)

it

is

possible to select the morphological domains

relaxation time.

The smaller

the motional amplitude, the longer the time Nty must be to

produce significant dephasing. Taking into account the size 5oi the chemicalshift anisotropy, the reorientation angle

can be estimated from the dependence of

the intensity on 5Nty In another series of experiments, the correlation time Tq

can be obtained as the time constant of the ^^-dependent intensity change.
Infonnation about the number

M of equivalent orientational
180

sites accessible in

the motional process and the
fraction./;^ of mobile segments
final

exchange intensity

minimum I^ is

I^=I(t^»r„mr

1/2, obtained for

M=2.

»

l)=fm(M-l)/M. Forf^=l, the

Generally, Ioo<fm<Io.

Obviously, for the segmental motion to be
detected by

segment positions before and
instance, a

1

80"

flip

after

obtained from the

is

motion must not be

of planar zig-zag chains

CODEX the

NMR equivalent. For

in the crystalline

domain exactly

inverts the chemical shift tensor of the methylene
segments, so the frequencies

before and after

flip will

cannot be detected by

remain unchanged. Therefore,

CODEX.

this

In contrast, in the vicinity of the branched
units

included into the crystalline region, the chain conformation

from planar zig-zag. Thus, the motion of the

CODEX. As

a result, a

kind of motion

may be

crystalline defects

is

different

observable by

CODEX pulse sequence can be used as an effective filter

allowing to suppress the backbone crystalline signal, yet to keep the signal
from
the crystalline defect and provide information about the local chain
geometry.

6.3.3

2D

exchange spectroscopy

Multidimensional exchange spectroscopy can be applied for the
characterization of dynamical processes with correlation times between

10^ seconds.

The basic

principle of exchange

NMR

is

the

0"^
1

and

measurement of the

NMR frequency of one the same molecular segment at two different times
(before and after

tfyj)

NMR

The two-dimensional spectrum

frequency.

and the detection of slow dynamics through a change of
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S((oi,co2) represents the

probability of finding a segment with
a frequency
later,

with frequency

Obviously

in order to

spectrum the dynamic process should

NMR frequency

i.e. cOj

and

co^

unchanged co2=co}

the (0)1,0)2) plane.

presented

dynamics of the propene
chemical

site

exchange

change of the coiTesponding

different.'^

in the

mixing time, the frequencies remain

With frequency changes during

The pulse program
is

in the

^

for all signals, so the intensity is confined
to the diagonal

diagonal signals with o)2 ^

investigation

and, by a time interval

be detectable

result in the

should be

Without any slow dynamics

co,

the mixing time

tjn,

of

off-

^yy appear.'**

for the

2D exchange

at Fig.6.3. It

was

experiment used in

this

specifically tuned to observe slow

units in the crystalline phase of PE-PrL. Indeed, a

shift filter /y allows for selectively

^^C

observadon of the signal from the a-

methylene, without interference from the backbone methylene signal. In

addition, a

^^C Tj

filter

of 800

ms

the propene units included into the

(tfj)

was used

to suppress the signal

from

amorphous phase.

6.4 Experimental

6.4.1. Materials

Compositions and thermal

histories for the

presented in Chapter 2 (Table 2.1).
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samples investigated are

6.4.2.

WAXS

WAXS measurements were performed using a D500
with a

a

M

slit

collimator, a standard copper

camera equipped

radiation source (A.= 0.1542

nm) and

filter.

Orthorhombic

lattice

parameters a and

/;

were calculated from the

experimentally determined spacings
djio and d200 using the relationship

h'

1

6.4.3

NMR

Solid state

and

DSX

'

^C and

'

H NMR spectra were obtained with a Bruker MSL-300

300 spectrometers equipped with a

frequency of 75.5

MAS

r

k'

MHz and

experiments,

7-mm

frequency of 300

a

and

MAS

4-mm

unit.

A ^^C resonance

MHz were employed.

diameters rotors were used

at

In

spinning

speeds of 4 and 5 kHz.

6.5 Experimental Results and Discussions

6.5.1

Branch partitioning

The

in the

ethene-propene co-polymers

partitioning of the propene units in the

co-polymer PE-PrL was investigated using
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CP

^^C labeled ethene-propene

Tj selection (Fig. 5. 2a in Chapter

5)

and l^C direct polarization techniques
with a short recycle delay

filtering suppresses the

the crystalline

amorphous

domain can be

signal, so the

(2

s).

CP

Tj

branched units included into

selectively observed. In the direct
polarizat ion

spectrum recorded with short recycle delay,
the signal from the crystalline

domain with

a long

^^C Tj

is

suppressed. This allows for the selective

observation of the signals from the branched
units in the amorphous phlase,

By comparing
propene signals,

it

the integral intensities of the crystalline
and

was shown

(Fig. 6.4) that about

20

amorphlOUS

% of the propene umts

included into the crystalline phase. These observations
are in good agreement

with the results of Perez

6.5.2

et al.'^"'^

Dependence of lattice dimensions on
It is

known

that the unit cell

polymers may be larger than

in

dimensions in branched ethylene co-

HDPEs." " Factors

expansion have been briefly reviewed

The

the crystallite thickness.

results obtained in the

in the

contributing to the lattice

Chapter 1.9.2

numerous experimental and

theoretic

investigations indicate that in ethylene-a-olefin co-polymers only methyl

branches can be included into the crystalline phase. For the larger sidebranches,
the lattice cell expansion

is

related to the reduction of the crystallite thickness,

rather than to the inclusion of the branched units into the crystalline phase.

In this investigation the lattice base areas

series

ah detennined by

'''"^^
'

WAXS for a

of LLDPE samples were correlated with the lamellar thickness, measured

184

us.ng the solid-state

NMR technique deseribed in chapter 4. The resuUs

are presented at the Fig.6.5.

exists

can be seen that a reciprocal
correlation indeed

It

between the lamellar thickness and

lattice

dimensions for ethene-propene co-polymer
are

of co-polymers studied, which

is

dimensions. The

consistent with the inclusion of
methyl

investigation (Chapter 5.5) and the literature
data'"

6.5.3 Molecular

motion and

lattice

distinctly larger than for the
rest

branches into the crystalline phase. The results
of our solid-state

of branches other than methyl

obtan.ed

indicate that the inclusion

into the crystalline phase

local chain

confomiation

NMR

is

unlikely.

in the vicinity

of

crystalline branch defect in ethene-propene
co-polymers

Based on the degree of the

combined with simulation

lattice

results, Salazar et al.

proposed that a fraction of the

small branches can be included into the crystals
(gauche-trans-gauche').^'

WAXS

expansion determined by

in the vicinity

of 2gl kinks

NMR frequencies are sensitive to the local chain

conformation, so the confomiation of the polymer chain in the vicinity of the
crystalline branch defect can be directly investigated

by

solid-state

NMR

techniques.

It is

LLDPEs

known

that

undergo 180"

observed by

CODEX.

polyethylene chains

Hips.'''

The

However,

CODEX

is

domains of

motion of all-trans chains cannot be

in the vicinity

planar zig-zag chain conformation

detectable by

flip

in the crystalline

of the crystalline defects the

distorted. In that case the flip

motion

technique. Information about the molecular motion

185

is

in the

vicinity ofcryslallinc defects

exchange

was obtained from

a /-V'

It

a 30

the

ms

dependence of CODEX

intensity for the /-V' hibeled
propene a-sitc (Fig.6.6). hi

measurements the amorphous contribution

by

the

77

timescalc.

at

292

K many crystalline

was suppressed

defects undergo motions on

The strongly non-exponential character of the
dependence of

exchange intensity on

/,„

suggests the co-existence of several

modes of the molecular motion. The magnitude of the
for the (x-site

CODEX

of duration {t^ +A) =ls.

filter

can be seen that

CODEX

to the a-site signal

all

0.75 allows to suggest that

crystalline defect undergo two-site flips.

As

50%

final

exchange mtensity

of chain segments

in the

the temperature decreases to

262 K,

the motion rate strongly decreases, which indicates that the
crystalline defect

motion

is

indeed thermally activated.

In the

assume

framework of three-bond models of the

that the distortion

in the vicinity

torsional angle

\|;.

to the

branched

unit, the local

(Fig. 6.7 a-c).

Because the amplitude of the re-orientation of

buildup curves I(Nif) for the labeled

torsional angle. Simulated

CODEX

various torsional angles

are

\\i

chain

of the labeled a-sitc can be characterized by

the methylene segments due to the chain flips depends on

CODEX

which

of all-trans chain conformation does not spread

beyond two ethylene segments adjacent
conformation

crystalline defect,

v|/,

site will also

the shape of

depend on the

buildup curves for 180" chain Hips and

compared with

186

the experimental results at

Fig. 6.8.

It

can be seen

relatively small values

that the

experimental data are consistent only
with

of v|/

=

(v|/

15°).

Another source of information about the
chain conformation near the
crystalline defect

is

the chemical shift of the crystalline
a-methylene

comparing CPTj and

amorphous

a-site signal. (Fig.6.9)

crystalline defect, the

By

DP spectra recorded with a short recycle delay (/„ = 2

can be seen that the crystalline a-site resonance
the

site.

gauche

(v|;

=

It

shifted upficld

is

compared

s)

it

to

indicates that in the vicinity of the

60") content

is

even higher than

disordered amorphous phase. This experimental observation

is

in the

consistent with

gauche-trans-gauche' model of the crystalline defect proposed by
Balta-Calleja
et

al.^''

2D
at Fig.6. 10.

exchange spectra

for the crystalline a-sitc of in

Based on the shape of the 2D

patterns,

it

PE-PrL

are presented

can be concluded that

ordered (narrow) and inhomogeneously broadened disordered components
contribute to the a-site signal.

{t,n

= 800 ms;

The comparison of the exchange spectrum

Fig.6. 10a) with the reference

(^„,

=lms

broadening caused by the exchange occurs mostly
the other hand, significant signal intensity

exchange

CODEX spectrum

(Fig.6. 6 a).

producing the narrow component

in

It

is

;Fig.6.10b) reveals that the

for disordered

observed

at

38

ppm

component.

On

in pure-

indicates that the segments,

2D exchange

spectrum also undergo

re-

orientations. Thus, the motional rate and the geometry of the molecular motion

for the ordered

and disordered components

187

may

be different.

The observed experimental

results suggest the

morphology and molecular motion near
that the local

complex character of

the crystalline defect.

cham conformation near the branch

It

can be proposed

included mto the crystalhne

phase should be described by the distribution
of torsional angles, rather than by a
single angle

i)/.

Moreover, the simple three-bond model

is

not necessarily

adequate for the description of the crystalline branch
defect. Further
experimental and theoretic investigations should be
performed, using more

advanced models

that account for the distribution

of chain conformations and

motional modes.

6.5.4 Investigation of the structure of the crystalline-amorphous
interface by
spin-diffusion and relaxation techniques

The

results

of numerous experimental and theoretic investigations

indicate the existence of a developed crystalline-amorphous interface
in

LLDPEs.'
emphasis

In contrast to previous studies, in this investigation the major

is

put on the application of solid-state

NMR techniques that allow to

resolve the interfacial signal and to characterize structure and molecular mobility
in the interfacial

The

PE-M

domain without

results

of the investigation of phase structure of PE-ZN

b.q. using

Fig.6.1 la-6.12a.

the application of line-fitting procedures.

Spin-diffusion with

Based on the

ratio

^^C detection

of integral

b.q.

and

in

are presented at

intensities

of the

interfacial

{tjj^

=

2 ms) and crystalline signals (t^ = 200 ms) the average interfacial thickness both

in

PE-M

b.q.

and

in

PE-ZN b.q. was

evaluated as 10-15

188

% of the overall

thickness of the crystalhne domain.
(Fig. 6.1 lb-6.12b) The observed
difference

between the equilibrium
containing fractions

signal intensities

m PE-M b.q.

and

= 200 ms)

{t^.^

PE-ZN

b.q.

may

for the

gauche-

be related to the different

cross-polarization conditions of these samples.

The amorphous

signal

is

suppressed by the short

CP

time (25

so the

^is),

lineshape of the interfacial signal can be directly
observed in the spectra

=

recorded with tm
at

32.8

ppm

2 and

embedded

The
(Fig.6.14 a)

The presence of the strong component

in all trans-conformation.

interfacial signal at 32.8

are

(Fig 6.13).

in the interfacial signal indicates that the interfacial

formed by chains

domain

5ms

ppm

is

The broad lineshape of the

suggests that the segments forming the interfacial

into a disordered

medium.

T2 relaxation behavior of the

was

domain

characterized

by

the

interfacial region in

combined spin-diffusion

PE-ZN

b.q.

-7^2 relaxation

technique described in section 6.3.1(Fig.6.1.b). For comparison purposes, the

T2 relaxation behavior

in the crystalline region

of PE-ZN

using the same pulse sequence (Fig.6.1.b) with very short

{tj-= l|as). In that case, the crystalline

signal at 32.8

ppm

which proves higher mobility
is

is

T2 selection time

not destroyed, so the

(Fig. 6.14.b) corresponds to the crystalline

for the all-trans interfacial region

observation

magnetization

was determined

b.q.

consistent with

is

30

domain.

T2

% longer than for the crystalline core,

in the interfacial

domain. (Fig.6. 14

all -trans-segments

This

near the interface having

significant high-frequency mobility of limited amplitude.
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c)

The
presented

ofthc spin-diffusion-/-^( r/-selcction
experiments are

results

.1

F.g.o.

1

ean be seen that the

It

5.

Fastest

equihhration ofthe

magnetization occurs for the non-trans
interfacial signal (29-3
indicating (hat disordered interfac.al
region

close proximity to the

non-trans region

is

is

rather thin and

amorphous domain. The

1.8 ppni),

it

is

located in

efTicient spin-diffusion in
the

consistent with relatively low molecular
mobility. For the of

all-trans interfacial region (31.8-34.5

ppm), the equilibration

is

slower, proving

that this region is thicker than the non-trans
(disordered) interface.

The experimental data presented

m

interface

parlially

the ethylene co-polymers

is

indicate that the crystalline-amorphous

predominantly fomied by

mobile chains. These experimental observations can be
explained by

proposing

that the loops

formed by chain segments

in all-trans

protrude from the crystalline to the amorphous region
fashion.(l ig.().l()
'

amorphous
According

).

folds with

in

The formation of rather loose loops

interfiice

to Flory ct al.^

immediate

conformation

comb-like

at

the crystalline-

agrees with the results ofthe lattice theory calculations.

70% of chains

while

which they emerge, fewer than

6.6

all-trans yet

20%

enter the

same lamellae from

of crystalline chains are engaged

in adjacent

re-entry.

Conclusions

The presence of all-trans

yet parlially mobile chains in the interfacial

region ol LLDPLis was confirmed by spin-diffusion and ^11 T2 relaxation

1

90

(cchn.cucs.

shown

I

Js.ng

combined

a

spin-clim,si«n-/% T,

that (he inlcrlacial region
eonlains

IlKcring lcchM,c,uc,

it

was

both partially ordered all-trans
and

disordered Irans-gauehe segments.
Both lor melalloeene and /iegler-Nalta

LLDl'lis the average thiekness ol the
mterCaeial region was evaluated as

1

0

I

5%

of the average lamellar thiekness.

The morphological

WAXS

and solid-state

segments are included

partitioning

NMR

ofbranched

techniques,

it

iiints

was determined

into the crystalline phase, while

inclusion of butyl branches into the crystalline lattice

conformations and molecular motions

in

CODliX

way by

Unit

20

% ol

propene

no evidence ofthe

was found. Local chain

the vicinity ofthe crystalline defects

were characteri/ed using 2D exchange, /-V'
and

was studied using

direct polarization, ('/'

'/'/

selection,

techniques.

I(

was shown

a

simple 3-bond model. Based on the results of 2D-exchange and

CODRX

that crystalline defect

experiments,

for a distribution

it

was proposed

cannot be described

that the

adequate model should account

of chain conformations and motional modes.
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in a satisfactory
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Figure

6.

1

H spin-difftision with C detection pulse sequences for the
investigation of the phase composition in

LLDPEs. 90^

pulses

are filled black. White: CP-cross-polarization,

DD:

dipolar decoupling, (a)

tf-^H T2

of signal intensity on

tj

(c)

is

C

detection;

combined with *H T2

The 'H T2

domains selected by tm

^^C T, selection

spin-diffusion with

spin-diffusion

filter (b)

relaxation with ^^C detection.
in the

H

relaxation behavior

determined from the dependence

*H spin-diffusion combined with

with '^C detection,

195

t^: ^^C

filter

90^

DD

HfcP

DD

180°

13C

CP

2

2

-X
-y

90°y

2

DD

i I ^"i^^^r I i

2

2

1

;ure 6.2

Pulse sequence for

CODEX NMR:

White: CP-cross-polarization,

DD:

90° pulses are

filled black.

dipolar decoupling,

t,.:

rotor

period. Pure-exchange spectra are obtained by measuring a

reference spectrum with
the

and

t^^

CODEX spectrum from

it.

196

A

interchanged and subtracting

Figure 6.3 Pulse sequence for

2D

exchange

NMR:

90° pulses are

filled black.

White: CPxross-polarization, DD: dipolar decoupling, 180° pulses,
tf:

chemical

shift filter,

with tf= 1/(4 A(o). Here Ao)

is

difference between the resonance frequencies for the
crystalline
tf,:

'^CT,

methylene and crystalline propene
filter

197

a-site;

the

crystalline

regular

a)

(CH2CH2)n

CHCH2

CH2

—

CH3
amorphous
propene a-site

b)

Figure 6.4 ^^C

MAS NMR spectra of

PE-PrL:
is

-1%

^^C labeled ethene-propene co-polymer

(a) Cross-polarization; the overall content

mol. (b) CP/Ti filtered spectrum with

the propene units in the crystalline phase

is

tf

of the propene units in the amorphous phase

is

2s; the content of

% mol.

0.46

polarization spectrum, with short recycle delay
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=

of propene units

t^

2

=

(c) Direct

2s; the content

% mol.

a)

20

30

40

29 [degrees]
c)

0.374

PE-M

b.q.

0.372

PE-M

0.370

b.i.

0.368

HDPE-ZNi

0.366
0.05

0,06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10
1/L[nm']

Figure 6.5 (a)

WAXS pattern for PE-ZN b.q.

Scattering

with corresponding Bragg's indices,

orthorhombic crystalline

maxima

are labeled

(b) Unit cell structure for the

lattice, (c) Lattice

base area ab

vs. reciprocal

crystallite thickness for the

HOPE and ethylene co-polymers;symbols:

experimental data; straight

line: least-squares fit

calculated for

The degree of

HOPE and
lattice

co-polymer than

ethylene-hexene co-polymers (Pc-PrL excluded).

expansion

for other

of the ah{\IL) dependence

is

distinctly higher for the ethylcne-propene

polymers

with similar lamellar thickness.
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Figure 6.6

100

200

300

400

500

tm [ms]

Investigation of the crystalline mobility in

PE-PrL
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on the mixing time

t^^.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSED SUBSEQUENT
RESEARCH

The experimental work described

in this thesis

conclusively

demonstrates the strong effects of the
branch distribution on crystallization
behavior, morphology and molecular
mobility of LLDPEs. This chapter
contains
the specific conclusions

new

drawn from each experimental chapter

as well as

some

questions and possible research avenues
discovered in the course of thesis

research.

7.1. Effect

of Branch distribution on the evolution of
viscoelastic properties of
LLDPEs during isothermal and non-isothermal crystallization
and partial
melting

7.1.1

Conclusions

The experimental

results

of chapter 3 confirm

that the intermolecular

branch distribution controls the crystallization kinetics and the
evolution of
viscoelastic properties of

LLDPEs

during melting and crystallization.

Indeed, the heterogeneous Ziegler-Natta

fraction of molecules with very

contain a significant

low branch content. These almost

determine the behavior of heterogeneous
transition. In contrast, metallocene

gradually changing branching.

LLDPEs

As

LLDPEs

LLDPEs

linear chains

during the melt-solid

contain a variety of chains with

a result, the melting and solidification interval
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may

be broader for mctallocene co-polymcrs
than

for their Zieglcr-Natta

analogs

with similar or even higher average
branching.
In

found

heterogeneous LLDPEs, the long linear methylene
sequences are

in the

low branched chains, while the short methylene
sequences are

prcdommantly confined
mctallocene

LLDPEs

to highly

branched molecules.

In

homogeneous

long and short linear segments belong to the
same

molecules. During the non-isothermal crystallization
of metallocene

LLDPEs,

the crystallites formed at high temperatures by long
methylene sequences are

covalcntly bound to the shorter linear sequences, which remain

The

in the melt.

presence of the crystalline "anchors" decreases the mobility of short
methylene

sequences and limits their access
crystallization

to the centers

of crystallization, so the

of shorter segments becomes kinctically hindered.

On

the other

hand, in heterogeneous systems the crystallization of long linear segments does
not have a significant effect on the crystallization behavior of shorter methylene

sequences.

As

behavior

more pronounced

is

a result, the effect of the thennal history on the crystallization

in

metallocene than

in Zieglcr-Natta

copolymers.

For the early stages of the isothermal crystallization of LLDPEs, the

dependence of viscoclastic properties on the

crystallinity

was defined by

correlating the rheological properties of the crystallizing melt with the

crystallization kinetics

measured by DSC. Based on the slope of the

tanS ((f)) dependencies,

three periods of the structure development in

crystallizing

LLDPEs were

described; the
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initial structure

formation

(/

'((j))

and

(0<^0.002), the development of a physical network
(0.002<^^^^/), and the
tightening of the physical network

>^g,i.).

It

was shown

that for the

isothermal crystallization of LLDPEs,
the overall crystallinity
transition (gel point)

is

rather low,
(/)gei<

The thermal programs
slightly crystallized

developed during

[w/w].

for the preparation

LLDPEs by partial

this investigation.

formed from the metallocene

5%

at the melt-solid

of stable

critical gels

melting and step-crystallization were

Mechanical properties of stable

LLDPE were characterized by the

dynamic rheological techniques.

It

from the

was proven

critical gels

steady-shear and

that the appearance

of the

"plateau region" in the tan 5(q)) dependence indeed corresponds
to the

formation of physical structures in the crystallizing melt.

The

stable critical gel prepared

melting was characterized using

from the metallocene

Raman

crystallinity at the gel point does not

spectroscopy.

exceed 5 ±

3%

It

LLDPE by partial

was shown

that the

[w/w]. These results are

consistent with the data obtained during the isothermal crystallization

experiments.

7.

1

.2

Proposed further research.
There are several

sets

of experiments which are proposed

to further

map

the factors controlling the relationship between the branch distribution and the

solidification behavior

of the ethylene co-polymers.
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Commercial LLDPEs usually have
a
however, narrow-distributed

LLDPE

fractions can be prepared
from the

commercial samples using the
preparative
Fractionation) technique.

rather broad branch
distribution;

TREF

The simple device

(Temperature Raising Elution

for preparative

TREF

can be built

from standard laboratory equipment.'
The investigation performed on
the
narrow-distributed

overall branching

LLDPE

on the

fractions will allow to separate
the effects of the

solidification behavior

distribution. Desired branch distributions
can

narrow-distributed

LLDPE

from the influence of the branch

be created by blending several

fractions with different branch content.

The type of the intermolecular branch

polymers manufactured by different companies. For
branch distribution

DOW

is

in the

LLDPEs

produced by

Thus

DOW,

point

in

is

paramount

the

Phillips.

morphology of physical

for the understanding of the

LLDPEs. However

LLDPE, manufactured by

the further investigation should include

Union Carbide, and

The information about

different in

instance, the intermolecular

metallocene ethylene-octene

distinctly bimodal.

may be

distribution

gels near the critical

mechanism of physical

the structural investigation of critical and near-critical gels

presents a significant challenge because of the low overall crystallinity
point.

The thermal protocols

developed during
solid side.

gelation

at the gel

for the preparation of stable physical gels

this investigation

The conclusions about

allow to approach the

critical gel

the structure of physical gel

based on the evolution of the crystalline structure during
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from the

may be made

partial melting.

The

tendencies defined

lower temperatures can be
extrapolated

at

Because of the existnig controversy
morphological investigation of the

in the

pomt.

assignment of Raman bands^^
the

LLDPE

perfonned using a combination of Raman,

to the gel

during the partial melting has
to be
solid-state

NMR and WAXS

experiments, performed under the identical
thermal protocols.

of the branch distribution on the morphology
and

7.2. Effect

mobility in

7.2.1

LLDPEs

local molecular

Conclusions

The experimental

results obtained in the chapters

4 and 5 reveal the

strong effect of the branch distribution on the
morphology and molecular

mobility in

LLDPEs.

the crystalline

domain

is

Indeed, in highly heterogeneous Ziegler-Natta
co-polymers

domain

is

enriched by almost linear chains, while the amorphous

formed by highly branched molecules. In

contrast, in

homogeneous

metallocene systems both crystalline and amorphous domains are
formed by

segments belonging

to the

same

chains. Consequently, in a metallocene co-

polymer the average thickness of the

crystalline

and amorphous domains

lower, the rate of chain diffusion in the crystalline region

molecular mobility in the amorphous domain

is

is

lower than

is

higher, and the

in its Ziegler-Natta

analog.

A

novel non-destructive solid-state

of the lamellar thickness
developed,

its

validity

NMR technique for the determination

distribution in non-polar ethylene co-polymers

was proven by comparison with
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the results of

was

SAXS,

Raman and

independent

NMR investigations.

7.2.2 Proposed further research

The morphological
properties

m

structure controls various
important macroscopic

LLDPEs. Thus,

the qualitative understanding
of the tendencies in

the branch distribution-morphology
relationship established in Chapters
4 and 5

may

be very useful for the successful optimization
of ethylene co-polymers.
Further investigations should bring the
understanding of the effects of

the branch distribution on the

level.

LLDPE

morphology

to the

more

quantitative

This can be accomplished by expanding the range
of samples under

investigation. For instance, different types of
co-monomers and various types of

branch distributions occurrmg in commercial

LLDPEs

should be investigated

using the assortment of techniques successfully applied in
studied samples have to be characterized by analytic

corresponding branch distributions will be known

A

TREF,

All

so the

in great detail.

variety of blends with desired branch distributions can be prepared

from narrow-distributed

LLDPEs"

this study.

LLDPE

fractions. Investigation

will enable researchers to

of such

"artificial

answer a variety of questions

related to the

branching-morphology relationship.

Another important direction

in the investigation

of LLDPEs

is

the

relationship between the branch distribution and macroscopic properties. Using

solid-state

NMR techniques, the molecular mechanisms determining the
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relationship between the

moT,hology and mechan.cal
properties of LLDPEs
can

be eharacterized. Then, the

effect

of the branch distribution
on the molecular

mobility and on the local
morphology can be correlated with
the influence of the

branch distribution on the
mechanical properties of LLDPEs.

Morphological partitioning of branched
units and structure of the

7.3.

domain
7.3.1

in

detection,

it

NMR techniques based on 1h spin diffusion with

solid-state

was proven

that a

LLDPEs. The average

and

in Ziegler-Natta

thickness. For the

interfacial

developed crystalline-amorphous
interface exists

thickness of the interfacial domain
both in metallocene

LLDPE was

first

estimated as 10-15% of the average
crystallite

time, a resolved

^-^CNMR

domain was observed. Based on

lineshape of the interfacial signal,

predominantly formed by

it

signal related to the

the chemical shift and

was shown

all-trans yet partially

that the interfacial

mobile chains.

that all-trans chains

form loops, which protrude from the

amorphous domain

in a

that the structure

It

on the

domain

is

was proposed

crystalline into the

comb-like fashion.

Using a combined
proven

interfacial
iniCTiaciai

Conclusions

Using

in

LLDPEs

spin-diffusion-^

of the

interfacial

domain

contains both all-trans and disordered regions.
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selection technique

is

it

was

rather heterogeneous.

It

Tl,c morphological
partitioning of branched
units

WAXS and solid-state NMR techn.ques.
segments are included

It

was

into the crystalline
phase, while

in the vicinity

T, selection and

CODEX

techniques.

not be described in a satisfactory
results

2D

of 2D-exchange and

It

% of propone

no evidence of the

was found. The

of ctystalline branch defects

eo-polynier was characterized using

studied using

deternrined that 20

inclusron of butyl branches tnto
the crystalline lattice

conforntat.on

was

in the

local chain

ethylene-propcne

exchange, '-'c direct polarization.

was shown

way by

that crystalline defects
n,ay

the simple 3-bond model.
Based

CODEX experiments,

CP

it

was proposed

on the

that the

adequate model should account for the
distribution of chain confonnations
and
motional modes.

7.3.2 Proposed further research

The experimental

results

about the interfacial structure

based on

spin-diffusion.

LLDPEs

structure in

As

still

of chapter 6 prove

may be

that valuable information

obtained by solid-state

However, the

NMR techniques,

factors affecting the interfacial

are not understood in a great detail.

the next step, the influence of the branch content and
branch

distribution

on the

interfacial content

and structure of the

interfacial

domain can

be studied. This can be accomplished by expanding the range of samples
studied, so

it

will include a variety

using narrow-distributed

LLDPE

of co-monomers and branch

fractions
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distributions.

manufactured by preparative

By

TRCF

it

wUl be possible
structure

to separate the effect

of the overall branching on
the

from the influence of the branch

Another important subject
between the content and the

mechamcal

interfacial

distribution.

for future investigations

structure of the interfacial

is

the relationship

domain and the

properties of LLDPEs. Thus, during
the future studies the phase

composition has to be correlated with
the mechanical characteristics
of

LLDPEs, such
The
efficient

as modulus, tougliness and crack
resistance.

solid-state

NMR investigation involving ^-?C labeling

is

a very

approach for the direct characterization of
the morphological

partitioning of branched units.

crystalline lattice

While the inclusion of methyl branches

was proven by

partitioning of ethyl branches in

controversy.^-^

The ^-^C

a variety of techniques, the morphological

LLDPEs

signal for the

still

at the

methyne

remains a subject of

methyne carbon

resolved from the methylene backbone signal.

polymer ^-^C-labeled

into the

site,

By

at

the branch site

is

well

using ethylene-butene co-

the morphological partitioning of the

ethyl branches can be determined with great precision.

During the current study,
crystalline branch defects

is

it

was shown

that the local structure

rather complex, so the morphological

of the

models used

in the further investigations should account for the distribution of chain

conformations in the vicinity of the branch defects.

A higher degree of ^^C

labeling (20-30%) will allow to enhance the sensitivity in the

and

to obtain

more information about

NMR experiments

the crystalline defect structure.
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